CLEARANCE
SALE!
Decca C.T.V. 19/25 D/STD
Philips 25" G6 D/STD
GEC 19/25 D/STD
Kuba 25" S/STD
GEC 19/22 S/STD
Philips 22" G6 S/STD
Eurosonic 22" S/STD
Murphy CV 2211 S S/STD
Bush 184 S S/STD
Pye 205/252 S/STD
Thorn 18/20 Current Model
Philips 22" G8.
GEC 22" Electronic Tuner

£36.00
£48.00
£52.00
£56.00
£60.00
£64.00
£72.00
£76.00
£80.00
£96.00
£112.00
£128.00
£144.00

-

COLOUR TUBES
PROFESSIONALLY REBUILT

19" £24.00

25" £30.00

PLUS £4 P.PKG

SQUARE SCREEN MONO
Most models available, i.e., GEC, Decca, Thorn,
D/STD from £12.00. Philips, Pye, Thorn, Bush,
S/STD from £16.00

Hundreds of 19"/23" to pick from at giveaway
prices.
All prices plus VAT.
Please write for quotation on any set or spares.
Callers welcome.

Southern
Watling Street, Hockcliffe
(3 miles north of Dunstable on A5)
Tel. Hockcliffe 768

Northern
Thornbury Roundabout, Leeds Road, Bradford 3
Tel. (0274) 665670
Scotland
Peacock Cross Industrial Estate,
Burnbank Road, Hamilton
Tel. (06982) 29511.

COLOUR, UHF & TELEVISION SPARES
CROSS HATCH UNIT KIT, NEW AERIAL INPUT TYPE, INCLUDES
T.V. SYNC AND UHF MODULATOR. BATTERY OPERATED. CAN

BE USED FOR ANY SET £11.00 + 45p p.p. COMPLETE TESTED

UNITS, READY FOR USE (ALUMN CASE) £16.60, (DE -LUXE CASE)
£18.00 p.p. 75p. (VHF MODULATOR VERSION NOW AVAILABLE).

NEW GREY SCALE KIT, ADDS ON TO ABOVE CROSS HATCH
KITS AND UNITS £2.90 p.p. 25p.

"NEW TYPE SIGNAL STRENGTH METER, ONE CONTROL,
P.C. BOARD FULL KIT £18.00 p.p. 75p. "TELEVISION"
SIGNAL STRENGTH METER KIT £16.30 p.p. 75p.' G8 SURPLUS
VIS. SELECT. PANEL 25p. VIS. GAIN PANEL 25p p.p. 25p.
CRT REACTIVATOR PROJECT FULL KIT £17.48 p.p. 90p.

"TELEVISION" CONSTRUCTOR'S COLOUR SET PROJECT.
NEW MARK II DEMONSTRATION MODEL WITH LATEST
IMPROVEMENTS. TWO SETS WORKING AND ON VIEW AT
172 WEST END LANE, N.W.6. TREMENDOUS RELIABILITY
SUCCESS OVER 2 YEARS. CALL, PHONE OR WRITE FOR
UP-TO-DATE COLOUR LISTS.
"TELEVISION" PROJECT CROSS HATCH KIT £3.60 p.p. 20p.
VIDEO PRE -AMP MOD. KIT (Oct. '75 Article) £1.20 p.p. 20p.

SPECIAL OFFER I.F. Panel, leading British maker, similar design to
"Television" panel. Now in use as alternative inc. circuit and connection
data, checked and tested on colour £12.80 p.p. 80p. Also DECODER panel
checked and tested on colour, full details, £16.80 p.p. 80p.

"FIVE in ONE" PANEL replaces Tuner IF, Decoder, RGB, and sound
boards of original project. Tested on colour, with all data. £26.00 p.p. 90p.
MAINS TRANSFORMER 280W for "T.V." Colour Set £11.50 p.p. f 1.20.

TRIPLER £5.00 p.p. 75p, ERIE FOCUS £2.20, NEW AUDIO UNIT
£2.60 p.p. 30p. Original packs still available. List on Request.
STABILISER UNITS, "add on" kit for either 40V or 20V, £2.80 p.p. 35p.

Field & Line Blanking Mod. Kit 30p, Beam Limiter Mod. Kit £1.00.
Line Osc. Coil 60p. 500 ohm Contrast 25p, 250 ohm 25W 32p, Al Slide
Switches (Break before make) 3 for 48p. Ident Coil Sop. p.p. 15p.
G.E.C. 2040 decoder for parts. DL20, Xtal, ident, etc., £3.50 p.p. 75p.
SPECIAL OFFER Jap colour T.V. Chassis, PAL, Solid State, new, boxed,
for 90° Shadowmask, incl IF, Decoder, Timebases, CDA, Regulator, EHT
with circuit data £20.00 p.p. £1.50.
BRC/THORN 3000/3500 Power P.C.B. £3.80 p.p. 65p.
DECCA Colour T.V. Thyristor Power Supply, HT, LT etc, £3.80 p.p. 85p.
BUSH CTV25 Power Supply Unit £3.20 p.p. £1.20
PYE 697 Line T.B. for "Television" set parts £1.50 p.p. 70p
MULLARD AT1023/05 convergence yoke. New £2.50 p.p. 60p.
MULLARD DLIE delay line. New 90p p.p. 40p.
PHILIPS G6 single standard convergence panel, incl. 16 controls, switches

etc., and circuits £3.75 p.p. 60p, or incl. yoke. £5.00. PHILIPS 08 panels
for spares, decoder £2.50 p.p. 75p. Field/line osc. 75p p.p. 35p.

VARICAP, Mullard ELC1043 UHF tuner £4.00, ELC1043/05 £4.50,
G.I. type UHF varicap tuner £2.50 p.p. 30p. VHF or UHF salvaged varicap
tuners £1.40. Control units, 3PSN £1.25, 4PSN £1.80, 5PSN £2.30. Special
offer 6PSN £1.00, 7PSN £1.80 p.p. 25p. TAA 550 50p p.p. 15p.
VARICAP VHF PHILIPS £3.80, ELC1042 £4.40, p.p. 30p, ELC1042 on
PYE P.C.B. £5.40, Plug in 6 posn. control unit £2.50 p.p. 65p

UHF/625 Tuners, many different types in stock. Lists available. UHF
tuners transistd. £2.85, incl. s/m drive, indicator £3.85; 6 posn. or 4 posn.

pushbutton £4.20 p.p. 60p. Integrated tuners BUSH, DECCA 6 posn.

pushbutton or PHILIPS Rotary £4.50 p.p. 70p. AE ISOL 30p p.p. 20p.
TRANSISTORISED 625 IF for T.V., sound tested (as featured in
Practical Wireless, Nov. '75). £6.80 p.p. 65p.
PHILIPS 625 I.F. Panel incl. cct 50p p.p. 50p.

TURRET TUNERS, KB "Featherlight" VC11, Philips 170 series, GEC

2010 £2.50. GEC 2018, 2019, 2038, 2039 5 position £4.85 p.p. 75p.
TBA "Q" I.C.s. 480, 530, 540, £2.20, 550, 560C, 920, 990 £3.20 p.p. 15p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. New guar. p.p. 75p.
SPECIAL OFFERS
BUSH 105 to 186SS, etc
£6.40
BUSH TV53/86/95/99....f 1.00
DECCA DR95, 101/606, DRI
EKCO
380 to 390
£1.00
2, 3, 121/123, 20/24, 2000
£5.90
EKCO 407/417
£1.00
FERG., HMV, MARCONI,
FERR. 1084/1092
f 1.00
PHILCO, ULTRA, THORN
FERG. 506 to 546
£1.00
GEC
448/452
£2.50
850, 900, 950, 1400, 1500 seriesf5.80
KB/RGD
003,
VC11
£2.75
GEC 2000, 2047 series
£5.90
P/SCOTT 733 to 738
£1.00REG
KB VC I/9 51, 52, 53, 100, 200 ...f5.80
10-6, 10-17 etc.
£1.00
MURPHY 849 to 2417, etc.
£6.40
SOBELL 195/282/8
£2.50
MANY OTHERS STILL AVAILABLE
P/SCOTT 960, COSSOR 1964 £4.90
COLOUR LOPTS p.p 85p
PHILIPS 19TG 121 to 19TG156 £3.80
BUSH CTV 25/3, 174
£6.80
PHILIPS 19TGI70, 210, 300
£5.90
BUSH 182 to 1122 etc
£6.80
PYE 11U, 368, 169, 769 series
£5.90
MURPHY Equivalents f6.80
PYE 40, 67 series (36 to 55)
£3.80
DECCA "Bradford"
(state Model No. etc) £7.80
PAM, INVICTA, EKCO,
GEC 2028, 2040
£9.20
FERRANTI eqUivalents as above £3.80
PYE 691, 693, 697
£13.50
SOBELL 1000 series
£5.90
PYE 691 Bobbins
£4.00
STELLA 1043/2149
£5.90
THORN 8500
£8.50
BUSH 161, MURPHY 1910 A634 Time Base Panel £2.80 p.p. 75p.
THORN 850 Time Base Panel, Dual Standard 50p p.p. 60p.

MULLARD Scan Coils Type AT1030 for

all

standard mono 110°

models, Philips, Stella, Pye, Ekco, Ferranti, Invicta £2.00 p.p. 65p.
PHILIPS G8 Tripler (1174) £5.00. GEC 2040 series £1.75 p.p. 55p etc.
I2 -0-12V, 50MA Mains Transf. £1.20 p.p. 30p.
CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES

MANOR SUPPLIES

172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6.
(Near W. Hampstead tube stn: 28, 59 159 Bus Routes) 01-794 8751

Mail Order: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON N.W.11.
PLEASE ADD 121% VAT TO PRICES (EXCEPT * 8%)

Television
SERVICING
VIDEO
CONSTRUCTION
COLOUR

DEVELOPMENTS
COPYRIGHT
IPC Magazines Limited, 1976.
Copyright in all drawings,
photographs and articles published in
Television is fully protected and

reproduction or imitation in whole or
in part is expressly forbidden. All
reasonable precautions are taken by
Television to ensure that the advice
and data given to readers are reliable.
We cannot however guarantee it and
we cannot accept legal responsibility
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568

Service Notebook

correspondence regarding

BINDERS AND INDEXES
Binders (£2.10) and Indexes (45p)
can be supplied by the Post Sales

570
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comment on alternative ways of

606

by E. Trundle

Servicing the Minivox 11 in. Portable Model TV8735/10
by A. Massing

Next Month in Television
Special Product Report

by Geoffrey C. Arnold

Fault Guide: GEC C2110 Series

by John Coombes

The Sampledot TV System

by Pat Hawker

Servicing Television Receivers

by L. Lawry -Johns

Concluding the coverage of the Thorn 1400 chassis.

Long -Distance Television

by Roger Bunney

Reports of DX reception and conditions, and news from
abroad.

Servicing the Telefunken 711 Chassis, Part 3

by P. C. Murchison

Faults in the field and line timebases.

All
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Dealing with Intermittent Faults

Many methods for reducing the bandwidth required for
a TV channel have been proposed in the past. The
sampledot system looks a likely proposition for certain
applications.

602

Problems Solved".

by Chas. E. Miller

Summary of faults experienced on the GEC solid-state
colour chassis.

to articles
published in Television, but we
cannot offer advice on modifications
to our published designs nor

Requests for advice in dealing with
servicing problems should be
directed to our Queries Service. For
details see our regular feature "Your

Miller's Miscellany

A full report on the Heathkit transistor curve tracer.

relating

stamped addressed envelope.

by H. Peters

This Yugoslavian portable set was imported in large
quantities in the early 70s. Its common failures and
their symptoms are listed.

technical queries over the telephone

correspondents
expecting a reply should enclose a

Talking About Colour CRTs

The most time consuming and difficult faults to deal
with are those that occur intermittently. An
investigation of their causes and methods of dealing
with them.

We regret that we cannot answer

them.

by A. Denham

Comments on the servicing business and a look at
projection TV.

598

using

Faults in Rank 90° Colour Receivers

Notes on faults, developments, adjustments and how
chromaticity is specified.

QUERIES

queries

by W. S. J. Brice, B.Sc.(Eng.)

Faults experienced in the RRI A823-A823AV range of
chassis, plus some notes on other RRI receivers.

Department, IPC Magazines Ltd.,
Lavington House, 25 Lavington
Street, London SE1 OPF. Prices
include postage and VAT.

have

Up Converter

Constructional details of a v.h.f./u.h.f. converter.

592

nor supply service sheets. We will
endeavour to assist readers who

by G. R. Wilding

Faulty i.c.s; green cast.

Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS.
All other correspondence should be
addressed to the Editor, "Television",
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London EC4A 4AD.

SEPTEMBER
1976

News, comment and developments.

574

advertisements should be addressed
to the Advertisement Manager,
"Television", Kings Reach Tower,

ISSUE 311

Leader

CORRESPONDENCE

All

NO.11

this month

for it. Prices are those current as we
go to press.

VOL. 26

609
610

Price Increase
Your Problems Solved

613

Test Case 165

A selection from readers' queries.

Can you solve this fault? Plus the answer to last month's problem.

OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED OCTOBER WILL BE
PUBLISHED ON SEPTEMBER 20
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.

Technical
Training in
Radio,
Television and
Electronics

The Old Police Station, Gloucester Road, LITTLEHAMPTON, Sussex.

PHONE 6743
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. AT 12f%. NOTHING EXTRA TO PAY
6F1

30FLI 1.07
30FL2 1.07
30FLI4 1.00

5U4G 0.60
5V4G 0.60
5Y3GT 0.55
5Z3
1.00
SZ4G 0.48

0.80
0.60
6F23 0.65
6F24 0.80
6F25
1.00
6F28 0.74
6GH8A 0.80
60K5 0.75
601)7 0.90

30F5

6FI8

6/30L2 0.79

6H6GT 0.30

6150T 0.50

success.

6AC7 0.55
6AH6 0.70
6AK5 0.45
6AM8A 0.70
6AN8 0.70
6AQ5 0.47
6AR5 0.80
6AT6 0.50
6AU6 0.40
6AV6 0.50
6AW8A 0.84
6AX4 0.75
6BA6 0.40
6BC8 0.90
68E6 0.40
6BH6 0.70
61116
0.65

30PL13 1.00
30P1-14 1.29

ICS, the world's most experienced home

68K7A 0.85
6BQ7A 0.60

0.40

OB2

1B3GT 0.55
2D21

0.55

5R4GY 1.00

Start training TODAY and make sure you are

qualified to take advantage of the many

opportunities open to trained people. ICS can

further your technical knowledge and
provide the specialist training so essential to
study college has helped thousands of people

6BR7

60R8

to move up into higher paid jobs - and they

6BW6
6BW7
6BZ6
6C4

can do the same for you.
Fill in the coupon below and find out how!

1.00
1.25
1.00
0.65

0.60
0.40

6C86A 0.50
6CD6G 1.60
6CG8A 0.90

6L7(M) 0.60
6N7GT 0.70
6Q7G 0.50
6Q7GT 0.50
6SA7
6SG7

0.55
0.50

6U4GT 0.80
6V6G
6X4

0.30
0.45

6X5GT 0.45
9D7
10C2
10F1
10E18

10P13
10P14

0.70
0.70
0.67
0.65
0.80
2.50

12AT6 0.45
I2AU6 0.50
I2AV6 0.60
12BA6 0.50
1213E6

0.55

85A2
15062
807
5763
AZ31
AZ41
B36

1.20
0.75
1.00
1.10
1.65

0.60
0.50
0.75

DY86/7 0.35

DY802 0.45
E8OCF 5.00
E88CC 1.20
EI8OF 1.15
E188CC2.50
EA50 0.40
EABC80
0.40

EAF42 0.70
EAF8010.75
EB34
EB91

0.30
0.17

EBC41 0.75
EBC8I 0.45
EBF83 0.45
EBF89 0.40

6CL8A 0.95

EC86
EC88
EC92

6CM7 1.00
6CU5 0.90
6DE7 0.90
6DT6A 0.85

1906
20P1
20P4

ECC33 2.00
ECC35 2.00
ECC40 0.90
ECC81 0.34
ECC82 0.34
ECC83 0.34

6E5

Telecommunications Technicians,
Radio, TV and Electronics Technicians,
Electrical Installation Work,
Technical Communications,
Radio Amateur,
MPT General Radio Communications
Certificate.

0.35

6K80 0.50
6L6GC 0.70

1.00

50CD60

61U8A 0.90
6K7G

0.75
0.70
0.74
0.90

128H7 0.55
12BY7 0.85
19AQ5 0.65

6CL6

There is a wide range of courses to
choose from, including:
City and Guilds Certificates: -

0.35

616

30L15
30L17
30P12
30P19
30PL I

0.70

0.75

1.00

6EW6 0.85

6.50
4.00

19111

1.00

30C!5
30017

0.84
0.77
0.77

0.84
0.84
0.55

ECC84 0.35
ECC85 0.39
ECC88 0.51
ECC8071.40

ECF80 0.50
ECF82 0.50
ECF86 0.80
ECF8045.00
ECH42 0.71
ECH8I 0.35
ECH83 0.50
ECH84 0.50
ECL80 0.45
ECL82 0.40
ECL83 0.74
ECL86 0.45
EF22
EF40

EEC
EF80
EF83
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EF92

1.00

0.78
0.75
0.29
1.25

0.36
0.45
0.32
0.50
0.50

EF183 0.36
EF 184

EH90
EL34

EMI
EL81

0.36
0.45
0.90
0.57
0.65
0.34
0.67

EZ4I
EZ80
EZ81

0.52
0.32
0.32

PY82 0.40
PY83 0.44
PY88 0.40
PY500A 1.09

GY501 0.85
GZ32 0.60
GZ34 0.75
HN309 1.70
KT66
KT88
P6I
PC86
PC88
PC97

PY800 0.40
PY801 0.40
PZ30 0.50

QQV03/10

3.00
5.75
0.60
0.62
0.62

2.00

QV06/20
3.50
0.75
UABCI30
0.45

RI9

0.39

PC900 0.40
PCC84 0.39
PCC85 0.47
PCC89 0.49
PCC 1890.52

PCF80 0.40
PCF82 0.45
PCF86 0.57
PCF200 1.00
PCF201 1.00
PCF801 0.49
PCF802 0.54
PCF805 1.00
PCF806 0.53
PCH2001.00

PCL82 0.40
PCL83 0.49
PCL84 0.46
PCL86 0.54

UAF42 0.70
UBC41 0.50
UBC81 0.55
UBF80 0.50
UBF89 0.39
UC92 0.50
UCC85 0.45

UCF80 0.80
UCH42 0.71
UCH81 0.45
UCL82 0.45

UCL83 0.57
UF41
UF42
UF80
UF85
UF89
U141
UL84

0.70
0.80
0.40
0.50
0.45
0.70
0.43

EL84
EL95
EL360 1.80
EL506 1.20
EM80 0.55
EM81 0.60
EM84 0.45
EM87 1.10
EY51
0.45
EY81
0.45
EY83
0.60

PCL805 0.60
PFL200 0.70
PL36
0.60
PL81
0.49

EY87/6 0.37

PY33/2 0.50

VR105 0.50

EY88

PY80

X41

1.00

2759

5.85

EZ40

0.55
0.52

PL81A 0.53
PL82
PL83
PL84

0.37
0.45
0.50

PL504 0.82
PL508
PL509
PY81

1.00
1.55

0.50
0.40

UM80 0.60
UY4I

0.50

UY85
U19
U25
U26
U191
U251

0.35
4.00
0.71
0.60
0.50

0404

0.75
0.80

U801

1.00

All goods are unused and boxed, and subject to the standard guarantee. Terms of business: Cash or
cheque with order only. Despatch charges: Orders below £10, add 25p extra per order. Orders over
f 10 post free. Same day despatch. Terms of business available on request. Any parcel insured against
damage in transit for only 5p extra per parcel. Many other types in stock. Please enclose S.A.E. with
any enquiries.

Diploma Courses: -

COLOUR T.V.'s

Electronic Engineering,
Electrical Engineering,
Computer Engineering,
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering, Servicing and
Maintenance. (inc. Colour TV)

from £25 +VAT

Most makes available, Single & Dual Standard. Stands to fit
most sets available. Colour can be seen working in our
warehouse from £40 + VAT.

New Self -Build Radio Courses with Free Kits.

B/W from £3 + VAT, 'Square screen' B/W Dual and Single
from £13 + VAT.
Circuit Diagrams supplied with most sets for £1.50 extra.

Colour TV Servicing

Technicians trained in TV Servicing are in
constant demand. Learn all the techniques
you need to service Colour and Mono TV
sets through new home study courses which
are approved by a leading manufacturer.

Stock is continually changing - ring or send s.a.e. for current
prices, details of carriage etc.

West Midlands TV Trade Sales
1532 Pershore Road (Main A441)
Stirchley, Birmingham B30 2NW
('Phone 021-458 2208)

The ICS Guarantee

Open all day Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat. Half day Wed.

If you are studying for an examination, ICS
will guarantee coaching until you are
successful - at no extra cost.

REBUILT COLOUR TUBES

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET.

ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
Full range of rebuilt mono tubes available,
Standard, Rimband and Twin Panel.

I am interested in
Name

NIN
MIN

Address

11110

Phone No

Correspondence Schools,
Dept. 800X lntertext House,
ICS International
LONDON SW8 4UJ. Tel 622 9911 (all hours) -

* Complete new gun fitted to every tube.
* 12 months' guarantee.
* 18 years' experience in tube rebuilding.
* Trade enquiries welcomed.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
20, Southbridge Road, Croydon, Surrey
Telephone: 01-681 7848/9

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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PHILIP H. BEARMAN

TELEVISION TUBE
SHOP

(VALVE SPECIALISTS)
NEW valves by Mullard, Mazda, Telefunken, Tungsram, etc.
IMMEDIATE POSTAL DESPATCH,

LISTS SA.E.,

DISCOUNT PRICES

NEW TUBES AT CUT PRICES

PRICES FROM JULY 1976 (INCL. 12f% VAT)
DY86/7
DY802
ECC81
ECC82

ECL80
EF80
EF183
EF184
EH90
EY51
EY86/7
GY501
PC86
PC88
PC97

40p
46p
45p
45p
69p
45p
62p
62p
73p
72p

PCC84
PCC89
PCC189
PCF80
PCF86
PCF200
PCF801
PCF802
PCF805
PCF808
PCH200
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PCL805

45p
£1.12
90p
90p
46p

50p
55p
72p
SSp

65p
11.13
65p
68p
£1.10
E1.05

£1.13
SSp

63p
60p
60p
60p

PD500
f 1.90
PFL200 80p
PL36
90p
PL84
68p
PL504
90p
PL508
£1.15
PL509
f1.60
PL802
£1.60

6F23
6F28
20P4
30C1

PY8 I
PY800
PY801
PY500

30L 17
30P 12

50p
50p
50p
£1.05
PY500A f 1.05
U25
80p
U26
80p

30C 17

30FL1
30FL2
30L15

30PL I
3OPL 13

30PL14

30PLI5

130p

WELCOMED
ON

OUR
VAST

RANGE

BY100/127 etc.
all 19p each
with IOW

Etc., Etc.

resistor.

See separate Component, CRT and Transistor Lists. Many obsolete types available.
SAE with enquiries please. Please verify current prices
Overseas Post @ Cost.
U.K. Post 9p per valve under £8.00 (max. 50p)

SEND SAE
FOR COLOUR
TRIPLER LIST.

(ADDITIONAL VALVES 7p)

(Adjacent to Post Office)
STOP PRESS.

6 & 8 POTTERS RD., NEW BARNET
HERTS.

PC92/96,

PL95, PL519 available!

NOTE.

Tel : 449 1934-5 any time.

Any excess paid
will

£17.95
£13.50
£12.00
£13.50
£13.50
£15.95
£16.50
£16.50
£12.50
£13.50
£17.50
£12.50
£9.50
£15.50
£13.50
£16.95
£16.95

A28 -14W Equivalent
A47-26W/CME1913
AW59-91/CME2303

ENQUIRIES

92p
90p
55p
£1.10
92p
92p
99p
98p
95p
f 1.18
£1.10
£1.50
£1.10

refunded.

be

CME1201/A31-18W
CME1202/A31-181W
CME1220/A31-120W
CME1420/A34-100W
CME1520/A38-160W
CME1601/A40-11W
CME1602/A40-12W
CME1713/A44-120
CME1906/A47-13W
CME1908/A47-14W
CME2013/A50-120
CME2306/A59-13W
CME2313/A59-23W
CME2413/A61-120W

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR K.B. FEATHERLITE VC 11
TSD282/217
£7.50

SOUTHERN VALVE COMPANY
P.O. Box 144, BARNET, Herts.

Telephone: 01-440/8641
ALL NEW & BOXED VALVES,
GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS.
AZ31
DY86/7
DY802
EB9I

65p
36p
42

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC85
ECC88

35p

ECH42
ECH8I
ECH83
ECH84
ECL80

1.2;

ECM

ECL83
ECL86
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF183

EFI84
EH90
EL34
EL 41

EL84
EL90/1

Please verify
current prices.
47p

31F,

EM84
EY51
EY86/7
EZ40/1
EZ80
EZ81
GY501

40p

GZ30

4580p
p

4

PC86
PC88
PC97
PC900
PCC84
PCC85
PCC88
PCC
PCC89
189
PCF8
PCF82
PCF86
PCF200
PCF801
PCF802
PCF805
PCF806
PCF808

63p
63p
40p
49p
40p
44p

18pp

36p
82p
52p
52p
47p
68p
50p
3
307pp

52p

34°

7;

56p
83p
58p
35p
44p

PCH200
PCL82

38p
53p
35p
30p

62
50pp

53p
40p
50p
58p
95p

50p
55p
11.21

5p

£1.142

77p
37p

PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PCL805
PCL86
PCL200
PD500
PFL200
PL36
PL81

PL8IA
PL82
PL83
PL84
PL500
PL504
PL508
PL509
PL519
PL802

47p
62p
62p

£?A
£2.25
73p
562p
0p

PY81/3
PY88
PY800
PY801
PY500
PY500A
UBF89

Many leading makes available.
C.W.O. only, no C.O.D.
UCC85
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41
UF89

UL84
UY85

54p
38p
46p
46p
75p
75p
83p
£1.80

U25
U26

£2.80
£2.00

10E1

52
41pp

4lp

41p

UI91
6/30L2
6BW7
6F23
6F28
6V6
20L1
20P4
30C I
30C15
30C17
30C 18

£1.00
40p

JAPANESE etc. TUBES

Mail order only.

46p;

30L1
30L15

40p
78p

30P12
30P19
30PL I

75p

30L1772p

:Ilip
58p
68p

i

30PLI3

lip

£1733

30PL14
30PL15
30P4MR

85p
90p

6572p
p

70p
70p
68p
70p
68p
47p
68p
80P
85
40pp

78p
78p
£1.21

30F5

We offer return of post
service.

Post free over f 10.

Items in stock at time of
going to press but subject
to possible market fluctuations if unavoidable.

TRADE
Representative can call in
S. Wales & West Country.
Also Suffolk, Norfolk,
Hunts. & parts of Essex.

30FL I
30FL2
One valve post 9p, each extra valve 6p (maximum 50p). LISTS ane. please.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12+%.

9AGP4 Equivalent
190AB4
190CB4

230ADB4
230DB4/CT468
CT507
240AB4A
310DMB4/DGB4
310DWB4/DJB4
310EUB4
310EYB4
310FXB4 Equivalent
3 lOGNB4A
340AB4
340AYB4
340CB4
340RB4
340AHB4

£15.50
£15.00
£15.00
£14.50
£15.50
£16.95
£12.00
£13.50
£13.50
£13.50
£16.50
£15.95
£19.50
£19.50
£22.00
£18.50
£17.50
£18.50

COLOUR TUBES
A47 -342X

A49-191X/120X
A51-220X/510DJB22
A56 -120X
A66 -120X

PHILIP H. BEARMAN

6 & 8 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS. Tel: 01-449 1934/5
NEW COLOUR TUBES
Carriage £2.50
A44/271 X
.....
£55.00

A49/191X.
A49/ 192X

A51/110X
510DNB22
A56/120X
A63/11X
A63/200X
A66/120X
A67/ 120X
A67/150X

£48.00
£55.00
£55.00
£55.00
£65.00
£77.50
£77.50
£79.50
£89.50
£90.00

One year guarantee.

(Add £9.00 for 4 years)

New tubes, fully tested

MULLARD,
MAZDA, ITT etc.
STOP PRESS
TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE
CALLS IN
MANY AREAS
ON REQUEST
(S. Wales &
W. Country)

NEW MONO
TUBES
Carriage £1.25

MW31/74

.13.00

14" except 110°

£5.00
Regret no 16" or 17"
A47/14W
£11.50
AW47/91 rebuilds £7.00
(1 year guarantee)

A50/120WR
A59/23WR
A61/120WR

£17.00
£19.00
£20.00

Two year guarantee.
SAE with enquiries please.

A63-11X/120X
A67 -120X

£75.00
£52.00
£59.00
£62.00
£75.00
£69.50
£77.00

ALL TUBES GUARANTEED 12
MONTHS
CARRIAGE:
Mono £1.50. Colour £2.50
ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
46/48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE RD.,
LONDON, SW11. Tel. 228 6859.

NOTE: All prices subject to alteration due to market fluctuations and inflation.
110° prices usually as above. £5 allowed on old colour tube.

VAT included in all quoted prices at 12+%.

Occasionally seconds available cheaper, enquiries welcomed.Prices include VAT.
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TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALL MAKES SUPPLIED PROMPTLY by our

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
All Mono Lopts at the one price

£5.63 TRADE

£6.1 9 RETAIL
Postage and Packing 60p
(V.A.T. INCLUDED)

Except

HMV MODELS 1876 to 1878, 1890 to 1896, FR 20.
MURPHY MODELS V280 to V330, V420, V440, 653X to 789 OIL -FILLED.
REGENTONE MODELS 10-4 to 10-21, 1718, R2, R3, 191, 192.
RGD 519-621, 710, 711.

BUSH MODELS TV53 to TV101.
EKCO MODELS TC208 to TV417.
FERGUSON MODELS 305 to 438, 506 to 546.
FERRANTI MODELS 1084 to 1092.

ALL AT £2.81 + 60p P & P

All Lopts NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS
E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd.,
80 MERTON HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.1 9

01-540 3955

FROM BI-PRE-PAK LTD, THE 'STIRLING SOUND'

.

4 PATTERNS
BLANK RASTER
OPERATES WITHOUT
T.V. TRANSMISSION

Illlllllli
CONNECTS TO AERIAL
SOCKET ON SET

XA NEW AND GREATLY IMPROVED R.F. CROSS -HATCH

SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR COLOUR T.V. ALIGNMENT

Behind this advanced new TV signal generator is the
successful experience of selling thousands of our original
MK.1 and MK.2 models. The X-44 will produce four
patterns (vertical, horizontal, dot and cross -hatch)
PLUS blank raster for purity adjustment. A pre-set
adjustment for RF output is incorporated as well as line
frame synch. Will fit comfortably into a large pocket.
Works anywhere. Operates from four 1600 alkaline
batteries. In strong two tone plastic case.
Plugs straight into aerial socket of sets and operates
independently of T.V. transmissions.

n

5+" x 3" x 2" plus
handle.

Please add 50p for plp.

£27.5u

+8%
VAT.

Bi-Pre-PakiStirling Sound TV instruments are examples of the many
attractive items sold by Si -Pre -Pak. For catalogue of these and audio
modules, semi -conductor bargains, books, etc., send large S.A.E.
envelope with 10p stamp.

TV SIGNAL STRENGTH METER
As described

in

this

journal. A finely designed

instrument of enormous value to the TV engineer, etc.
Complete kit of guaranteed parts, and as specified.

THE EVER -POPULAR MK. 2

50p postage & packing + V.A.T. at 8%.

£1 9.50

X -HATCH GENERATOR
Based on the original "Television" design.
Generates 4 patterns. Runs from 3 U.2 type
batteries. Tough fibreglass case. P/P either

BI-PRE-PAK LTD. 220-224 West Road, Westcliffe, Essex
SSO 9DF

I

Please send me

model - 50p.

£7.93

',L K.'
(V.A.T. 8%)

BI-PRE-PAK LTD
(Reg. No. 820919)
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TBEUILTD8,

£9.93

lV.A.T. add 8%)

Dept. X, 220-224 WEST ROAD
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX SSO 9DF
Telephone: Southend 10702) 46344

I

for which I enclose f

I

NAME

inc. V.A.T. & post & packing.

ADDRESS
I
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E. Trundle's extremely interesting account of dealing with intermittent faults on TV sets

(see page 578) raises many intriguing questions. We'll leave the technical ones to E.
Trundle, who speaks with many years' experience of supervising a busy workshop. What
we'd like to comment on here is the customer liaison aspects. Just how do you get across
to the owner/renter what's involved in servicing his set?
The basic problem often goes something like this. "It's only a minor fault, about once a
fortnight the colour takes ten minutes or so to appear after switching the set on." Not a

major fault like Mrs Smith's set next door. "Her picture and sound disappeared

ART EDITOR
Peter Metalli

ADVERTS. MANAGER
Roy Smith

01-261 6275

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS.
Colin R. Brown

01-261 5762

completely last night and the man took only ten minutes to put it right this morning." Mrs
Smith may even have had a whiff of smoke or a loud crack to confirm that the fault was a
"major" one. Well of course it is major in the sense that more damage may have been
done and more expensive replacements may be required. But the set that sits there and
says "look, I've no power supplies" is a simple matter to put right (we're not talking about
those sets with switch -mode power supplies or Syclops however!). The one that sits there
with an obscure fault it'll reveal only once a week - and then maybe give it's owner a dose

of it all evening ("it's got worse, picture kept jumping, on and off, all evening") - is a
different matter entirely, even though minor in the sense that the offending item - or
connection - is generally, to quote the famous Victorian domestic, "only a little one". The
point is that if the customer sees say a nice big line output transformer going into his set
he can understand a reasonable bill, but if he's told "I spent three days on it and it seems
to be all right now, but let us know if the fault shows up again" he'll think you're probably
the local bodger, and will in all likelihood tell his neighbours of the conclusion he's come

to into the bargain. The fact is that those customers whose sets have the most time
consuming troubles probably seldom get billed for the full economic cost. They should be
happy, but probably aren't. "He's been looking after peoples' sets around here for the last
ten years, and can't even ensure my colour stays on all evening".
Quite how one gets around this perennial problem is largely a matter for the individual,

but we sometimes feel it might be a help if the RETRA produced a leaflet for counter
display pointing out that there are easy and awkward faults and that, while most people
will be lucky and entirely satisfied with their sets, in a complex piece of electronic
equipment such as a TV receiver there will inevitably be occasional troubles that for a
time defy even the most skilled engineer. We seem to recall that the motor trade from time

to time points out how many thousands of individual bits and pieces go to make a
complete car. Maybe BREMA would contribute a word or two.
So what do you say to Mrs Smith's neighbour? It's rather staggering to think that such

disparate expertise as that of the skilled diplomat and that of the experienced engineer
should often be expected of the same person - they are not, to our mind at least, qualifications one would naturally expect to find going together. Pause for reflection; come to think
of it, skilled diplomats don't always seem to do all that well, do they? Be that as it may

however, it is surprising how often the engineer does manage to rise to the occasion.
Possibly the patience that dealing with awkward faults requires often goes with patience in

dealing with awkward owners. And some of them can be awkward indeed. "Got the
picture back last night, now the sound's gone: I'll clout him when he calls tomorrow".
Yes, that's another point a publicity leaflet could make clear: that different faults generally
have different causes - once one could say usually, but a colleague on another magazine
reported the puzzled reaction of several shops to the fact that the sound on his Thorn 1580
hybrid portable had disappeared when the field collapsed. But we digress.
Whether you work primarily in the field, or at the workshop where you can be got at on

the 'phone ("you've had my set for ten days because the brightness varies and now the
substitute set's gone on the blink"), you're likely to find yourself involved in the problem
of public relations. The aggro for some is so great that they leave the trade, despite their
capability and interest in dealing with domestic electronic equipment. A large number of
engineers manage extremely well however in dealing with the owner as well as the set. All

we can add is that the public should be very grateful when they are dealt with by such
understanding souls.
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TV FIGURES UP AT LAST
The downward trend of colour TV deliveries appears to
have been halted according to the latest figures released by
BREMA. May deliveries reached 109,000, an increase of

33% on last year. This figure includes imported sets.
However, the total delivery figure for the year up to May

was only 501,000, compared to 736,000 for the same
period last year. This represents a fall of 32%. Monochrome
deliveries, again up to May this year, were 84,000, bringing
the year's total to 413,000 compared with 367,000 last year
- an increase of 11%.

FIRST BRITISH VIDEO EXHIBITION
Britain's first major exhibition of video equipment, Video

76, is to be held at London's Heathrow Hotel between
November 10 and 13. The exhibition will be combined with
a three-day conference in the hotel's York Video Suite. The

event was conceived in conjunction with Akai, HitachiDenshi, JVC, National Panasonic, Philips, Sanyo and
Sony. Participation is expected from a wide range of

companies handling video hardware, software and

production services. Exhibition attendance will be free but

restricted to trade ticket holders on the first three days.
Tickets are available from the organisers, Emberworth Ltd,
8 Furlong Road, Bourne End, Bucks. As conference seating
is limited, a delegate fee of £2 per afternoon session or £5
for the three sessions will be charged. On Saturday,
November 13, Video 76 will be open on a no -tickets basis to
members of the public.

GRUNDIG'S SELF-SEEKING TUNING
SYSTEM
It would appear as though TV set designers have resolved
to eliminate all mechanical controls and there is much
feverish activity evident to support this view, especially
amongst continental manufacturers. Grundig now offers on
some models a self-seeking tuning system which goes a long

way towards achieving this aim. All the electronics are

housed on a single p.c.b. and the system tunes itself,
protects itself against drift, and gives a visual display of
channel selection on the screen during the tuning process..

Referring to Fig. 1, a 1MHz oscillator contained in the
SN16966N i.c. provides a pulsed input to another section of

the i.c. known as a "question counter", whose inputs are
activated in turn and sweep the inputs of a comparator.
Simultaneously, an information counter sweeps separate
inputs of the comparator, but at a different frequency.
Where the pulses coincide, an output pulse is obtained.
These pulses are integrated to produce an ascending
staircase signal in 7.3mV steps covering the range 0 to
+30V. When this is fed to the tuner varicap diodes it will
automatically tune over an entire band of frequencies. In
order to slow down the scanning frequency and also stop
the sweep when a programme is reached, a special i.f.
discriminator circuit has been devised. Fig. 2 shows the
response curve of the circuit when the i.f. frequency of
38.9MHz is approached. This waveform is applied to
another i.c., type SN16965N. When this i.c. senses the
negative excursion of the S -curve as it sinks to about -2V, it

switches off the 1MHz oscillator and an internal slow running oscillator takes over, whose running frequency
gradually decreases until the i.f. frequency is reached.
Should the i.f. frequency change due to drift in the tuner or
associated circuitry, the oscillator will once again start up to

compensate. A "clarity" control

is

provided which in

conjunction with a varicap diode, can produce a "sharp" or
"soft" picture.
A memory facility is also provided through the action of
the shift registers in the three TP4398N i.c.s. These receive
information from the comparator and store the digit train

responsible for a particular channel. This information is
retrieved and integrated to produce the tuning voltage. The
memory circuits are activated by a push-button on the front
panel which is depressed when the desired channel has been
reached.

Comp video

Band switching 0

Line pulses

Input from

Master control

channel selector

or infra -red

+33V Stabilised

1

0-4. 3Memory
xTP 4398N

receiver section

,-1111

centre
TMS 1948 NS

Integrator

It

SN 16965 N
SN 1 6966

AFC
566

Tuning
voltage

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the Grundig
self-seeking tuning system.
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POSITIVE

DIRECTION OF
SWEEP DURING
SELF SEEKING

FREE FOR ALL!

DISCRIMINATOR
OUTPUT VOLTAGE

EXCURSION -0.

An experimental TV installation in Brighton's central public
library may be the forerunner of a video library service for the

local community. The service is based on work done at
f MHz)
38.9

video cartridges; students at

the Poly simply plug the

cartridge of their choice into a National Panasonic playback
machine (like that pictured above) and sit back for up to 30
minutes' instruction. The soundtrack is heard through

-2V
NEGATIVE
EXCURSION

Brighton Polytechnic in building up a library of information on

earphones to avoid disturbing other users of the library.
SELF SEEKER STOP

Fig. 2: Response curve of the a.f.c. circuit in the self-seeking
tuning system devised by Grundig. The self-seeking action
stops as soon as the discriminator voltage sinks to -2V.

KEEPING AN EYE ON THE JAPS
Edward Lyons, MP for Bradford West, was surely right to
raise the subject of the effect of Japanese TV imports on the

UK TV industry in the House of Commons recently. In
reply, Alan Williams, Minister of State, Department of
Industry, pointed out that imports have decreased. True,
but the Japanese have maintained their share of the market,

and have brought to an end their agreement to restrict
exports to the UK when demand is low, while the
comparisons made with 1973 when the colour TV boom

was at its peak and importers were struggling to get
whatever they could from wherever possible are hardly
relevant. As Mr. Lyons said, Japanese colour tube prices
were held steady during 1974-5, but rose very substantially

once Thorn's Skelmersdale plant was closed. Japanese
colour set prices have not risen to the extent that
devaluation and cost increases would have led one to
expect. It's all very well for the Government to say that
action will follow proof of dumping (which isn't what's
being alleged), but when an attempt was made to investigate
colour c.r.t. prices it was found that the structure of

Japanese industry made it impossible to assess what a
"market price" was. The situation needs to be watched
carefully, and the Government should not be slow to act if
necessary. The Japanese expect a free market everywhere -

except in Japan! There is also a far greater degree of
government/industry co-operation in Japan than in other
capitalist economies: they know what they're doing even if
we don't.

evaluated.

TV LICENCE FEE TO RISE IN 1977
There is now no doubt that the TV licence fee will go up "the increase will need to be substantial" according to the

BBC's director general, Sir Charles Curran - when the
licence comes up for consideration next year. Sir Charles

pointed out, fairly enough, that the BBC was no more
immune to the effects of inflation than

Public use of this system in East Sussex has so far been
confined to the unit pictured (installed in the Music Library of
Brighton Central Library) and short-term installations in
libraries at Hove, Eastbourne and Hastings. A short film about
the local rates was produced, and reactions are now being

any other

If the idea catches on in Brighton Library, the day may not
be too far away when local groups have access to video filmmaking equipment and can make short programmes on issues
of public concern; members of the public could then drop in at
their local library, borrow the appropriate video cartridge, and
pop it into a playback machine to get information and views
on the local topic under discussion.

organisation, and that a deterioration in the quality of
programmes due to severely inadequate finances would
adversely affect new sales and rental agreements. The
trouble is, there is something of a chicken and egg situation

TRANSMITTER OPENINGS

here. Many dealers feel that the present fee has had a
damaging effect on sales/rentals, while the lower than

Beaminster (Dorset) BBC -1 channel 55, ITV (Westward

anticipated colour set disposals have adversely affected the
BBC's finances. Would a "substantial increase" bring out
viewers' cheque books on the expectation of better
programmes, or would it simply put them off even more

Television) channel 59, BBC -2 channel 62. Receiving aerial
group C/D. Vertical polarisation.
Callander (Stirling) BBC -1 (Scotland) channel 22, ITV
(Scottish Television) channel 25, BBC -2 channel 28.
Receiving aerial group A. Vertical polarisation.

than at present? The Government, anxious to hold back
consumer demand at home, is probably not too concerned.
Meanwhile the ITV programme companies are wearing a

happy look as the economy picks up and advertising
revenues grow sharply.
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Fremont Point (Jersey) ITV (Channel Television) channel
41. Receiving aerial group B. Horizontal polarisation.
Les Touillets (Guernsey) ITV (Channel Television) channel
54. Receiving aerial group C/D. Horizontal polarisation.
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TV Integrated Circuits
Though television integrated circuits have proved to be
quite reliable in service, breakdowns do from time to time
occur. It's fortunate that when they do there is usually clear
evidence of failure in the form of marked changes in the pin
voltages. We have recently come across two faulty i.c.s
which, though quite different internally and performing
different operations, produced comparable symptoms. The
first was a TBA550Q i.c. providing video preamplification,
flyback blanking, a.g.c. detection and sync separation in the
Philips 320 solid-state monochrome chassis; the second was

G.R.WILDING

voltage was low, while its base voltage was high. The slight
delay in the appearance of the symptom suggested that the
fault was due to a semiconductor failure as its temperature

increased,. i.e. either the output transistor or the i.c. was
defective. The simplest way of finding out which one was
responsible was to cut through the print from pin 12 of the
i.c. to the contrast control, thus leaving the output transistor
biased by its base circuit resistor/diode network. On doing
this we discovered that the brilliance level remained

constant, so clearly the i.c. was at fault. A replacement
restored normal operation.

In the GEC colour receiver the picture was almost

a TBA530Q providing RGB signal matrixing and
preamplification in the GEC C2110 series of colour

completely red from switch -on. Even before making any
voltage checks it was apparent that the red output transistor

receivers.

was passing excessive current since its 5.1k52 collector load

The circuit of the video output stage used in the Philips
320 chassis is shown in Fig. 1, along with its links with the
TBA550Q i.c. A conventional diode detector provides a
negative -going composite output signal which is fed to pin
10 of the i.c. The output from pin 12 is applied to one end of
the d.c. connected contrast control, whose slider applies
both drive and forward bias to the base of the video output
transistor T2248. Both ends of the contrast control are at

resistor was much hotter than those in the green and blue
output transistor circuits. Again, either the output transistor
or the TBA530 i.c. which drives it could have been
defective, but on isolating the R feed from pin 10 of the i.c.
to the base of the red output transistor the voltage at pin 10
was found to be very much higher than the correct figure. A
replacement TBA530 restored a perfect picture.

the same potential - about 5.9V - so that varying the
contrast setting does not alter the brightness level. To

Greenish Picture

stabilise the d.c. conditions in the output stage the zener

A "greenish picture" was the complaint with a Pye colour

diode stabilised 12V line is applied via R2239/2231/2240 to
the emitter resistor R2249. Flyback blanking pulses are fed

to pin 11 of the i.c. When they appear - negative -going
- at the output they cut off the output transistor T2248 and
thus blank the c.r.t.
In this particular receiver the problem was that whilst a

near normal picture was obtained following switch on,
within a few minutes the brilliance level rose so that there
was only a suggestion of modulation on a peak white raster.
Tracing back from the c.r.t. we found as expected that its
cathode voltage was low, the output transistor's collector
LT

HT

200

3k9

receiver fitted with the 691 hybrid chassis. This was
rectified by readjusting the c.r.t. green gun first anode preset

control RV38 and replacing the green channel PCL84
valve, but after several days the dominant green hue had
returned. This time we replaced the G -Y clamp triode's
8.2MQ anode load resistor, since these resistors give quite a

lot of trouble. Readjusting the controls produced a first

class picture, but after about ten days the fault again
reappeared. Tests showed that while adjustment of the
red and blue c.r.t. first anode preset controls produced
similar voltage changes adjustment of the green first anode

preset now had only a marginal effect. The control
is returned to chassis via a 1.5M52 resistor, and on
checking this its resistance was found to have increased to
nearly 3 .5M52, thus preventing normal reduction of the first

150

R2239
560

12V

02204
BA154

CRT

cathode
R2231

6e8
Detector
diode
0A90

+4- -

k

1k5

C2244
0.22
12248
BF337

70

Contrast
TBA550Q

2240

high -resistance current carrying resistors increasing in
value. Common examples are the resistors in width

stabilising circuits, field oscillator anode feed circuits and
valve a.g.c. circuits. One wonders just how many service

12

lk
D2237
BA154

270k

calls would be eliminated by doubling or trebling the
wattage rating of such resistors. Paper calculations may

lk
270

Flyback
blanking
pulses

650p w.

well show that the wattage used is sufficient, but in practice,
probably because the effect of ambient temperature is not

R2249

220
1 1411

I

Fig. 1: Circuit of the video channel in the Philips 320 monochrome chassis. A faulty TBA550Q i.c. caused excessive
brightness with hardly any picture shortly after switch on.

568

anode voltage. On changing this resistor and checking the
others no further accentuation of the green content of the
picture has been reported.
Many of the faults we have to deal with are caused by

taken fully into account, this is not so. Whatever the
reasons however there seems to be a lack of feedback to the
design departments of the setmakers about the incidence of
high -value resistor failures.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Service Pack of Electrolytics

FANTASTIC OFFER 86 FOR £2.50 PER PACK

.47/50v 2.2/50v 3.3/50v 4.7/16v 4.7/35v 10/10v 10/16v 10/35v 10/50v 22/6.3v 22/10v 22/16v 22/25v
33/16v 33/25v 33/50v 47/16v 47/10v 47/16v 47/25v 47/50v 100/6.3v 100/10v 100/16v 100/25v 100/35v
100/50v 220/6.3v 220/25v 220/35v 220/50v 330/16v 330/35v 470/10v 470/16v 470/25v 470/35v
1000/10v 1000/16v 1000/25v 1000/35v 1000/50v 2200/6.3v 3300/6.3v 4700/6.3v 1000/35v 2200/6.3v
220/10v 220/16v 220/25v 220/35v 220/50v 330/6.3v 470/6.3v 470/10v 470/25v 470/35v 470/50v 33/6.3v
33/16v 33/35v 33/50v 47/6.3v 47/10v 47/16v 47/25v 47/35v 47/50v 100/6.3v 100/16v 100/25v 100/35v
100/50v 150/10v 1/50v 3.3/50v 4.7/50v 10/25v 10/35v 10/50v 22/16v 22/25v 22/35v 22/50v 10/25v
220/10v

120 MIXED PACK OF ELECTROLYTICS & PAPER CONDENSERS

£1.50

100 Green Polyester Condensers. Mixed Values. £2.00 per 100.

UHF VARICAP TUNER UNIT, £2.50 NEW
18Kv Diode 2 M/A
BYF3123
40p
BD116

3°P
4p
25 for
£1.00

2N930
AA116
AA117
BF127
BF180
BF181
BF182

15p

EACH

BU204
BU205

£1.00
EACH

50 Mixed Diodes

50p

Thyristors
RZ427 300V 5A

27p

Thyristors
RCA 40506

50p

R1039
R2009
R2029
R2030

75p

New Luminance Delay
Coil
80p

Spark Gap

5p

UHF AE Isolating
35p

Soc ket

TBA510
TBA480Q
TBA550Q
TBA720A
TBA790B/31
TBA920
TBA970
TBA800
TAA700
TBA530Q
TBA550
SN76544W
SN76640NQ
SAA570
TBA120A
TCA270Q

£1.00
£1.00
£1.50
£1.50
£1.00
£2.00
£2.00
£1.00
£2.00
£1.00
£2.00
50p
£1.00
50p
50p
£2.00

EACH

BT116

75p

BY206

10p

50 Mixed Fuses

50p

.24
10% W/W Resistor
10W
10p

VHF
UHF

EHT Rectifier Sticks

X80/150D
CSD118XPA
Mains Droppers

12p
15p

69R -161R
147R -260R
25W

20p
20p

VHF or UHF Varicap
Tuners
£1.20
Line op Panels

£1.20

G8 Type Yoke

50p

ISOLATING
SOCKET
40p

MJE2021
SJE5451 i 15p EACH
90V 80W 5A
BY127

IN4007

1°P

20 for £1.00

18Kv Rectifier
Stick Lead & Anode Cap
40p

Mains power supply, made for 15 volt,
Aerial Amps (inc. case)

£1.00

VHF VARICAP - NEW

£2.50

£1.50
STEREO AMP. 11 Watts per ch. Les power supply £2.00

E.H.T. Silicon Rectifier 3 off 15p (G770/HU37)

PLEASE ADD 121% VAT
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7 Push Button Assembly
with Lamp for Varicap Unit
4 Push Button Assembly
for Varicap Unit
7 Push Button Assembly
for Varicap Tuner

20p

f2.50
£1.00
£1.50

TRIPLERS
25kV 2.5MA Silicone
25Kv Selenium
TS 25 11 TCV
3500 Thore Triple
Decca 1730
GEC T25 KCI
T5 11 TAZ

£1.50
£1.30
£3.50
£3.50
£1.00
£3.50
£3.50

Scan Coil with Yoke

£3.00

G8 Varicap V/Resistor Panel

£1.20

MFD 35V

1000 + 2000
100 + 200
200 + 200 + 100
200 + 100 + 50 + 100
200 + 200 + 100 + 32
400 + 400

325V
325V
325V
350V
200V

100 W/W Resistors
300 Mixed Condensers
300 Mixed Resistors
40 Mixed Pots
20 Slider Pots
30 Mixed Preset Pots
470M 25v
470M 35v
470M 50v

170PF 8Kv
180PF 8Kv
1,000PF 8Kv
1,000PF 10Kv
1,200PF 10Kv

220M 35v
220M 40v
220M 50v
470M 40v
22M 315v
10M 250v
100M 50v

220M 25v
1000 MFD 16v

20p
30p
40p
40p
70p
40p

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

4,700M 25v
2,000M 25v
1,000m 50v
1,000m 35v

160M

UHF T/unit

1 Amp. 100 P.I.V. Bridge rectifier

P.N.P.N. SILICON REVERSE BLOCKING
TIC106
TRIODE THYRISTORS 5A D.C. 30V to 300V
30A SURGE CURRENT.
27p EACH

124-p

EACH

10p

EACH

SENDZ COMPONENTS
2 WOOD GRANGE CLOSE,
THORPE BAY, ESSEX.
Reg. Office only
No personal callers. Thank you.

-
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eaves
W. S.J.BRICE
COMMERCIAL v.h.f./u.h.f. converters are widely employed
to enable single -standard u.h.f. TV sets to be used with relay

zener diode is necessary to prevent frequency modulation of

the oscillator by variations of impedance of the zener in
sympathy with hum or any other variation of the supply

systems which distribute the 625 -line signals at v.h.f. The
design described gives results comparable or even better
than many commercial converters, and is fairly inexpensive
to build. It could also be used, with suitable preamplifiers, to
receive continental v.h.f. 625 -line transmissions using an
ordinary u.h.f. receiver, though the results would not be as
good as if a proper v.h.f. tuner was used.

rail.

The converter may be powered from a supply rail of
approximately 12V if it is built into a television, or from a
simple mains power supply, as shown in the circuit diagram,
if built as a separate unit.

Construction

Circuit Description

The converter is built on a double sided printed circuit
board so that conductor can be left on the top of the board
over the oscillator section to provide an earthplane for the
tuned line and some screening for the oscillator. The printed
circuit layouts for the top and bottom are shown in Fig. 2.
The board can either be placed inside the set's cabinet
and powered by a supply rail of 12V to 14V, or built into a
small box, preferably metal to screen oscillator radiation,
with the simple mains power supply shown in the circuit

The complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Tr 1 is a

broadband amplifier stage to overcome the losses in the
simple mixer circuit and to give the signal some advantage

over local oscillator and mixer noise. The low value of
C2 (100pF) compensates to some extent for a drop in gain
on Band III as compared to Band I.
D3 is a simple diode mixer amplitude modulating the
u.h.f. carrier from the oscillator with the mixture of v.h.f.
signals fed into the converter. The u.h.f. receiver is tuned to
the upper sidebands which correspond to the original v.h.f.
signal translated to u.h.f.
The v.h.f. signal is coupled to the mixer diode through L3
which is a length of printed circuit conductor running close
to the local oscillator tuned circuit. The small inductor L2

acts as a high-pass filter attenuating any v.h.f.

diagram.

Construction should not pose any problems if the usual

precautions necessary with u.h.f. equipment are taken.
Component leads, especially decoupling capacitors and
transistors should be kept as short as possible. Where a
component lead goes through conductor on both the top
and the bottom of the board, the wire should be soldered on
both sides. The input protection diodes D1 and D2 and also
C5 are mounted on the bottom of the board as in the layout
diagram.

signal

remaining at this point and providing an earth return for the
d.c. through the diode. The printed circuit strip -line inductor
L4 and its associated tuning capacitors C5 and C6 provide
a stable high Q circuit resonant in the u.h.f. band.

TR1 and TR2 are mounted with all the leads going
through one min. diameter hole, instead of the usual

To further stabilise the local oscillator frequency, the
supply rail for the oscillator is regulated by a simple zener
diode circuit. The ferrite bead on one of the leads of this

separate small holes for each lead. These transistors should
not be subjected to excess heat or voltage overloads when
8

00

TIC
SW1

Z.0015
C9

C6

001

RI

2k2
C1

VHF input

0015
R6

4k7
R2

390

DIV
1N4148

..

R3

IN4148

270

C2

BZY 88
9.1V

[14361

UHF out put

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the unit. The power supply section is not required if the converter is built into a TV set.
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Fig. 2. Printed circuit board details. It is imperative to

follow the artwork given very closely, as this will
determine the characteristics of the tuning line. For
those wishing to buy a ready made board, these are
available from Clearline (Bamptonl, Brook Street,

Bampton, Devon, at £1.30 including VAT and
postage and packing.

Shown full scale.

constructing or testing the unit as their very narrow
junctions, necessary to give a 1.0 GHz cut-off frequency,
make them more fragile than, say, a BC109. C6 is simply
two fin. lengths of thin p.v.c. insulated wire twisted
together. One wire is connected to the end of L4 and the

the range of the a.f.c. on most receivers. If the set does not
have a.f.c. it is best to leave the converter running
continuously.

Safety
If the converter is used as a separate unit it should be

other soldered to the earth plane.

properly earthed or if used on a non -earthed mains supply,
aerial isolation similar to that on TV receivers should be
built in, to prevent any possibility of shock from the leads to

Setting Up and Operation
When the converter is constructed and operating only
one adjustment is needed, that is of the local oscillator

the converter. Similarly, if it is built into a receiver, the

frequency. This may be done by twisting or untwisting C6
for fine adjustment or by bending C4 towards or away from
the circuit board for coarse adjustment.
The local oscillator frequency is in the lower half of the
u.h.f. band and should be adjusted so that it will not cause
any interference to receivers using the local u.h.f.

normal aerial isolation must not be bypassed. Some

receivers have an aerial isolation unit with high pass
characteristics and thus high attenuation at v.h.f. Others
have the safety isolation in the tuner itself. In these cases the

aerial socket should be replaced with a proper v.h.f.
isolator.

channels and so that the local u.h.f. channels do not
fall near the required up -converted signals and cause

* Components list

patterning. A useful check to see if the u.h.f. oscillator is
working is to put a test meter probe on the link next to R4.
Normal operation of the oscillator gives approximately
-0.1V at this point.
The optimum input signal for the converter is
approximately 1 mV. If the signal rises much above this, as
is possible with some relay systems, it should be attenuated

Capacitors:
C1, C3, C11
C2, C4, C7
C5
C6
C8, C9
C10

to a suitable level, as converters tend to suffer severe cross modulation effects if the input rises above a critical level.

Coils and transformers:

Signal levels much below 500µV tend to produce noisy

L1

pictures. When tuning a receiver to the converted signal the
upper sideband signal (i.e. the signal above the oscillator
frequency) must be selected as the lower sideband signals
have their frequency components inverted and give smeary
pictures with poor colour and sound.

L2

L3,
L4
T1

There is a slight drift in frequency of the converted
signals during an initial warm-up period but this is within

3 turns enamelled wire
on a ferrite bead
14. turns 20 s.w.g. x
*in. diameter
part of p.c.b.
Primary: 240V

R1

2.2k0

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

3900
2700

R7

1.5k0

R8

1000

11(0

2200'-W
4.7k0

Unspecified ratings 4W

Semiconductors:
, D2,

D5, D6 1N4148 or 1N914
D3
0A90
D4

BZY88 C9V1

Tr1, Tr2 BF357K, BFX89
Secondary: 12-0-12V 6VA
or BFY90

Ferrite bead

12V

1500pF ceramic
100pF ceramic
3.3pF ceramic
(See text)
1000pF ceramic
1000pF 16V

Resistors: (all ±5%)

Open rings indicate through-pcb connections

ve

II:IN 0787

gLink
C3

"6L1

2

Fig. 3. Component location diagram. Note

that some components are mounted on
the reverse side of the board. Although
other transistors may be used, the
preferred type is BF357K.
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BFX89 e
VHF in

UHF out

BFY 90
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FAULTS IN RANK 90°
COLOUR SETS
THE Rank 90° solid-state chassis has been with us for some
years now and there are a number of versions with different
panels. The earliest version of the chassis was the A823.
Later came the A823A and A823AV. The latest version is

the BEABed one, the A823B. Our fault experiences on
these sets over the last few years are summarised below.

Quick Checks
Dead set, c.r.t. heater not alight, SA mains fuse 8F2 black:

Normally due to the h.t. supply thyristor BT106 going
short-circuit. Can be the mains filter capacitor 8C5 however
and this can be responsible for intermittent fuse blowing.
Set dead, c.r.t. heater alight, 2A l.t. supply fuse 8F1 blown:

L.T. bridge rectifier BY164 (replace with four BY126
rectifiers) short-circuit or BD131 line driver transistor
short-circuit.
No h.t., mains (8F2) and h.t. (8F3)fuses o.k.: Surge limiting
thermistor 8TH2 (VA1104) or h.t. thyristor BT106 open circuit.
No e.h.t., with rushing noise on sound on sets with varicap
tuners, 600mA h.t. fuse open -circuit: Line output transistors
6VT1/6VT2 faulty; e.h.t. tripler defective (always chars its

A. Denham

(change to type 4EX581 and alter its series resistor 8R12 to
47Q), change the associated resistor 8R13 to Ik4 if of the
earlier value (22k4).

Flyback lines, dull picture: Check the flyback blanking
transistors 4VT1 (BC117) and 4VT2 (BC171) on the c.r.t.
base panel.

No luminance: Luminance delay line open -circuit or dry jointed.
Loss of one colour, poor grey scale: Check the electrolytic
coupling capacitors between the SL9 0 1B
demodulator/matrix i.c. and the RGB channels.

Power Supplies
If you have to replace one of the smoothing resistors it is

usually necessary to replace the associated electrolytic
capacitor - to avoid a repeat call in a few days' time. The
faulty resistor is often caused by the capacitor going low in

value, thus increasing the ripple current and the r.m.s.
current through the resistor so that it eventually goes open circuit. It's always worth the few extra minutes required to
check this.

Another thing which will save many future calls

is

470Q earth return resistor 6R9 in the line can above the

always to check the e.h.t. adjustment and the setting of the

tripler); c.r.t. first anode supply rectifier 6D2 (1N4007, later

over -voltage protection preset when working on one of

type SHG1.5) and/or reservoir capacitor 6C13 (0.01µF)
short-circuit (check the 2.7k4 feed resistor 6R7 when this

these sets.

fault is present); 0.47µF S -correction capacitor 6C3 shortcircuit; line shift rectifier 6D3 (BA148) or reservoir

capacitor 6C11 (200µF) short-circuit; line output stage
tuning capacitors 6C5 and 6C6 (both 4,700pF) going short-

circuit in early models. 6C3, 6D2, 6C13, 6R7, 6D3 and
6C1 I are mounted on the raster correction (scan control)
panel.

Hum bar: Check the power supply unit earth screws for
cleanliness, and the l.t. reservoir/smoothing electrolytics

Field Timebase
Total loss of field scan occurs when one of the two
BA148 40V supply rectifiers, which are fed from a winding
on the line output transformer, goes open -circuit (a single
BY207 is used in the latest models), or when one or other of
the BD131 field output transistors goes open -circuit. When

replacing the earlier BD131 transistors with the RCA

8C 1-8C4 (2,500µF).

16040/16041 pair, note that the
connections are reversed.

Low h.t.: Check the BC147 transistor 8VT1 and the two
390k4 resistors 8R6 and 8R9 in the thyristor regulated

collapse is often due to a dry -joint on the pincushion

emitter

and base

On later chassis - AV type onwards - intermittent field

power supply.
Excessive h.t.: This gives the symptom sound but no raster
since the over -voltage protection circuit comes into
operation, stopping the line oscillator and thus removing the

amplitude control 6RV4 (504, c.t., w.w.) or the pincushion
phase coil 6L20. These are on the scan correction panel.

e.h.t. The most common causes of high h.t. are the BT106

field linearity potentiometers.

thyristor, or the feedback resistor 8R9 (390k 2) in the

Field bounce can be caused by the 250pF bootstrap
capacitor in the output stage or the mid -point voltage or

Weak field sync in earlier models (with A809 signal

regulator circuit going high -resistance or open -circuit.
The over -voltage circuit itself can be faulty. If the neon in

panel) is often due to 2C37 (125µF) in the a.g.c. circuit.

the early circuit keeps striking despite the circuit being set
up correctly, check the BC108 protection transistor 5VT3

Line Timebase
If the BD131 line driver transistor keeps going shortcircuit, check the 0.22µF capacitor and 224 (5W) resistor

and 5R11 (43k4) which links the neon to the h.t. rail.
Trouble in the later over -voltage protection circuit is
generally due to the 4EX581 (more recently changed to
type XK3100) four -layer diode in the circuit or diode 5D14
(1N4148) which provides it with a supply by rectifying line
flyback pulses.

Fluttering on mains, but not when operated from an
isolating transformer: Check the h.t. reservoir/smoothing
electrolytics 8C9/8C10 (600µF), the thyristor (BT106) and
the trigger diac 8D3 (BR100, later 4EX581).
Picture jitter: Check thyristor BT106, trigger diac 8D3
572

in its collector circuit. In later models also check the BC158
transistor which drives the BD131.

A narrow picture accompanied by smoke from the
convergence board is frequently due to 7RV3 (74 w.w. RRI
special), the R/G horizontal tilt control, burning out.
One or two sets we have had have intermittently given
typical symptoms of low e.h.t. - ballooning etc. - due to the
resistor in the e.h.t. cap burning up. This produces a bulge
in the plastic connector.
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button. These can be replaced - time and patience are
required.

Low gain, especially after a thunderstorm, is usually due

to the r.f. amplifier transistor going short-circuit. Care is
needed when fitting a replacement. A defective oscillator

500pF PCF80

00
25V

PCL85

Fit 3 k 1N4148
in place of 5 -leg
diode pack

transistor gives no sound or picture, with background noise.

Poor Focusing
If the picture is defocused check 6R10 (4.7Mg) which is
in series with the focus control. It tends to go high value.

Sync diodes

OTHER RRI MODELS
While on the subject of Rank receivers, the following
notes on faults we've commonly encountered may be of

Width stab

help to other engineers.

PY88

Model CTV25
Fig. 1: Rear view of the timebase panel used in the TV141 and
later sets.

Decoder
Intermittent loss of colour or excess colour on the two Lc. decoder is often due to the a.c.c. amplifier transistor
3VT1 (BC148) immediately above the burst gate timing
coil.

If the line oscillator is off tune, some sets tend to display

red/green changeover because the burst gate timing is
incorrect - remember that these sets do not have a reference

oscillator stage, the bursts being used to ring a 4.43MHz
crystal direct. The phase of the reference signal is thus
determined by the phase of the signal applied to the crystal,

particularly at switch on, so that burst gate timing faults
give some very peculiar colour changes.

On more than one occasion we have encountered an
internally open -circuit chrominance delay line and have
been able to cure this by resoldering the print inside the

Intermittent line oscillation in these sets is frequently due

to the coupling electrolytic 3C11 (1.6µF 63V or similar)
between the cathodes of the PCF802 line oscillator valve
going open -circuit.

TV125 Series
Weak line sync and/or line drift/judder: Replace the
original flywheel line sync discriminator diodes 3MR1/2
with 1N4148 diodes or similar ones.
Weak light picture with tendency to sync crushing: PCF80
video amplifier load resistor 2R33 (10kQ, 2W) low value, or
burnt out resistors in the i.f. stages.
Boost diode glowing red hot: One or both boost capacitors
3C 23/4 (0.1µF) short-circuit.
This latter fault applies to all Bush/Murphy valve/hybrid
monochrome sets after this model.

TV141 Series

case, using a small (Antex 15W) iron.

Poor field lock: Check 2C43 (8µF) which decouples the
screen grid of the sync separator.

Noisy Chroma and Sound
On early sets - those with germanium audio output
transistors - noisy chrominance and sound can usually be

TV161 Series
Small dark picture: This

cured by a slight (half turn) adjustment of the large core in
the bottom i.f. can.

1.

Tuner

Tuners of the mechanical type frequently wear the
buttons, and also the small nylon screws which tune each
{1429]

3C311

3R48
390

3R54
33k

TV181S (A774 Chassis)
3R55

56k

3C36

3L3

Line

output
valve
01

3C3!,

3V3

EF184

3R433C28

pulses

22k 150P

3D6
IN

4148
3D7
IN

3644

4148

3R45
180k

3R62
120k

82k

0.47
3R46

3C35mel

180k 14700p.o.

3C32

3R53

3C41

4700p

120k

390p

3R49

100k

3C29

3300pT

22k

Pulses from line output transformer
kee

Fig. 2: Line oscillator circuit used in the A774 chassis.
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The line output transformer is prone to failure, giving a
dark picture with a 4in. gap at either side. The e.h.t. rectifier
heater winding tends to short to the frame, giving no e.h.t. this can be replaced with patience.

No picture or raster with foreign interference usually

3R5
3C33

Line judder, a.g.c. hunting, even a dead set can be due to
earth connection faults where the printed board meets the
chassis.

319

01

41,t -

Poor field linearity plus tendency to roll: PCL805 field
timebase valve cathode decoupling electrolytic 3C35
(500µF).
Poor field lock plus line tearing: Usually 2C48 (8µF) which
decouples the screen grid of the sync separator, or an a.g.c.
fault.

3R52
3k9

Line
sync

is usually the line output
transformer.
Poor line sync: As TV125 series. Wire in as shown in Fig.

indicates shorted turns on the scan coils - the 1.t. rail drops
to around 8V.
If soldering the earth joints fails to cure line jitter, change
the following capacitors in the line oscillator circuit: 3C32
(4,700pF), 3C34 (470pF) and 3C36 (0.01µF) - see Fig. 2.
If 3C34 is leaky or short-circuit, 3R48 (390Q) and 3R52
(3.91(Q) may be burnt. The EF184 oscillator valve may also
be damaged. In cases of line drift or frequency variations,
check the stage's 10,u,F h.t. decoupling electrolytic 3C31.
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talking

about

COMM pips

upwards and vibrating the shadowmask with the workshop
degaussing coil.

Degaussing
There must be thousands who wonder whether the inbuilt

degaussing coils are working efficiently, and others who
wonder what the cone shield is for - modern sets don't seem

to have them. The cone shield is an anachronism. If you
remember the very first 70° round faced colour tubes, you
will recall that the metal cone was itself the final anode,
exposing over 3 sq. ft. of metal at 25kV. The cone shield
was there to keep the fingers away. Today it is something to
hang the degaussing coils on and to complete their magnetic
circuit. The latest tubes have the steel plate built in, so the

degaussing coils are hung on with clips and springs. For
maximum effect the pair of coils should be wired so as to
THE

aerobatic RAF Red Arrows end their display with a

"Bomb Burst": the bunch of Folland Gnats suddenly
disperses in all directions. I.C.s are doing a bomb burst
right now, and colour tubes are poised to follow suit. Before
they do so there are a few tips and wrinkles which readers'
enquiries lead us to believe are worth passing on, beginning
with the topic that worries colour set owners most - is my
tube going?

Colour Tube Faults
Although colour tubes are afflicted by the same basic
faults as their monochrome counterparts it must be

remembered that they have three separate gun assemblies,
the heaters of which are wired in parallel. So if you get the
symptoms of a blank screen or a dim picture the odds are
that you can rule out the tube straight away. Partial loss of
vacuum can give these symptoms but you usually get fireworks in the tube neck as well. If the heaters are not lighting
at all, yet everything else seems o.k., the connecting leads

are the most likely cause. With three 0.3A heaters in
parallel the mean current is just under an ampere, quite
considerable for the sort of contacts to be found on the
average printed circuit board. Some smaller tubes, as well
as the quickheat types, take less (around 650mA) and there
is no objection to using the latter as substitutes provided the
difference in current is allowed for. This is important when
the tube heaters are fed from a winding on the line output

transformer. An extra ohm in the feed lead is usually
required.

magnetically assist each other at the tube face, even though
they may appear to be electrically in opposition.

The simplest way to check the coils is to interpose a
switch in the mains feed to the degaussing circuit (see
Fig. 1). Do not put the switch on the coils alone, or unplug
them, as this will surely burn up the resistor (e.g. R907 in
Fig. 1) fitted in the thermistor shunt circuit to keep it hot
during the running of the set. With the switch open, run the
set with the red gun only and really impurify the screen with
the workshop degausser - by switching it off whilst held
against the screen. Then observe what happens when you
close the switch you fitted in the mains feed to the coils. For
about two seconds multicolour bands of horizontal lines will
roll up or down the screen, leaving it a pure red. Not more
than three attempts should be needed to really purify it. If it

takes longer, or the rainbows confine themselves to the
corners, try reversing the sense of one winding of the pair.

Focusing
Most tubes have a high -potential type of focus electrode,
set from a variable 7kV supply derived from the e.h.t. tripler.
The supply lead is not usually as well protected as the 25kV
line to the final anode and can bite very sharply, favouring

innocents with 'scope probes looking at (or for) the blue

drive. A number of smaller tubes (such as the

18 in.

470DUB22 or A47/342X) have a low -potential focusing

arrangement, the supply being tapped from one of the
various potentials present at the tube base. These tubes are
known as unzpotential tubes, as opposed to the 7kV variety
which are called bipotential, had you not already guessed.

Low emission symptoms invariably affect one gun first

and the writer's experience is that as well as the usual
"glistening" effect the reds begin to look muddy and dull.
Emission life is good however compared with monochrome
tubes of a decade or so ago. The most common first sign of
trouble on ageing colour tubes is an inability to track the
grey scale properly due to the change in characteristics of
one of the guns. It can happen to any colour, but before

HT rectifier
etc.

3.15A
R 908
Dual

posistor
Mains

R907
470

blaming the tube check the first anode preset potentiometers. These are often under rated and may change value
in use due to a combination of heat and the applied boost
potential - check any series resistors as well. The tracking
usually deteriorates towards pink high lights and green low
lights, possibly due to the red gun phosphors being derived

Degaussing

coils

from rare earths and in consequence having a different
persistence.

Another annoying fault is a missing dot on the screen,
and a microscopic examination of the tube face (x 50 lens)
should indicate whether it is missing entirely or just
obscured by a particle of foreign matter. If a whole triad of

dots is missing the latter is certainly the case, and the
particle may possibly be dislodged by tilting the tube face
574

Fig. 1: To check the degaussing circuits, fit a switch at point X

(never at VI, display a pure red raster, then impurify it by
switching off the bench degausser while held against the tube
face. Closing the switch at X will then repurify the displayed
raster in a second or two if the circuit is efficient.
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specifically for tube protection and will take the sparkgaps
and "dag" return. The other is for general earthing. Make a
note of what goes where before dismantling.
Heater
ballast
resistors

Focus

potential

Signal
chassis

Sparkgap
chassis

conductor

ring

Red

drive

drive

hairline fractures. It so happens that when the coils are
pulled back the electrical stress between them and the guns
is at its greatest and has been known to crack the neck if left
towards 8 o'clock on a conventional 22 in. set with the c.r.t.
mounted with its blue gun up - for easier purity.
The wider deflection angle of the 110° set makes purity
harder to obtain, and for the workshop a x 50 magnifying

840 -=gf, -

..!-IgtRT BAND

periscope is a good investment. Not only can you set the

Fig. 2. A typical tube base layout. Ensure that the sparkgaps
are uncarbonised. On this layout (Pye 731 chassis) a separate
chassis ring is provided for the sparkgaps.

The unipotential type has a soft focus which is never very
good but never very bad overall, and may be replaced by
the bipotential equivalent if you can obtain 7kV from somewhere - this usually lowers the e.h.t. a little but gives sharp
definition at screen centre, if a little fuzzy at the edges.

purity by observing beam landings at screen centre, but you

do it with the scan coils in their optimum position. It is
essential that the set is well warmed up and evenly
illuminated before purifying. Anyone who has soak tested a
110° set on a colour bar will have noticed how the white

bar tints pink after a while due to local shadowmask
expansion (a white raster dissipates about 20W in heat on
the shadowmask).

What is White?

Flashovers
Sparkgaps are provided around the tube base (see Fig. 2)
to protect the set from excessive charges being developed
between any electrode and chassis. They often flash over if
the e.h.t. is marginally high or the
in a humid

or sooty environment. It pays to keep the gaps clean and
dry to minimise spurious flashovers as these can set up high
current surges in the rest of the set and pop off some of the

more sensitive transistors or i.c.s. Make equally sure that
the tube "dag" is returned directly to the tube base chassis

point (don't pass GO, or collect - etc.) and that the
connection is tight. A service warning: there are sometimes

two chassis points on the tube base. One is reserved
1.0

I always used to think of purity as "red gun only, pull
back the scan coils, move the red ball to mid -screen, push
the coils forward and lock". Then a friend told me about

that way too long. Another tip is to position the red ball
down towards the red gun - about an inch from centre

Green

,

Purity

green

All real colours lie within

0 9

this horseshoe

0.8

and it is definitely blue.

As far as colour TV is concerned there are four whites:
Illuminant C which is a cold white - natural north light.
Illuminant D which is a warmer white, the studio standard.
Monochrome tube white which is bluish, as we have just
remarked. And a compromise white to which many colour
receivers are set and which is somewhere between monochrome white and illuminant D. In the c.r.t. specifications

and y

coordinates on the CIE chromacity diagram, and in case
you have ever wondered what this is all about let us indulge
in a little gentle theory.

560

0.6
Y Co-ordinate

watch the set. Look at it out of the corner of your eye as
you pass outside on your way back from an evening stroll,
or see a monitor come into shot in a colour studio scene,

these illuminants are referred to by their x

540nm
550

0.7

The next bit isn't strictly a tip or a wrinkle but a simple
explanation of what constitutes white for those who missed
it on the way up. The eye is a rotten judge of white, continually adjusting itself to accept what is conventional under the
circumstances in which it finds itself. Monochrome sets give
a bluish white, but you don't notice this when you sit and

570

0.5
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Chromaticity Coordinates

590

0.4

Most of us have imprinted on the back of our mind the

600

0.3

old formula:

700

0.2
0.1

red

blue
'0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0-7

0.8 0.9

1.0

X Co-ordinate
3. The C.I.E. chromaticity diagram. The accepted
definition of any colour is its X and Y coordinates on this
Fig.

diagram. X relates to the amount of red, Y to the amount of
green. Blue (the Z coordinate) is derived from the other two by

subtracting their sum from 1 (i.e. X + Y + Z = 1). The two
common whites, illuminants C and D, are shown in the centre
of the diagram.
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1 lumen of white light = 0.3 lumens of red, 0.59 of green
and 0.11 of blue.
Each of these amounts of red, blue and green is called a
trichomatric unit - TR, TG and TB respectively - and since
colour mixing is an algebraic process it is a lot easier to add
and subtract the T units than to do complicated sums with
0.3, 0.59 and 0.11. Thus using T units 1 lumen of white =
TR + TG + TB = 3 T units, or 1 T unit of white = 1/3TR
+ 1/3TG + 1/3TB.
If you think about it, this means that any colour can be
expressed in terms of R and G only, as B can be derived by
- continued on page 594
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by the setmaker. So if you need to use non -maker's spares

you may need to revise your estimate of the cost
accordingly!

Beaten to the Post
Speaking of ordering spares, the cost of postage, plus
one's time spent writing, is so high now that I try to use the
phone for orders when this can be done out of peak hours.

The most economical way is when the firm you wish to
contact has an answering machine. By having your little
speech well rehearsed you can place your order in a matter
of seconds. In the evening this is at minimum cost, and at

least you know it will be on the books the following
morning.

A Quiet Saturday
Cup final day this year was one of the quietest I have
ever known - as regards service calls. Recalling past years
when the phone was busy all day with calls from frantic
football fans, I couldn't help wondering: are sets becoming

more reliable, or is football's appeal waning? Or,
depressingly, is it my popularity that is suffering, with
everyone else doing a roaring trade?
At twenty past six however the phone rang. I answered it
reluctantly, guessing (correctly) that it would be someone
with a little job that would take but five minutes of my time
- like tracing an intermittent fault in the line output stage of

a transistor colour TV. I decided for the umpteenth time
that I must get a telephone answering machine!

False Lock
I had a rather odd fault recently on a GEC Model 2032 the one with the integrated v.h.f./u.h.f. tuner. The field lock
was good, but on the line side the picture was neatly divided
by an inch wide black bar - the classic false lock. The line
hold control - the set was used on 625 only - had no effect

from one end of its travel to the other. Nor to any great
extent did adjustment of the oscillator coil tuning slug.
Replacing the discriminator diodes did nothing to help - in
fact I later discovered that they could be left out of circuit
without disturbing the false lock. Even removing all traces
of line sync (as I thought) by removing the line sync pulse
coupling capacitors C213 and C214 had no effect.
It became obvious that the sync pulses were getting to the

PCF802 by an alternative route. A careful study of the
circuit diagram finally gave me the answer. The sync
separator and the line oscillator share a common h.t.

Where are they now?
The present shortcomings of our postal service will be
viewed with an especially jaundiced eye by engineers who
sat through countless showings of the GPO publicity film
"One Jump Ahead" when it was in the repertoire of BBC -2
colour test films. It's a long time since these were
discontinued. I wonder if they lie mouldering in cans in the
vaults beneath the television centre, the "Home-made Car"
alongside "Story in the Rocks"? And what about
"Evoluon" and "Birth of a Rainbow" and all the rest? My
favourite was the mildly erotic "Atlantic Parks", while my
most detested was "Crown of Glass". Not all the films can

be entombed though, because quite recently "Beauty in
Trust" was to be seen at a National Trust property not far
from where I live. I did not bother to go and see it again.

A Not -so -golden Oldie
Looking back a lot farther, does anyone recall the old

original test film of the early 1950s? Filmed in richly
grained black -and -white, it featured gems from prewar TV
productions plus snippets from contemporary programmes.
It was interspersed with 15 -minute sessions of test card C,
and judging by the "rain" still visible on the screen it was a
moving picture of a stationary object - years before Andy

Warhol cottoned on to the idea! In those days this hourlong treat was more often than not the sole programme
transmitted in the day time. If you missed the morning's
showing it was impossible to install a set before Children's
Hour at 5 o'clock! So before you complain about lack of
BBC -2 during the day, consider what we had to put up with
then!

supply, derived from the main HT3 rail via a 4.71c52 resistor

which is decoupled by a 4µF capacitor (C240). This latter
had gone open -circuit, effectively coupling the two stages
together. A new fault as far as I am concerned, and one I've
noted in the book!

Word of Warning
Engineers are advised to take care when purchasing
replacement line output transformers. I have recently tried

some so called equivalents and found them rather
disappointing. The construction was not so substantial as
the originals, and the mounting brackets did not match up.
Neither was there provision for mounting the e.h.t. tripler as
before. Certain components had to be salvaged from the old
transformer and fitted on the new one: carrying out this job
with the necessary care took me nearly an hour. With all
this the price compared unfavourably with the type supplied
576

Check Your Memory
Old hands should have the test film engraved on their
memories. For them, here is a little quiz: (1) What was the
name of the first full length play, by Pirandello, produced on
the 30 -line system? (2) What popular dance was featured in
an early outside broadcast from a London theatre? (3) Was

the Powder Monkey speaking truthfully? Answers on
postcards only please! The sender of the first correct
solution will receive a red EF50, a liquid paraffin -filled
magnifier for a nine -inch tube, and a signed photograph of

Muffin the Mule. And a copy of my birth certificate to
prove that you are much older than I!

By Appointment
Last Saturday lunch time a gentleman called to arrange
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Fig.

1: The Schmidt folded optical TV

projection system. With the 55°
deflection angle tubes current in the

early 1950s, this was the only

convenient way of obtaining a large
picture - without need for a cabinet of

Final

Viewing

mirror

massive depth. The small (24 -in.) tube
and associated hardware were produced

by Mullard and used by a number of Spherical
mirror

setmakers including Decca, Ferranti,
Philips and White-lbbotson. The system
went out of favour with the introduction
of wider deflection angle c.r.t.s. A truly

Corrector
plate

flat picture was obtained, but the
brightness level was such that semidarkness was required for comfortable
viewing.

CRTSmall

45° mirror
to have a car radio installed. "Name your own day and
time, I'm completely at your disposal!" were his very
words. Feeling gratified, I suggested the following Monday
morning at nine o'clock. His face fell. "A snag there ... I'm
at work all day during the week!" It's true, it's true ... !

18 x 15in. when mounted in the TV set's cabinet, or 3 x 4ft
when wall -mounted. The c.r.t. used was the Mullard MW6-

2, with a face diameter of 2fin. and a deflection angle of
only 38°. The final anode voltage, 25kV, was obtained from

a proprietary unit using an oscillator operating at about
lkHz and a voltage tripler. The latter consisted of three
EY51 rectifiers in a sealed and oil -filled transformer can.

Vintage Spot: Projection TV

The subject for this month's peep into the past was
suggested by an advertisement in Television by an
Australian gentleman seeking a Schmidt optical lens and
corrector plate. This device was the heart of the projection
TV set-up.

The basic idea was to obtain a large picture without
having to use a huge c.r.t. by optically enlarging the very

bright image that could be produced on a small tube
operating at high anode voltage. It was demonstrated
successfully before World War 2, and contemporary
descriptions tally very closely with those of the projection
sets produced in the 50s. All television broadcasting was

suspended in the UK during the war and projection TV
disappeared into limbo for over a decade. Conventional
receivers offered 15 inch pictures when television returned
after the war, but the tubes had a deflection angle of only
55°, which entailed having cabinets of immense depth. So

the time was ripe for the projection system to make its
reappearance.
Projecting a picture from a c.r.t. image is not as simple as
may at first be thought. Putting a lens in front of the tube
and trying to enlarge the image on to a screen - as with a

slide projector - would be a dismal failure. Only a tiny
percentage of the light from the tube would be transmitted
to the viewing screen. To increase the light transmission a
variation of a system already much used in astronomical
telescopes was employed. The projection c.r.t. was mounted
with its screen protruding through a hole in a mirror set at
45° to the axis of the tube (see Fig. 1). Light from the tube
was gathered by a spherical mirror directly facing it. The

magnified image was reflected back to the mirror
surrounding the c.r.t., then through the corrector plate on to
a third mirror and thence to the viewing screen. The job of
the corrector plate was to rectify the "spherical abberation"
inherent in the design, by ensuring that all the rays from the
mirror came into focus at a common distance from it.
Another feature could be incorporated into the plate, that

Servicing Problems
Some of the problems associated with projection tubes
foreshadowed those encountered years later in colour
television. For instance, because of the high e.h.t. the c.r.t.

emitted X-rays when working and could not be viewed
outside the optical unit without lead -glass shielding.

Regulation had to be provided for the e.h.t. voltage and for
the c.r.t. beam current. In addition in order to protect the
tube face from burns a safety circuit which "cut-off" the

grid should either timebase fail had to be incorporated.
Focusing was by electromagnet as regards the image on the
tube face. But it also had to register correctly on the viewing

screen. The procedure for achieving this was long and
tedious. When everything was working properly the viewer
had what was for the time a large and also a completely flat

picture, but the brightness level was so low that semi-

darkness was required for comfortable viewing.
Interestingly, an account of the system printed in 1952
stated that it was more than adequately capable of resolving
625 -line pictures!

Several firms - for example Decca, Ferranti, Philips and
White-Ibbotson - produced projection receivers. Since they
all used the Mullard units there was little to choose between

them as regards performance. Few survived after the
introduction of wide-angle picture tubes.

It was long my intention to experiment with three
projection units of the 3 x 4ft type and colour filters, with

the aim of projecting a colour picture on to a screen
mounted above the living room fireplace, but somehow I've
never had the time! I wonder if that is what the Australian
advertiser had in mind?

For Disposal

of modifying the "throw" of the picture to suit various

Alan J. Gamble of 20, Douglas Drive, Ormskirk, Lancs
has a Bush Model TV22 of 1950 or 51 vintage which he
feels may be of interest to an enthusiast. Would interested

cabinet sizes and viewing screens. The screen could be up to

parties please contact him directly.
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intermittent
E.TRUNDLE
ARTICLES on fault diagnosis and repair methods, along
with readers' queries, have always formed a large part of
the contents of Television - and rightly so. The author has
headache in modern TV servicing, the intermittent fault, has

faults are most commonly due to semiconductor devices or
electrolytic and ceramic capacitors. Mechanical faults are
usually traceable to dry -joints or solder blobs on printed circuit boards, poor connections in plugs and sockets, and
defective skeleton preset resistors. There can be a thermal

not received the coverage it warrants. It is hoped that the

influence here where expansion of materials due to heat

present article will go some way towards remedying this.

provokes a "mechanical" fault. The classic example of this

for some time however felt that possibly the biggest

It's probably true to say that almost any fault can be

is the hair -line crack in a printed -circuit track.

diagnosed by fair means or foul provided it stays put - even
if this means (heaven forbid!) trial -and -error replacement of
components until the fault disappears. Intermittent faults
however can be very difficult to deal with, and although the
"hardcore" cases represent only a small percentage of the
total repair jobs they always take up a disproportionately
large amount of time. Possibly a better description of the
type of fault we are concerned with here is the defect which
the field engineer will not necessarily see when he calls. This
takes in reception and propagation faults, interference and
thermal effects ("it goes into lines when it's been running
two hours" or, worse, "it's been going all right all afternoon
but twitches sideways when we first switch on!"). Some of

Random faults are probably the most difficult to trace:
they follow no pattern, and are difficult or impossible to
provoke. Such effects as intermittent defocusing due to
occasional corona discharge at the focus spark gap, and

these are not intermittent faults in the true sense of the
word, though they present as much difficulty in their

Sherlock Holmes in a Morris Van

diagnosis. Many of our readers' queries are concerned with

intermittent faults of one kind or another, and on the
occasions when the fault is not a common or a "stock" one
diagnosis from afar is almost impossible.

Servicing Philosophy
We have always found that the only certain way to deal
with intermittent faults is to adopt a positive diagnosis
system rather than a negative one. To be more specific, this
means aiming for a situation which signifies that the fault

fact been cleared, rather than the "negative"
approach where a handful of components have been
has in

mains input filter capacitors which go bump in the night, are
examples: semiconductor devices and electrolytic

capacitors (particularly tantalum types!) add their quota.
Corrosion due to old batteries, weeping electrolyte from
capacitors, and foreign liquids - we have had everything
from champagne to dirty flower water and gravy through
our sets - also cause random effects, depending on such
obscure factors as air humidity.

Much can be done on a field service call, even if the fault

is not present when the call is made. First, an attempt
should be made to establish whether the fault is in the
receiver or is due to interference, reception conditions or

mains supply problems. It's tempting to install a loan
receiver sometimes, so that the above causes can be
identified. This is fair enough, but the characteristics of
different receivers give different display effects under adverse

conditions. This can be confusing - especially to the
suspicious viewer. Many cases of interference are traceable

to mains arcing within the set (especially on VA1104
thermistors where the lead is loose on the disc surface) or at
the mains wall socket. This type of interference gives rise to
horizontal bands of dots moving asynchronously over the

changed, or a solder up done, and the set has come through
a soak test without the fault recurring. The proof that the
fault has been eliminated may be the appearance of the fault
on another receiver to which the faulty component has been
transplanted, the ability to make the fault come or go at will
with a switched substitute component, or the incontestible
evidence of one or more pieces of test equipment hooked

screen, the edges of the bands being quite well defined.
Where interference is suspected and no obvious cause can

into the circuit. The outcome of this approach, which is
admittedly more painstaking than the "negative" one, is

information as possible will help to narrow the field, but
experience suggests that too much reliance should not be

that the receiver can be returned with confidence following
the repair, with very little risk of a recall (bounce) and its
attendant financial and customer -relation embarrassments.

Types of Intermittent Fault
Intermittent faults fall into three main categories:
thermal, mechanical and random. In our experience thermal
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be found, the GPO will usually be found helpful and
courteous; these wizards are busy men however and should
not be called in until every attempt has been made to trace
the source of interference.

Careful questioning of the viewer to get as much
placed on some viewers' descriptions of their sets' maladies.
A common complaint is "lines all over the screen", which
can mean almost anything. In such cases, it is a good idea

to try to simulate the fault by off -setting the line hold
control ("no dear, it's not like that when it goes") or
unlocking the subcarrier oscillator in the decoder ("that's it,

just like that!"). This approach can be used in cases of
intermittent snowy pictures, lack of one colour -difference
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drive (football field all pink and green) and in fact most
faults. We find that while a viewer, not surprisingly, has
great difficulty in describing a fault, he will recognise it
easily when it is produced for him. Once the area of the
fault is known, careful thought and the usual methods of
provocation (see later) may well turn something up.

To quote one or two examples. First a modern fully
transistorised receiver with the complaint that the picture
gradually darkened and blurred away, with peak white
limiting. This can only be the c.r.t. heaters going out. In the
particular case, the tube heater was disconnected while the
owner watched, and he confirmed that this was the same
effect he had been troubled with (about once a fortnight!).
Although there were no obvious poor joints in the c.r.t.
heater wiring, pins, sockets, edge connectors and soldered
joints were run over, after which no more was heard of the
trouble.

Colour Drop -out

One of the most common intermittent faults, on past
form, is colour drop -out. Having established with the viewer

that it happens on all channels, and whether it is a random
fault or one which occurs when the set is thoroughly hot, it
is necessary to tie the fault down to the reference or signal
sections of the decoder. Now virtually all receivers have a
slight lag in the colour -killer operation. Thus if the sub carrier oscillator is drifting out of lock, the familiar rainbow
of horizontal coloured lines will be briefly displayed as the
colour disappears. If the viewer has seen this effect, the
engineer need look no further than the burst processing
circuitry and a.p.c. loop. If on the other hand the viewer
reports colour fading down to monochrome, or suddenly
disappearing, it is likely that the chroma amplifier or colour killer stages are responsible.

The viewer, knowingly or otherwise, can often be made

raster: a meter connected to the collector of the blue output
transistor TR215 was indicating virtually zero voltage. We
knew that if the set was so much as breathed on the fault
would disappear for a long period. We tiptoed up, laid one

finger on the collector load resistor - R296, 10k52 - and
found it was cold. Now a cold 10k52 resistor with 295V at
one end and zero voltage at the other just has to be open -

circuit! Thus the blue output transistor and its drive
circuitry were

eliminated and the diagnosis proved.

Incidentally, we have since had several cases of these
resistors going intermittently open -circuit in the Decca
Bradford chassis: the suspect type is rectangular, encased in
a ceramic trough, and sealed with green cement.

We have often seen equipment cruelly provoked in a
"disturbance test" (a technical term for using a screwdriver
to knock seven bells out of a hapless printed circuit board)
and, having made the fault appear, the technician
immediately starts hitting the panel again in an attempt to
restore normal operation! If a fault appears, even
momentarily, it is worthy of careful study - even if only so
that it can be simulated afterwards in an attempt to isolate
the fault area. One of many examples of this is intermittent

hum effects on the vision or the raster, due to a faulty
electrolytic capacitor. If the nature of the display is
carefully noted when the symptom is present, disconnecting

each smoothing/decoupling capacitor in turn is likely to
reveal one which gives exactly identical symptoms. This is a
good bet if the culprit cannot be traced by other means.

Servicing Techniques

Once the set

is

in the workshop, simulation of site

conditions - poor mains regulation or weak signal reception
- can where relevant be tried, using a variac in the former
case and an attenuator in the latter. A surprising degree of

to be his own diagnostician. Again, intermittent colour

variance has been noticed between different makes and
models in their tolerance of these conditions, and many

symptoms spring to mind, where the colour -killer can be left

cases of intermittent loss of colour, field foldover and so on

over -ridden so that the effects can be described to the
engineer on his next visit. The complaint on an ITT/KB
receiver fitted with the CVC8 chassis was a very occasional

intermittent saturated red raster. In spite of efforts to
provoke the fault nothing came to light on our call, so we
interchanged the red and green driver transistors (Ti Id and
T25d) and the red and blue output transistors (T12d and
T33d). A week later, the mystified viewer rang up to say
that her picture was now intermittently going blue. A quick
visit to fit the necessary BD115 cured the fault with
certainty even though we had never seen it. This is positive
diagnosis with a vengeance, and though it could be argued
that replacement of both transistors together with possibly a
few more components would have achieved the same result
there would have been no certainty that the fault had been
cleared.

Studying Symptoms
Whether in the field or workshop, we cannot over
emphasise the importance of getting the maximum
information while the fault is present, by observation and
deduction, and by instruments if possible. The convergence

jumps out for a few seconds at a time: manipulate the
controls to ascertain whether one or more rasters are
involved, and whether the parabola and tilt adjustments are
affected. After careful analysis the information thus gained
will usually pinpoint the fault to a very small area of the
convergence network. A soak testing Decca set fitted with

the 30 series chassis was seen to have a saturated blue
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can be resolved in this way. The decision then has to be
made as to whether this is a characteristic of the design or a
fault in the receiver - usually it's the latter!

Thermal Effects
Many faults occur only when the set has thoroughly
warmed up, or alternatively for a short time after switch on
from cold. Our most valuable assets here are a hair -drier for

warming small areas and specific components, and a
proprietary freezer aerosol for rapid cooling. Thus armed,
sound distortion when the set is warm for instance may be
quickly traced, usually to leaky transistors or a warping
cone/speech coil in the loudspeaker. A Pye Model CT72
(691 chassis) came our way recently with the complaint

that the blue raster drifted upwards after two hours'
running. We found that we could position the blue static
convergence wherever we chose by warming and cooling
the blue static clamp diode VT32 (AC128, base -emitter
strapped). When a specific component has been earmarked
by this method it is prudent to temperature -cycle it in
isolation, in case an adjacent component is responsible.
This can often be done by refitting the component on the
print side of the panel, or by fitting a piece of suitable gauge
sleeving over it before applying heat -and -freeze. After
replacement, the new component can be subjected to the
same treatment to ensure that the fault does not recur.

Some words of warning are necessary here. Rapid
temperature cycling of components is not good for them,
and it is not unknown for good components - especially
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semiconductors - to be damaged by too rapid cycling.

wide area will provoke the fault. In these circumstances we

Excessive temperature is the worst offender, and if possible

try to resist the temptation to do a general solder -up,

the normal maximum working temperature of the

instead using the 'scope and meter in the normal way while
the fault is present so that the exact location of the trouble

component should not be greatly exceeded. Some circuits
are inherently temperature -dependant, and where thermal
compensation is built in misleading results may be
encountered. In the Thorn 3000 family of colour receivers
for instance a thermistor (X501) is provided to counteract
frequency drift of the line oscillator due to temperature
effects on the reactance transistor VT501. Unless these two

components are equally treated

in the heat -and -freeze

stakes, much time can be wasted in changing good
components. Finally, the effect of freezer on a hot valve
envelope is quite shattering (pardon!). Once you have done
this, you will never forget it ...
A thermal fault which cannot be found with the hair -drier
is the so called hot bulge. The effect is most noticeable with

can be found - it is very satisfying to prove with a
continuity meter that a perfectly acceptable looking run of

print is open -circuit! This again represents the positive
approach.

In the few wired chassis which are still encountered,
mainly of ITT origin, intermittent effects can often be
traced to the bottom -most wire on a tag or chassis lug to
which many wires are connected - the one at the bottom of
the pile often misses out on solder. No trouble may be
encountered for months or years, but eventually the wire

and tag become slightly oxidised and that's when the
troubles start.

110° colour tubes, and takes the form of raster impurity
due to distortion of the expanded shadowmask under high
beam current conditions. This usually manifests itself as a
pink patch on the raster, and can be cured by reducing the
brightness and contrast settings and if necessary checking
the beam current limiter.

Random Faults

Mechanical Faults

Tuning Drift

Mechanical faults, often known as flag-wavers, e.g.
intermittent connections of one sort or another, are

probably most often to blame for intermittent faults. The
problem may be inside a component rather than outside and

visible, some species of polyester and mylar capacitors
being notorious for this.

The first step should always be a close scrutiny of the
print side of the panel for obvious dry -joints, blobs or
cracks. If nothing is revealed, slight manipulation of the
components in the area suspected should be tried: very
often, pushing or pulling gently on component wires will

reveal that a joint which looks perfect is not actually
soldered. Gentle flexing of the whole panel will often help to

locate cracks in printed tracks - see Vivian Capel's article
in the December 1975 issue.

Print and Wiring Defects
A notorious example of intermittent printed -circuit faults
is provided by the CDA (colour -difference amplifier) panel

in hybrid Pye group receivers, where cracks radiate from
hot -spots such as high -wattage resistor legs and valveholder
pins. These cracks in the panel are often more obvious from
the component side of the board than the print side, and can
give rise to various intermittent faults. It often happens that
due to stresses in the panel caused by excessive heat and the

method of mounting, the crack extends in hairline form
across the full width of the panel, resulting in erratic loss of
a colour -difference signal. The same CDA panel commonly
develops a hairline crack in the h.t. feed track en route to
the luminance output stage, thus reducing the c.r.t. cathode

voltages to virtually zero. This turns the c.r.t. hard on,
much to its detriment, resulting in violent internal arcing
and an exceptionally heavy load on the line output stage
and particularly the e.h.t. tripler. Apart from the risk of
damage, diagnosis is confusing because the fully -conductive

c.r.t. usually loads down the e.h.t. generator to the point
where the raster disappears, leading the sorely tried
serviceman into the line output department -a red herring if
ever there was one.
Print faults can be surprisingly difficult to trace where the

connection is so sensitive that pressure or tapping over a
580

Random faults present the greatest challenge and the
widest scope for ingenuity if the cure is to be irrefutably
proved! There are no hard and fast rules here, as every case
is different.

Tuner drift is a common ailment, and if anything is more
prevalent since the advent of varicap tuning than ever it was
in the era of mechanical tuners. Poor reset on mechanical

tuners is often due to loose shafts, the Decca type being
particularly prone to loose clamping screws on the
capacitor spindle while ITT tuners tend to suffer from loose
grub screws on the external cog wheel. Where tuning drift
occurs with a varicap system several components may be to

blame. The weak spot in ITT and Decca sets seems to be
the tuner control unit, i.e. the switch/potentiometer bank,

although the tuner may well be responsible - Grundig
varicap tuners for instance have the unfortunate habit of
developing leakage in the feedthrough capacitor by which
the tuning voltage enters the tuner.

A digital voltmeter is a useful tool when seeking the

cause of drift. Hook it across the 32V line from the

stabilizing i.c. If the voltage remains constant during the
drift the i.c. is exonerated and the probe can be transferred
to the tuning voltage line to the tuner. If the voltage rises
when drift occurs the control unit may be safely
condemned. If on the other hand this voltage falls when the
drift occurs, the fault may be in the control unit or due to
leakage in the tuner; a microammeter in series will soon
show which. If there is no change on the tuning line, the

drift is most certainly due to the tuner unit. Most sets
which will be seen to move in a direction
incorporate
to restore correct tuning; this is the normal reaction to drift
from within the tuner - see "closed loops" later.

Other Examples
Where possible, random faults should be tied down to
one stage of the receiver by running the set with a dual beam oscilloscope monitoring the input to and the output
from

the suspected

stage, after which individual

components can be tested. One way of doing this is to
transplant the suspect component to another receiver (not
necessarily the same make or model). As soon as the fault
appears on the other set, the original receiver can be cleared
with confidence.

The field jitter and picture flutter effects of a faulty
trigger diac or thyristor are by now well known. Philips and
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976

chassis. The first step would be to connect a 'scope across
each of the decoupling capacitors C155d and C154d and
run the set. If the chrominance signal appears across either
of these capacitors when the fault appears, the capacitor is
undoubtedly faulty.

20V
220

To delay line
driver via

C155d

4.7

820p saturation circuit

1: The second
chrominance amplifier

Fig.

2k2

stage in the ITT CVC5
and related chassis.

220

From first
chroma

amplifier

T28d

symptoms appear, the capacitor is doing its job and the
fault lies elsewhere - probably a heavily loaded h.t. line.
If the current decreases, replace the capacitor.

BF125

The same sort of test can be used to sort out chicken -

47

120

If an h.t. smoothing capacitor is suspected of intermittently going open -circuit, connect an a.c. milliammeter
in series with it. If the ripple current increases when hum

and -egg problems in cases where incorrect voltages appear

during a momentary fault. Fig. 2 shows the l.t. regulator
circuit in the Thorn 1590-1591 series of receivers. We met

Cl54d

022

one of these sets which suffered from an occasional

114301

Rank colour sets seem to suffer most from this, and a
modification to the Rank circuit was given on page 563 of
the October 1975 issue.

Random focus drift

is

fairly common, and after

investigation of the v.d.r. or potentiometer and associated

components, leakage or corona at the c.r.t. spark -gap
should be suspected. Slight enlargement of the gap with a
file and a good clean-up in the area is usually effective, but

in stubborn cases we use a nylon bolt as a stand-off
insulator from the c.r.t. spark base and fit a separate spark
gap.

Some more subtle random faults are line twitch due to
intermittent earthing of the line output transformer frame,
and corona discharge from the harmonic tuning capacitor
C435 to the line output transformer frame in the Decca
Bradford chassis - this
over the picture, looking for all the world like a tuner or i.f.
fault, and led us a merry dance for many weeks when it was
first encountered. It has cropped up several times since in
these models. The easiest way to detect these discharges is
to closely examine the set in a blacked out room.
Some components break down only when under stress of
high voltage. A 500V Megger will winkle out most of these.

Leakage over the surface of printed panels can also be
detected in this way, but beware of injecting high voltages
into transistors and low -voltage capacitors!

Use of Test Equipment
At the outset we spoke of irrefutable evidence given by
test equipment. Take the case of a transistor chrominance
amplifier stage with intermittent low gain. A typical
example is shown in Fig. 1, as used in the ITT CVC8

momentary shrinkage of the entire picture, the fault lying
dormant for long periods between bouts. A meter connected
to the 11.6V line recorded a drop to about 9V when the
fault was present, and the problem was to decide whether a
fault in the set was increasing the load on the power supply
and thus pulling down the l.t. line, or alternatively the
supply voltage was dropping, directly reducing the scan

amplitudes. An ammeter was placed in series with the
receiver l.t. line and the set soak tested. When the picture
shrinkage next occurred the receiver l.t. current was seen to
drop, thus implicating the regulator.
This voltage versus current idea has applications in many
circuits - by checking the current through the collector load

of a common -emitter transistor amplifier for example,
intermittent collapse of collector voltage may be traced to
either an open -circuit load or a bottomed transistor.
Admittedly a load resistor is unlikely to be intermittently
open -circuit, but they do become dry -jointed, while where a

transformer forms part of the collector load an intermittent
open -circuit is a strong possibility.

Other examples of definite diagnosis by meter are the

reading of direct current through a capacitor and the
presence of more than about 800mV across the junction of
a semiconductor in the forward direction. Our most recent
case of this was in a Pye colour receiver fitted with the 693
chassis. Momentary loss of colour had been traced to the
chrominance amplifier stage VT20. During the brief no -

colour periods chroma was present at the input to the
transistor but not at its collector. A high -impedance meter
was left connected across the base -emitter junction of the
transistor (BF194) and after a lengthy run the colour faded
away. At this point we were rewarded with a meter reading

of 3V - base positive with respect to the emitter. The
transistor was thus condemned, but the mere action of
removing the test -probe restored colour for a further
lengthy period.

Audio output stage
Input from
battery

10

or mains

VT21

rectifier

AD143

What's Required
11.6V

stabilised

Many of the tests suggested here do not call for
sophisticated test equipment - often quantity is more

2.5A

important than quality. We have a selection of old meters
R104
330

4700

220

I

such as Avo model 7s and ailing Japanese cheapies,
1000

100

together with the outdated 'scope and so on, all of which are
quite adequate for this purpose.

120

Substitution Checks
[14311

.47

Fig. 2: L.T. stabiliser circuit used in the Thorn 1590,1591 and
1593 chassis. W6 provides protection against reverse battery
connection. C83IR101 provide hum cancellation.
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Where a fault is particularly elusive several substitution
techniques can be resorted to without departing from the
positive approach. One method we often use is to wire in a

two-way switch, with as many poles as required (not
581

usually more than two!), so that a substitute component
may be switched in during the fault. If the fault can be

made to go and return by operating the switch, the
component involved may be safely condemned.
This may appear to be unnecessarily painstaking, but if a
DPDT switch with flying leads is kept handy, perhaps with

one or two common TO3 transistors ready -mounted on
heatsinks, it is the work of moments to rig them up, and it's
certainly less trouble than a ten -mile round trip to pick up a

bounce job for a further (free of charge) fault -tracing
session. The idea will not work in r.f. or i.f. circuits of
course, due to lead capacitance and stray radiation.

Series Regulator Transistors
Transistors used as 1.t. series regulators often develop
nasty habits, such as the picture flutter or line twitch effect
in Thorn 3000 series colour receivers due to a palpitating

30V line stabiliser VT601 (SP8385 or 2N5296), or
intermittent hum and shading in the Bang and Olufsen
2600/3200 series colour sets when the 2N3055 (OTR8)
32V stabiliser lapses. Philips VCRs also fall prey to the
latter trouble. The switched substitute idea works well here,
only two electrodes requiring to be switched.

full -wave mains rectification and "half -live" chassis, two
separate isolating transformers are necessary for complete
safety. The foregoing assumes that test gear and tools such
as soldering irons are not earthed.

Intermittent Effects of Parametric Faults
Probably a quarter of apparently elusive intermittent
faults are due to a permanent malfunction in the receiver.
This is not a contradiction in terms, since the reason for the
intermittency may be varying reception, mains voltage,
temperature or picture conditions.

Decoder Troubles
Consider the case where the ident (7.8kHz) amplifier
stage is faulty, with low output: this will reduce the drive to

the colour -killer stage, and if it is near the borderline of
switch -over the killer will tend to switch on and off at
random during a colour transmission. The net result is a
nasty case of random colour drop -out, which the thorough
technician will immediately (!) trace with an oscilloscope to
the ident amplifier.
Staying in the decoder, if the a.c.c. fails, the saturation

will vary with time and temperature and magnify any

Intersubstitution

tendency of the tuner to drift.
A common complaint with colour receivers is occasional

Intersubstitution is another foolproof method of tracing
obscure intermittent faults. The idea is that a faulty stage or
component is interchanged with a known good one and both
are soak tested, so that the fault still appears to betray its
location. Colour sets have three identical video amplifiers

streaking of incorrect colours depending on the chroma
content of the picture. The effect always changes with a

feeding three identical c.r.t. guns, so many faults can be
brought to light by interchanging individual amplifier
stages, components or c.r.t. guns. It is less confusing to
remove the colour, reset the grey scale and watch in
monochrome while this test is in progress - unless the fault
specifically concerns colour -difference signals, in which
case a colour -bar signal should be used during the test.
Where one colour occasionally flashes on or disappears, the
c.r.t. itself, the first anode feeds or the RGB drive circuitry
could be responsible: when the fault occurs momentarily
and at rare intervals, this method is invaluable.
The other intersubstitution method concerns the use of
two receivers, usually but not necessarily identical models.
With care, almost any circuit or stage can be interchanged
between the two receivers, and a definite indication will
appear on one screen or the other when the fault appears. It
is easy to get confused by cause and effect with this method,
and closed loops, such as flywheel line sync, field linearity
feedback, a.g.c. and a.f.c. must be maintained. Complete
timebases and, with care, i.f. strips can be checked. This is
quite practicable in a large workshop where several sets are

available. Things can get very hairy however unless the

technician knows exactly what he

is

doing, and the

following suggestions should be adhered to.

(a) Both receivers must be tuned to the same channel.
(b) The signal exchange points should be at low impedance

if possible, to minimise stray capacitance and impedance
problems. This is particularly important where i.f. strips and
video circuits are involved.
(c) Both chassis should be firmly bonded together, and at no

higher potential than mains neutral. With conventional
power supplies, we run one set from an isolating transformer and one from mains, ensuring that the second
chassis is connected to neutral. With the increasing use of
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different camera shot, and sometimes doesn't appear at all.
At first sight the stage is set for a frustrating session with
lashings of test equipment - or an exchange decoder panel!
In such circumstances, it will almost invariably be found
that the burst gating pulse is mis-shapen or badly timed usually late, so that the first few microseconds of picture
chroma are competing with the colour burst to synchronise
the decoder reference oscillator. 'Scoping the gated burst
stage will reveal all, often with the burst straggling down the

left-hand flank of the gating pulse and picture chroma
climbing up the right-hand flank. We should add that the
normal colour -bar signal, be it off -air or from a generator,
will not produce the fault because the first bar is colourless.
Assuming that the line frequency and phase are correctly
set, the cure depends on circuit design. Where the gating
pulse is derived from a ringing transformer (Pye hybrid
colour sets for example) realignment of the coil (L28 in
Pye/Ekco receivers) may be attempted as a starting point.
If, as is more usual, the pulse is obtained from the line
output transformer it is usually delayed by an RC network
and clipped by a diode or transistor. Our most recent case
of this trouble was in a Bang and Olufsen 3200 chassis, in
which diode 578 (BA148) had gone open -circuit to give a
triangular instead of rectangular gating pulse.

Incorrect timing of the burst blanking pulse, or its total
absence, will again lead to random effects depending on
picture content. The effect is not so obtrusive as burst
gating defects, and depends largely on the efficiency of the
clamping circuits further downstream.

Random and intermittent drift of the crystal oscillator
can also be due to a parametric fault in that any problems

in the gated burst amplifier, the phase detector or d.c.
amplifier can impair a.p.c. efficiency to the point where it is
unable to cope with the normal frequency drift of the crystal

-a complete rebuild of the crystal oscillator will not cure
this one!

All these are cases where the effect is intermittent but the

cause is not. Clearly, the moral is to 'scope appropriate
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waveforms and check the alignment of the decoder

18-20V

R2I6

whenever an intermittent fault is encountered. The decoder
fitted to the Rank range of single -standard colour receivers
is very prone to intermittent faults due to maladjustment of
the presets.

390
5%

'

Drive to
sync separator

10k

TR202

BCI58 or

Video

BC171A

from

1124,±125

Luminance

Sync Faults

0018
R203
2k2
5%

Moving on to other sections of the receiver, the same
type of situation can arise in timebases where the

synchronisation is weak causing horizontal or vertical lock
to be lost, either at switch -on from cold or when the set has
been running for a while and has warmed up.

Some sets can develop a fault in the line sync department whereby the flywheel line sync circuit becomes
unbalanced, leading to an asymmetrical pull-in/hold-in
range. Symptoms here are loss of line sync when the set has
warmed up, or on changing channels. The presence of the
fault is usually betrayed when setting up the line oscillator
if it is found that synchronisation is quickly lost when the
line frequency is moved in one direction but that lock can be
maintained for some distance in the other. Leakage in one
of the phase discriminator diodes is a common cause, e.g.

-

D402/403 in the Decca 10 and 30 series chassis, or
imbalance of the antiphase feedback reference sawtooth
waveforms, as when one of R388h or R392h (see Fig. 3)
changes value in the ITT CVC5/7/8/9 chassis. When this
fault is encountered, it is sometimes possible to overcome
the problem by offsetting the line frequency so that the
thermal drift can be accommodated. This is rarely satisfactory for long however, and it is much more professional to
trace and rectify the fault. While on the subject of line
oscillator drift and misleading symptoms we should point
out that line drift can delete the colour completely on some
receivers - our old friend the Thorn 3000/3500 chassis is
guilty of this.

The sync separator circuits used in modern sets give very
little trouble. When they do let video through however the
disturbance to the synchronisation depends on the video

out put

stage

Contrast
470

11433)

* Add. (200n resistor already inserted if TR202 type BC171A)
t Change value
t Remove if fitted

Fig. 4: Modifications in the luminance channel of the Decca
CTV25 and related models to deal with field jitter. Applies to

models using the following luminance or combined
decoder/luminance panels: 550862, 550928 and 550982.

separator output will reveal great jagged holes in the sync
pulse train immediately after the start of the field sync pulse
train. If the hold control is used to make the field hover, the
top of the picture will often be seen to be bent or wavering,
indicating disturbance to the line sync as well. The answer
to this one usually lies in the sync separator's bias circuit,
examples of common offenders being R33 (4.7M52) in the

Pye hybrid colour chassis and C196 (3.3µF) in the Thorn
8000 family.

Signal Crushing
A rather less common parametric fault leading to
intermittent loss of field sync is signal crushing. This can
occur as early as the i.f. strip, but more commonly happens
in the video stages before the sync separator stage. The
effect produces a flattening or compression of the sync

pulse, due to non-linear operation of a stage which is
overloaded or incorrectly biased. The field jitter which

content of the picture. Hard cases are sometimes very

results is due to the sync separator having little or nothing
to bite on. If this trouble is suspected, an oscilloscope check

elusive, and well within our definition of intermittent faults.
The author's current receiver, of RRI origin, takes violent
exception to Southern ITV's "Star" caption but nothing
else! This means that the engineer has about two seconds

picture/sync ratio is correct. This effect was very common
on what is now called the Decca "Battersea" chassis, i.e.

(at thirty -minute intervals) to diagnose the fault, unless he is
wise to the situation and simulates a peak white raster with

including the single -standard models before the "Bradford"

a reputable pattern generator. This will often set the field
rolling merrily, and an oscilloscope hooked to the sync

ITT2002

Grid of

680p

from

470p

triode in line
oscillator
circuit

9k1

1k8
15k

D56f

Anti ph ase

reference

pulses from
line output
transformer

situation is that the defunct part is replaced, restoring
perfect operation for a limited time until the component dies
again, and so on. Line output valves come top of this list,
following:

9k
220k

will eliminate field jitter due to this cause.

and their early demise can often be traced to one of the

ITT

2002

330p

chassis came along. The problem was due to incorrect
biasing of TR202, and the modifications shown in Fig. 4

frustrating by-product of a fault elsewhere in the set. The

reactance

Sync pulses

Models CTV19, CTV25, and types derived from them

Short Component Life
Failure of components after a short life can be a

z820p

D55f

should be made to see whether the 7:3 (approximately)

(a) Incorrect bias conditions due to an incorrectly set

680p
939211
51k

stab/width control, changed value resistors in the width

680p
114321

Fig. 3: Flywheel line sync circuit used in the ITT CVC5 and
related chassis.
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circuit, or a leaky coupling capacitor.
(b) Core saturation of the line output transformer due to a
cracked core or gapping spacers missing after replacement
of windings.

(c) Shorting turns in the line output transformer or the d.c.
feed/denaturation choke.
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(d) Failure of third/fifth harmonic tuning components.
(e) Leakage in the e.h.t. tripler.

(f) Flashover or leakage in the boost diode.

(g) Badly shaped line drive pulses - in the Decca Bradford
colour chassis this fault often develops due to a change in
the value of the 331(52 line oscillator anode load resistor

160?
Drive from

Drive to

line output
transistors

411

line oscillator

R444.

Line output transistors are even more expensive than
valves, and can fall prey to most of the above problems,
especially (c), (d) and (g). Intermittent opening of the
parallel tuning capacitor spells certain death, and
intermittent line drive, also c.r.t. flashover, can result in
premature failure.

Semiconductor Troubles
The subject of flashover brings us to the question of
random failure of semiconductors generally. E.H.T. voltage
and c.r.t. flashover precautions should be carefully checked

(see the November 1970 and February 1971 issues for
more details) where a high mortality among semiconductors
is occurring. The energy from a flashover finds its way into

114341

Fig. 5: Typical transistor line driver stage - as used in the Rank

A823

chassis.

usually be traced to excessive inverse voltage, and the
parallel protection capacitor often fitted should be checked.
Excessive surge current is a more remote possibility, and
can result from too large a value of reservoir capacitance,
or too low a value of surge limiter resistor. These remarks
apply equally to diodes used as rectifiers at line rate (e.g. the
20V rectifier D9 in the ITT VC200 monochrome chassis, see
Fig. 6) and the supply rectifiers in the increasingly popular

receiver circuitry by some very devious means. Decca

switch -mode power units.

researched this in connection with their Bradford chassis,
and recommend fitting a spark gap (1-2kV, 0.75pF) across

Fuse Failure

tags 8 and 9 of the line output transformer whenever
flashover is suspected of being the cause of failure of
semiconductors (the well known Mullard transformer is
used in most of these sets).

In the last few years unexplained fuse failure has come to
the fore, especially since BEAB requirements have made the
setmakers specify fuses rated only slightly in excess of their

Line driver transistors can suffer random failure for a

normal current. This tendency to sail close to the wind

different reason. A representative circuit is shown in Fig. 5,

combines with the unreliability of modern anti -surge fuses
to produce the all -too -familiar situation where replacement
of a blown fuse restores normal operation and leaves a great

that used in the Rank A823 chassis. The damping

components 5R35 and 5C25 are there to absorb the high
voltage pulse which appears across the primary winding of

question -mark hanging over the set, the viewer and the

the driver transformer 6T1 when 5VT7 switches off. Failure
of one of these damping components exposes the line driver
transistor to excessively high voltage spikes, to which it will

engineer! In some cases we unashamedly up -rate the fuse.
In the line timebase of the Bang and Olufsen 3400 chassis
for instance, where the manufacturers apparently expect a

eventually succumb; its replacement is not likely to fail

400mA fuse to pass a constant 430mA at high beam

immediately however.

current. This practice should not be taken lightly however,
due to fire risk.

Tripler Failure
Premature e.h.t tripler failure is often caused by excessive

c.r.t. beam current (check the beam limiting) or, in Thorn
monochrome sets, fitting the wrong type of tripler understandable in view of the diversity of types and the
early obsolescence of certain Brand X replacements.

Using the Correct Capacitor
Early failure is only to be expected when components of
the wrong type are fitted, but in the case of capacitors it is
easy to fit inadvertently a component which conforms to
voltage and value requirements but has an inadequate ripple
current rating. This is particularly relevant to power supply
and line scan circuits, where an ordinary component will

soon succumb to overheating - physical size is a useful
rule -of -thumb guide in these cases.

Soft and Hard Blowing
Examination of the fuse will reveal much about its ordeal.

A blackened or shattered fuse in the mains feed circuit,
where no obvious fault can be found, is usually the victim
of an intermittently short-circuit mains filter capacitor,
or arcing on a tagstrip which has become carbonised. More
often the device will be seen to have failed gently as a result
of ambient temperature or metal fatigue within the fuse. A

more subtle cause of this "soft" failure, where the fuse
protects a valve line output stage, is a lazy line oscillator

F-

C131

transformer
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Winding on

line output

20V supply to
signal stages

330p

1,2160
10
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pulses
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Fig. 6: Method of obtaining an l.t. supply used in the ITT

HT Rectifiers
H.T. rectifiers such as the ubiquitous BY127 (the author
once heard this beautifully described by a Danish engineer
as the Volks-diode!) sometimes fail at random. This can
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VC200 chassis. D9 rectifies the waveform appearing across
L58 during the forward line scan. The negative -going flyback
pulses are differentiated, the positive -going spike thus
obtained being used to gate the a.g.c. circuit during the sync
pulse back porch period.
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failing to strike up. Our old friends polystyrene capacitors

are regular offenders where they form part of the line
oscillator circuit. Examples of this are C427 in the Decca
Bradford chassis, and C294, C295, and C291 in the ITT
CVC5-9 colour chassis. As with lazy oscillator faults in
tuners and decoders, even if the oscillator can be caught
napping the mere application of a test prod will usually
restore oscillation, after which the circuit will perform
perfectly - until a week later!

attention would have been focused on the line shift circuit,
probably culminating in the replacement of the 100Q line
shift control!

Contrast Variations
A KOrting hybrid receiver, Model 51765, was brought
into the workshop with a varying contrast symptom. After
a prolonged soak test the picture suddenly became

markedly paler, only to return to normal as soon as the
back was removed. It was found that the fault was very shy,

Faults in Closed Loops

Modern receivers incorporate many closed loops in
addition to the traditional a.g.c. and flywheel line sync
circuits. Looking at the cover of a recent Sony service
manual we noticed that the receiver boasts ACC, ACK,
ABL, ANC, AFC, AFT, AGC, AVR and AZC: it is
surprising that the set does not wash the dishes! Each of
these automatic functions represents a closed loop, and
there are several others (a.p.c., flywheel line sync and so on)
all of which are forms of either negative feedback or servo
circuits.

When an intermittent fault arises in any closed loop we

appearing at rare intervals and clearing if a test prod was
touched on any part of the vision i.f. circuits. As the picture
exhibited no grain or noise during the fault the tuner was
declared innocent, the likelihood being that one of the i.f.
stages was defective. The a.g.c. voltage was monitored at
the junction of R145/R146, and during the presence of the

fault was found to move momentarily in

a positive

direction. This immediately exonerated the i.f. strip, so the
a.g.c. amplifier/gating stage was monitored. Next time the
fault came along it was proved that the gating transistor

T106 (BC147B) was the culprit. Just to be sure, we
interchanged this with the ident amplifier (T748, BC147B)

are landed with a chicken -and -egg situation: i.f. gain varies

in the set's decoder and sure enough next day were

at random, is the problem due to gain variation in the i.f.
amplifier or is the a.g.c. system playing up? The line scan
twitches momentarily at random intervals: is the line
oscillator changing phase or can the d.c. control voltage

offending transistor was committed to the dustbin with due
ceremony!

rewarded with loss of colour after three hours' running.
Switching the set off and on restored the colour, and the

from the flywheel line sync system be wagging the dog?

Correction Voltage Change
The answer is very easily found by seeing which way the
correction voltage goes. In most closed loop systems, the
control potential takes the form of a d.c. voltage which may

swing above and below zero, as in flywheel line sync
systems and some tuner a.f.c. designs, or takes the form of
a varying unidirectional potential for gain -control purposes,
such as i.f/tuner a.g.c. and width stabilisation in valve line
output stages. The correction voltage should be monitored
(preferably with a d.c.-coupled 'scope, which is faster than a
multimeter). When the fault occurs, if the loop feedback
moves in a direction to correct the error the fault must lie in

the controlled circuit, whereas if the correction voltage
moves in the wrong direction the error voltage generator is

faulty, i.e. the tail is wagging the dog. Let us take two
common examples of this to illustrate the technique.

In a Decca 30 series colour chassis the symptom was a
type of line twitch in which the picture momentarily moved
to the right on odd occasions, often running for hours or
days without the fault occurring. We hooked a d.c.-coupled
'scope to TP400 (PCF802 triode grid) to monitor the error
voltage (nominally zero) and moved the picture to the right
with the horizontal hold control L401. This resulted in a
positive swing at TP400 and thus armed we left the setup
running until the fault occurred, whereupon the upward
(positive) deflection of the 'scope beam revealed that the
correction was in the right sense so that the fault was in the
oscillator proper. It was soon traced to the feedback

capacitor C427. Had the voltage at TP400 gone in the
negative direction it would have indicated that the problem
was in the phase comparator, e.g. leakage in the

discriminator diodes D402/D403 or the pulse feedback
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techniques described above can be used in these
circumstances, or a trap can be set, where circuit conditions
allow, to permanently record any change of conditions. The
simplest of these is a fuse, wired in series with the feed to a
suspect circuit, so that the fuse blows during a momentary
overload, thus helping to isolate the faulty section of the
receiver.

In common with many receivers, the Grundig Model
5010 colour TV uses a thermal overload cut-out. We were

asked to attend to one of these receivers, the complaint
being that the cut-out tripped at irregular intervals - it
might happen twice in an evening, then behave for ten days.
This was confirmed in the workshop, the problem being that

the set would operate normally again once the trip was
reset, rendering diagnosis very difficult, especially as
provocation by tapping and temperature cycling had no

Line Twitch

capacitor C418. If the voltage had not moved at

Mousetraps
One of the most difficult types of fault to trace is the
random fault which appears for a second or two, only to
disappear for hours or days on end. Several of the

all

effect. It was a reasonable assumption that either the power
supply section or the line output stage was involved, so a
2A fuse was fitted in series with a 282V h.t. feed to the line
output stage. The set ran for about six hours, after which

the cut-out operated and our fuse was found to have
ruptured violently. With the fault thus confined to the line

output stage, it was surmised that one of the thyristors
TY511/TY518 was failing to turn off, and the problem was
finally traced to faulty connections within the
input/commutating transformer.

Gate Controlled Switch
While on this subject, a recent innovation by Sony is
their GCS (gate controlled switch) devices. These are a
cross between a transistor and a thyristor in that the
device turns on when the gate -cathode junction is forward -

biased (normal thyristor action) but can also be made to
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turn off if the same junction is reversed biased sufficiently.
This means that if the turn-off pulse fails to arrive for any
reason, or if the drive is intermittent, the device remains

hard on. In the KV181OUB receiver this spells instant
destruction for both line output GCS and the power supply
chopper, both type SG608.

Use of Relays

To return to our mousetrap theme, where momentary
failure of a supply line is suspected, a standard PO type
3000 relay can be pressed into service, the idea being that it

is energised via one of its normally -open contacts, and
furnished with a suitable series resistor for the supply line
being checked. After wiring in, the device is primed by
pressing the armature, when it will latch in. The set is now
left running on soak, whereupon if and when the h.t. voltage
fails, the relay will drop out, thus permanently recording the
event. This technique can be developed further with a single
transistor amplifier to provide current gain.
The latched -relay idea is very useful in receivers
employing several different supply lines any one of which
can, if it fails, shut down the receiver. Such a chassis is the
Thorn 3000 family, in which failure of the 236V, 60V or
30V lines has the same effect.
The relay can also be used in the other mode, to record a

engineering staff is implied here, but it

is

felt that the

setmaker's service department stands even less chance than
the dealer's engineer of seeing an intermittent fault, let alone
tracing it, especially if it is in the "once a week" category
and is not graphically described in a firmly attached epistle.
For this reason, and also the very valid one that a nearly
new panel can be exchanged for a scruffy five year old one,
we steer completely clear of exchange modules wherever
possible, operating an "in-house" exchange service with a
couple of old receivers in the workshop. Faulty panels are

dealt with by a bench engineer as and when the field
technicians bring them in. In this situation no modules of
unknown parentage are introduced, and latent faults can be
kept track of.

Nil Desperandum
The sort of faults we have been discussing represent a
challenge to the enthusiastic engineer, and where job
satisfaction counts for anything at all it is good for the soul

to track down and put right an elusive intermittent fault

rather than tread

in

a replacement panel or mutter

obscenities while fitting large numbers of replacement
components on a "spec" basis. It is surprising how many
elusive intermittent faults can be ferreted out with careful

thought and patience. If the fault puts in only very rare

momentary current surge. For this application the relay is
wired in series with the suspect component and the relay

appearances much time will obviously be needed to trace it,
but many of the suggestions we have made do not require

coil is shunted by a suitable resistor. A normally -open

the engineer to sit and watch the set constantly. They are
ideal therefore for application in the workshop, where
routine work can continue while tabs are kept on the brood
of soak testing intermittent sets. We have a regular (but

contact switches a holding voltage on to the relay coil from
an external source, keeping the relay closed after the surge
has passed. This is an alternative to the fuse -trap technique,
useful where the overload is too small or too short-lived to
blow a fuse.

Strip -chart Recorders
From time to time strip -chart recorders are offered on
the surplus market. If one of these can be acquired it is

ideal, the more pens the merrier. Several voltages and
currents can be simultaneously monitored. A slow chart
speed is quite satisfactory, and diagnosis of transient faults
can be carried on while one is drinking lemonade in the pub!

Schmitt Trigger plus Bistable
Before leaving the subject of mousetraps, a Schmitt
trigger in conjunction with a bistable can be used as a type
of electronic latching relay. We can imagine a few eyebrows
being raised here, but three or four transistors and a handful

of components have been assembled for more bizarre
purposes than this, and like all the odd diagnostic aids we
have described, once rigged up the device is ready at hand
for use when required.

constantly changing) row of about four receivers simmering
in one corner of the workshop, usually with odd pieces of
diagnostic equipment hooked in: at the click of a relay or
the collapse of the field scan a thunder of feet across the
workshop usually results in a positive diagnosis and another
acquisition for our rogue's gallery of components.

Blanket Component Replacement
In spite of all the foregoing it does on occasion happen
that the fault cannot be narrowed down to less than one

stage of the receiver. A "blanket" job then becomes
necessary, with several of the most likely components being
replaced in the hope that one of them is the culprit.

This situation arises more often in the field than in the
workshop, and in such cases it is worth bearing in mind the
types of component that are most prone to intermittent and

thermal problems. As we said earlier these, in order of
likelihood, are semiconductor devices, electrolytic
capacitors both tantalum and aluminium, polystyrene
capacitors, skeleton preset resistors - especially high value
ones - low -voltage ceramic capacitors (these are endemic in
the transistorised i.f. strips of certain Thorn monochrome
receivers) and capacitors subject to high pulse voltages.

Exchange Modules and Panels
All manufacturers operate a service -exchange scheme on
modules, sometimes at great expense. Many service firms
rely heavily on these facilities for one reason or another, but
the personal view of the author is one of great suspicion. I
suspect that many intermittent faults lurk in these highly
mobile modules, and while it is easy to pack up a rogue
panel and send it back to the manufacturers one might be
worse off when the replacement appears three months later
in that it might well have a skeleton in the cupboard. No
disrespect to the setmaker's service department or
586

Suspect Components
Certain makes of components are suspect in any position
in the receiver, veiled references to these having been made

many times before in these pages - see, for instance, Les
Lawry -John's anniversary gripe about capacitors, page 528
of the September 1975 issue. Thorn are very fond of a
certain make of evil little electrolytic capacitor, usually
orange and yellow in colour. These should be changed on

sight where they form part of a stage suffering from
intermittent problems.
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the Minivox 11 in. portable Model TV8735110. The AC553 audio output transistors TR111ITR112

A D469T
1313102

were later changed to type AC180K.
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and fitting a single -transistor i.f. preamplifier on a small
panel below the u.h.f. tuner to restore the gain. Low -gain i.f.
faults are generally due to failure of the transistor (TR502)
on the preamplifier panel.

rivets directly to the track's silvered tips. Other components

that have been found to cause field collapse are the field

output transistor TR204 and the coupling electrolytic
C212. Poor field linearity has rarely occurred, but C208
has been found responsible for this condition.

Video
A washed-out picture with no or weak sound is normally
traced to a leaky C125 which decouples the 80V supply for
the video amplifier. Excessive white highlights at normal
brightness and contrast settings can be due to R313 having
risen in value: replace it with a 1W resistor.
Flyback lines visible over the whole screen - this often

occurs when carrying out repairs - is due to tag 1 of the
timebase panel being shorted to ground by the screening
braid of the connecting cable. Just move the wires apart:
perfectionists may fit an insulating sleeve over the braid.
Flyback lines visible only at the top of the screen are due to
a leaky C211 (0.03µF).
Intermittent loss of contrast due to a corroded contrast
control (R305) can generally be cured by liberal application

of switch cleaner. If the fault is due to poor contacts

between the carbon track and the connection rivets however
the whole control unit, which consists of the brightness and

contrast potentiometers and the on/off switch, must be
changed.

Poor field sync is due to either of the integrating
capacitors C202 or C203 becoming leaky. If they are light
brown in colour, change them both as the good capacitor is

Line Timebase Faults
Poor line sync, or the line frequency requiring constant
readjustment, should direct attention to C218 and C217 in
the flywheel line sync circuit, also the two antiphase line
sync pulse coupling capacitors C214 and C215. I

recommend that all four capacitors are changed, for the
cost of the parts is minor while the reliability is improved
and time is saved.

No line output is normally due to a defective line output
transistor (TR301) but the line oscillator (TR206) is also a
frequent culprit.

If the line hold control R307 is locking at the extreme
end of its travel it can be corrected by setting the control to
the centre of its range and then adjusting the line preset
potentiometer R223 for correct synchronization. If this

cannot be achieved using this control, adjust the line
Field Timebase Faults

stabilizer coil L202.

The usual cause of field collapse is a defective field hold
control (R310). If the potentiometer has failed because the

whose outputs are rectified to provide the video h.t. line and
the c.r.t. first anode and focus supplies as well as the e.h.t.
supply. A misleading fault which may cause some head -

rivets which clamp the connecting tags to the track have
become oxidised, it can sometimes be cured by soldering the

The line output transformer has additional windings

scratching is R311 and R312 burning out, a ragged raster
being present but with no picture. This fault is due to the
line timebase running very slow. Capacitor C220 which
tunes the stabilizer coil is often the offender. Do not run the
set in this condition for more than a minute or TR301 will
blow.

A narrow width picture with a vertical line visible at low
contrast level is due to the line output stage tuning capacitor
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THE

Minivox portable television receiver was manu-

factured in Yugoslavia and imported into the United

Kingdom in great numbers in the early 1970s. Due to its
compact size it makes an ideal second or portable set and
it's well worth while restoring.

Access
The cabinet is removed by releasing the two self -tapping

screws at the top of the rear of the cabinet and the three
screws at the front of the cabinet base. Do not try to undo
the screws that hold the rubber feet in place.

The set has two main printed circuit panels. The panel
mounted horizontally at the base of the chassis contains the
timebase components. The other one is mounted vertically
and holds the sound i.f., vision i.f., video and sound output
circuits.

After removing the four chassis retaining screws the
vertical chassis hinges open to give easy access for

servicing. The power transistors are bolted on to the

chassis, which acts as a heat sink.

Transistor Types

Many of the transistors used have unfamiliar type
numbers, but many equivalent types are available: a few of
the types I have tried are listed in Table 1.

Stabilized Power Supply

Corona
Interference on the left-hand side of the raster due to

regulator circuit using three transistors, fed on mains
operation by a bridge rectifier and a low -voltage mains

corona discharge will occur if points or spikes of solder are
made when replacing the wire -ended e.h.t. rectifier (BY212).
Solder the connections with a very hot iron, making sure
that when the iron is removed the joints are rounded and
free from spikes.

Sound Buzz
If the level of vision buzz is fairly high try adjusting
the discriminator coil MFT2 for minimum noise. The vision

buzz is quite noticeable even when the set is functioning
normally, and a complete cure is not possible.

Audio Output Transistors
Early versions of the set used a pair of AC553 transistors

in the sound output stage. These were prone to thermal
runaway, which caused the sound to fade and distort as the
transistors began to overheat. Eventually the high current
causes R161 (12Q) in the 1.t. supply to burn out. In later
production a pair of AC 180K transistors were substituted
and these have proved very reliable.
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976

Another frequent fault experienced in the power supply is
the regulator transistor TR302 becoming short-circuit

between the collector and base. This gives the effect of
enlarged picture size, with poor sync and a hum bar. Do not

run the set with this fault present as the line output
transistor TR301 may fail. The fault is often caused by the
customer inserting the 12V lead into the mains supply, in
which case TR301, TR208 and the zener diode CD401 will
probably have failed as well.
When tracing the cause of a hum bar, first check that the
regulated 1.t. supply is 11.5V. It can be adjusted by R405,
which is fitted on the tagstrip behind the field hold control. If
all is in order, check C315 (3,000µF) and C314 (100µF). If
C314 is defective replace it with a 500µF 15V working type
to improve the filtering. Do not splash a substitute capacitor
across C315 - this will temporarily heal the faulty part and
the defect will not reappear for days.

Tuner
The u.h.f. tuner is fairly reliable and any defects are
easily repaired. Intermittent faults are generally due to poor

parallel.

Volume 25.

When ordering please state the year and volume
required, and your name and address in BLOCK

MODEL '1'V8iii/10

likely to fail.

The power supply consists of a fairly conventional series

transformer. It is a little difficult to service however because

the various parts that comprise the supply regulator are
dispersed all over the chassis.

The rectifier is at the top left of the chassis; the error
sensing transistor TR401 is hidden at the bottom right, on
a small tag panel; the regulator driver transistor TR208 is
on the timebase panel; the series regulator transistor TR302
is on the left hand side of the chassis, under the tuner; while
the reservoir capacitor C315 is top centre.
The mains transformer T303 is wound for 220V, which
is the continental norm, a 40Q (R315) ballast resistor being
wired in series with the primary winding to enable it to
operate on a 240V supply. The chief fault with the transformer is shorted turns, which leads to the primary winding
burning out - this can be readily confirmed by the tell -tale
black ring around the defective winding. Incidentally, it is
quite normal for the transformer to run very hot indeed.
Complete failure of the bridge rectifier CD304 is rare,

but one arm of the bridge becoming high resistance is
common. This results in two dark bands moving slowly up
or down the screen. Take care when fitting a replacement
rectifier, as the connections are non-standard.
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contacts between the gang stator and the earthing forks
which clean up well with a spray of jungle juice. A second
fault is when the tuning control rotates round and round
due to the end stop plate, which is only pressed into place,
becoming detached. The end stop plate is of approximately
the same shape as the tuning vanes: it should be lined up so
that its flat top is parallel with the vanes, then soldered into
place using a large iron.

IF Amplifier
When the Mini TV was originally designed for the
European market where v.h.f./u.h.f. reception is required it
was fitted with a separate v.h.f. tuner which gave additional
i.f. amplification when used in the u.h.f. mode. For the UK
market the set was modified by removing the v.h.f. tuner
Table 1 : Transistor Equivalents Table
Type
AC542
AC551
AC553

AD457
AD469
AF139
AF239
AF261
AF275
BC213
BD102
BD103
BF224
BF225

Suitable Equivalent
AC128, AC153
AC128, AC153
AC142K, AC180K, AC188K
AD142, AD149
AD142, AD149
AF139 (SGS brand)
AF126, AF127
AF106, AF127
AF127
BC205, BC478
2SC555, BD103
2SC555
BF115
BF115
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`SCREEN FAULTS IN
COLOUR RECEIVERS'
SPECIAL

4 -PAGE COLOUR SUPPLEMENT

SHOWING OFF -SCREEN RECEIVER FAULTS

TRANSISTOR TESTER
In -situ transistor tester. It's much more convenient for
an engineer to be able to check whether a transistor is

OK or not without having to unsolder it and check it
on a conventional tester. Our project next month is an
in -situ go/no-go transistor tester which can be built
easily and inexpensively. Two LEDs are used for
indicating the state of the device under test.

The unit is particularly easy to use and can save a
great deal of time and trouble.

ASSESSING OLDER SETS
The problem of whether or not to spend money on
repairing an old set can be difficult. Vivian Capel outlines what to look for in assessing the overall condition
of older receivers.

REPLACING LINE OUTPUT
TRANSISTORS SAFELY
One of the major hazards of servicing modern solidstate TV receivers is the vulnerability of line output
transistors under certain fault conditions. Care and
knowledge are required if the replacement is not to
suffer instant destruction. E. Trundle explains the
problems and the precautions required.

SURFACE WAVE FILTERS
These devices, when used in the i.f. strip of a television
receiver, obviate the need for the numerous coils which
carry out the bandpass shaping.

ALSO
Servicing the Philips K70 colour chassis, equipment
reviews and all the regular features.

Britain's only magazine devoted to the technical

aspects of domestic television - with constructional
and servicing features, coverage of the video scene
and developments.

Order your Copy on form below:
TO

(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve/deliver the OCTOBER issue of

NAME
ADDRESS

TELEVISION (45p), on sale September 20th, and
continue every month until further notice.
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HEATHKIT IT1121
Semiconductor CurveTracer
Geoff ARNOLD
CURVE -TRACERS, instruments which can reproduce on a
cathode ray tube screen textbook -style characteristic curves
of a semiconductor device, have hitherto been confined, by
reason of their cost, to research labs and the like. Certainly

they would have been regarded by the average service
engineer as a rather expensive "toy", of no practical use to
him. Indeed, when so much information about the health of
a transistor can be gleaned by the intelligent application of a

few multimeter checks, he could hardly be blamed for
taking the view that almost any purpose-built transistor
testing equipment was superfluous.
Sometimes, however, there is a need to know more about

some device - how it will behave under varying supply or
bias conditions, or to find pairs of diodes or transistors with
matching characteristics. Here, a curve tracer really scores,
for just as it is far easier and quicker to check and adjust the

passband of an if. amplifier using a wobbulator and
oscilloscope than it is doing it point by point with a signal

generator and output meter, so it is easier to look at a
complete characteristic curve, or even a whole family of

them, rather than to record and plot many readings of
collector current for various values of collector voltage and
base current. Also, by sweeping collector voltage repeatedly
from zero to a chosen maximum and back again, instead of
holding it at a given value, it is possible to check a device up
to and past its breakdown point without destroying it.
Now, for about £70 plus a few hours assembly work, you

can have in your workshop a unit which can be used
with practically any oscilloscope to form a versatile
semiconductor curve tracer. The specification table shows
the various checks which can be carried out and the test
voltages and currents available.

Circuit Description
A simplified block diagram of the IT -1121 is shown in
Fig. 1. The sweep supply transforms and full -wave rectifies

the a.c. mains supply to produce a pulsating d.c. of up to
40V or 200V peak, either positive or negative -going as
required. This pulsating d.c. is applied via a sweep limiting
resistor to the collector (or drain) of the transistor under
test. The voltage at the collector is sampled and applied to
the horizontal (X) deflection circuits of the associated
oscilloscope.

A step generator, triggered from the mains supply, is
used to apply a current (or voltage) staircase of up to nine
steps to the base (or gate) of the transistor under test, and
the resulting emitter (or source) current is sampled and
applied to the vertical (Y) deflection circuits

of the

oscilloscope. The resulting display shows the transistor's

/c/ Vc characteristic curves for various values of base

Abridged specification
Sweep voltage ranges: 0-40V at 1 A maximum
0-200V at 200mA maximum

Sweep voltage sampling: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10,
20 and 50V/division ±3%

Sweep current sampling: 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100
and 200mA/division ±3%

Sweep dissipation resistors: 0, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1k,
5k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k and 1 MO +10%

Step currents: 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10mA/step ±3%. Up to 9 steps
Step voltages: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1V/step ±3%.
Up to 9 steps
Polarity: PNP and NPN (p -channel and n -channel)
Calibration source: Up to 9V ±2% in 1V steps
Oscilloscope requirements: Vertical sensitivity

of

1 V/cm. Horizontal sensitivity of 0.5V/cm. Bandwidth to
20kHz or greater
(d.c.-coupled oscilloscope recommended)

Power supply: A.C. mains 110-130 or 220-260V,
50/60Hz
Size: 114 x 286 x 254mm (4.5 x 11.25 x 10in)
Weight: 3 .9kg (8. 51b) approximately
Price: £68.52 (plus VAT).
Further details are available from Heath (Gloucester) Ltd.,
Bristol Road, Gloucester GL2 6EE, telephone Gloucester
(0452) 29451, or from the London Heathkit Centre, 233
Tottenham Court Road, London W1 P 9AE, telephone
01-636 7349.

current. When testing diodes, the step generator is not used.
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1: Simplified block diagram of the Heathkit IT -1121
Semiconductor Curve Tracer. For a pnp transistor, all test

Fig.

signal polarities are reversed, and the display origin moves to
the top right-hand corner of the c.r.t.

Tests performed
Bipolar transistors:
Saturation voltage VCE (sat)
Leakage current /CEO & /cEs
Breakdown voltage
Output admittance hoe
D.C. Beta hFE

A.C. Beta hfe
Linearity
Reverse C to E breakdown
Thermal heating
Thermal runaway

Diodes:
Forward voltage drop
Forward slope resistance
Reverse breakdown voltage
Reverse leakage

Zener diodes:
Leakage

Operating voltage
Dynamic impedance

F.E.T.s:
Transconductance
Pinch -off

Breakdown voltage

Tunnel diodes:
Peak current and voltage
Valley current and voltage

Thyristors (SCRs):
Forward blocking voltage and holding current
Reverse blocking voltage and leakage current
Gate trigger current
Forward voltage drop

Triacs:
Forward blocking voltage
Gate trigger current

The use of the unsmoothed rectified mains waveform for
the collector sweep supply has two advantages. The most
important of these is that the oscilloscope displays both the

rising and falling parts of the sweep. Any change in
characteristics due to device heating at peak collector
voltage and current will show up as "looping" -a difference
between the collector current during the rising sweep and

the falling sweep. This warns of the onset of thermal
runaway.
The second advantage is that a transformer plus rectifier
is a lot simpler than a sawtooth or triangle generator which

would otherwise be required. Unfortunately, as so often
happens, simplicity brings with it certain limitations. For a
"clean" display, the mains supply (though it need not be a
pure sinewave) must have a symmetrical waveform. If it does

not, alternate pulses of the collector sweep supply will not

be identical in shape or amplitude. If an odd number of
steps of base current is then selected, the display will
become virtually unusable due to horizontal jitter.
Whether this is much of a problem depends on your local
mains waveform. The average industrial or business -

generated noise doesn't seem to cause any trouble. In a
residential area or a TV service workshop where there are
lots of colour receivers with thyristor-stabilised power

supplies taking huge bites out of the second quadrant of
each mains cycle it's a different story. If you haven't
recently looked at your mains waveform on an oscilloscope

you may get a nasty shock when you do so. Amplitude
differences of 20V between positive and negative peaks are

not unknown, together with flattening of that second
quadrant. Mains filters using R/C or L/C networks are
completely ineffective against this sort of distortion. A
tuned constant -voltage transformer might provide an
answer but has not been tried.

Incidentally, all but the most exotic curve tracers use
sweep waveform.

the same mains -derived horizontal

Presumably they all suffer from the same difficulties when
working from a distorted supply.

Forward voltage drop

Unijunctions:
Interbase resistance RBB
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Construction
The assembly instructions are to Heathkit's usual
impeccable standard, though I did find one minor error
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TALKING ABOUT COLOUR CRTs
- continued from page 575

taking their sum away from 1 - which is precisely what
happens on the CIE chromaticity diagram (see Fig. 3).
Taking illuminant D as an example, the x coordinate corres-

ponding to red is 0.313 and the y coordinate corresponding to green is 0.329: so if you needed it the z coordinate
corresponding to blue is 1 - (0.313 + 0.329) = 0.358. It
is for this reason that textbooks, specifications and so on
evaluate any colour in terms of its x and y coordinates.
The instrument for measuring these coordinates is a
colorimeter, and in its crudest form consists of three photoInterior view of the IT -1121. The single large printed board
carries the majority of the components, including 6 i.c.s, 17
transistors, 18 diodes and 4 rotary switches.

cells, each with a primary -colour filter over it, connected to
three meters. Practical colorimeters have a box of
electronics interposed and produce direct readouts of x and

y. It won't help you to set your screen to the correct white
point however. Larger organisations use a grey scale box in

which a special fluorescent tube is mounted behind an
optically

neutral

stepped filter.

This

gives

accurate

rendering of the shades of illuminant D. This is fine for
where they have miscounted the number of wires fitted to a

switch tag. This shouldn't cause any headaches among
constructors. Total assembly time for the review instrument

from unpacking to completion of testing was just 12+
hours.

The only item to give any difficulty was the power
transformer. As supplied, the fixing feet were not quite
square and level, so that the instrument case became
distorted when the transformer fixing screws were tightened
up. The distortion only became apparent after construction
had been completed, at which stage it is not easy to get at
all the transformer fixings.

Operation

studio and professional work but is not so good for sets that

may be used to display a fair number of monochrome
programmes and which in consequence need a cooler white.
A compromise is as always the best answer, and is a matter
of personal taste, north light or a cloudy sky being a good
handy reference.

There is a snag however. Tubes vary according to their
origin. American tubes have a different red, and Japanese
tubes have a different green because the use of cadmium free phosphors has become mandatory there. This is bound
to affect their colour rendition, but it's the effect on the drive
required for white that is the most noticeable point.
The video stages of the set (be they RGB or CDA) are all
carefully designed to track equally with respect to gain and
frequency response, so if you have to set them up
individually at vastly different settings to obtain the white of

Comprehensive operating instructions for all the tests

your choice you will sooner or later run into a tracking

listed in the specification table are included in the assembly
manual. The oscilloscope used should be d.c. coupled on
both inputs, otherwise "looping" of the display will occur

problem, which prompts a useful tip. Turn down the colour,
set up the first anode presets for good low lights as per the
book, and join all three cathodes of the tube together. This
makes all three drives identical and if you now apply a test
card the white tint you will see is the "natural white" of that

due to the phase shift caused by the coupling capacitor.
Most modern 'scopes have d.c. coupling available on the
vertical input, but quite a few have only a.c. coupling on the
horizontal input. If yours is one of these, it may be possible
to short out the isolating capacitor, though you might also
find it necessary to put a voltage -shifting network in series
with the lead from the curve tracer to bring the trace back
on screen.
Using an oscilloscope with a normal medium persistence
c.r.t., flicker becomes quite objectionable if more than six
steps of base current are used. With six steps the display is
refreshed at intervals of approximately one sixteenth of a
second (6 x 10ms = 60ms).

particular tube: the nearer you set your grey scale to that
tint the less trouble you will have in tracking.
Another useful tip. To check on colour matrixing without
the need to switch off the guns, mount three Wratten gelatin

filters (Kodak Ltd.), numbers 47B blue, 99 green and 29
red, in standard 2 x 2in. slide glasses and look at the colour

bars through each in turn. Faulty matrixing shows up
immediately.

The Bomb Burst
The colour tube Bomb Burst is now almost upon us. The
advent of self -converging wide-angle tubes has brought with

Conclusions
Providing these limitations are accepted (and, after all,
they are not too severe) the display is clean and steady.
The instrument has proved to be a useful addition to the
workshop over the test period. Those bargain packs of
unmarked, untested devices can be quickly sorted out!
Especially useful is the ability to switch instantly between
two sets of test sockets, an absolute blessing when trying to
find matched pairs of transistors or diodes.
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it the slotted type of shadowmask with three in -line guns.
The small Sony portables began it (the Trinitron), Thorn
have started to use the Precision -in -Line (PIL) tube with its
permanently fixed scan coils, and Mullard have their 20AX
in all tube sizes about to enter the showrooms. There are

many others in different parts of the world. Some have
middle gun green, some middle gun red. None of them are
plug-in replacements for the others, or for each other. So
the future looks interesting. Somebody is bound to come up
with some hints and tips. Watch this space!
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FAULT GUIDE- GEC C2110 SERIES
John Coombes
THE

GEC solid-state colour chassis uses conventional

TR701, changes value. Low h.t. is very often due to the

circuitry, with a BU108/BU208 line output transistor from
whose emitter circuit the low -voltage supplies (40V, 24V
and 12V) are obtained, a thyristor regulated power
supply, a varicap tuner and a four i.c. decoder
(TBA560A/TBA540/TBA990/TBA530). Model numbers
include the C2110, C2111, C2112, C2113, C2118, C2119,
C2121, C2136 and C2137.

reference zener D702 being leaky.

No HT

No h.t. can be due to several causes. The thyristor
triggering diac D701 (BR100) may be open -circuit; the
charging capacitor C704 (0.22µF) may be short-circuit; the

reservoir electrolytic C702 may be short-circuit; or R68
(41Q) may be open -circuit.

Fuse Blowing
No results on earlier models was often simply the 3A
mains fuse FS1 blown: it was subsequently up -rated to 5A

Excessive Scan

Excessive scan is often due to the regulator feedback

since when this trouble has been cleared.

resistor R706 (470162) being faulty.

If FS1 is found open -circuit the likely cause is that the
power supply thyristor SCR701 (BT106) is short-circuit. It
is

Picture Jitter

important to ensure that on early models a small

modification to protect the thyristor against peak voltages is

H.T. fluctuations cause the picture to bounce up and
down. The most common cause of this is the diac D701 the recommended replacement type is an RCA 17000 or
ITT V413M. The thyristor itself can also be the cause. The
problem is due to slight forward resistance in these
components. The control transistor TR701 can also be

carried out. This consists of fitting an 0.22µF capacitor
(C58, 350V a.c.) and a 270Q resistor (R69, 4W) in series
between the set side of the mains filter choke L57 and
chassis (see Fig. 1). C58 can go short-circuit, blowing FS1.
It must be replaced since if it's left out and the BT106 goes
short-circuit the contacts on the mains switch SW 1 can be
ruined. There is a separate fuse (FS2, 5A) in the feed to the

responsible for the fault.

degaussing circuit. Note that the mains filter capacitor
C751 (0.22µF) is on the other side of it.

Sound Buzz

HT Voltage Adjustment
As with all solid-state chassis it is important that the h.t.

contrast is the result of the c.r.t. leads being draped across
the sound output board. On later models the problem was
overcome by re-routing the leads via the chassis gantry.

Buzz on sound at different levels of brightness and

voltage is correct. This is set by P701: adjust for 190V ±5V
between R60 and chassis. The e.h.t. should then be 25kV.
Excessive h.t. occurs when R709 (270k52), part of the a.c.
potential divider in the base circuit of the control transistor
FS1

SW1

Intermittent Sound

Intermittent sound is often due to the preset volume
SCR701
BT106

L57

5A

R68

R60

41

3

R67
12.5

Line driver and
RGB output stages

R707

FS2

40k

54

R66
R703

R709

12.5

R65

27.5

Line
output
stage

2k2

270k

IC58

0701
BRIO° R704
8.2

TR701

Beam limiter

C703

R701

0.33

180k

and CRT

Al controls

BC147

230-

R710

250V

S/C link

12k

AC

oC702

R708

01.600

11(5

R751

470

R69
270

R711

R712 1

820

820

706
1 OM

C704

TR

702

0702

R 713

33k
P701

Set HT

1k

Degaussing coils

704

BC
147

022
=C705

D703

ABA154

Varicap tuner
control
circuit
24k

R702

R705

6k8

=C701

BZY88

7.5V

84154

R706
470k

114411

Fig. 1: Circuit of the thyristor regulated h.t. supply. Minor variations will be found in early chassis. The It. supplies are derived from the line
output stage. TR702 and its associated components form a slow -start circuit to limit the set's initial switch -on current surge. At switch on C706 is discharged and as a result TR702 conducts heavily, shorting out D702 and thus ensuring that TR701 passes a higher current
than during normal operation, delaying the triggering of the thyristor (SCR701). As C706 is charged via TR702's base current, so TR702
cuts off and the circuit operates normally. At switch off C706 discharges via R713.
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Fig. 2: Circuit of the line output stage. The 47V zener diode D51, a 400mW type, provides circuit protection. Should the 40V line, which
is obtained by scan rectification (D601), rise above 47V the zener will go short-circuit, thus removing the l.t. supplies and shutting down
the line output stage since there is no line drive.

r

control P199. It also tends to get jammed and must then be
replaced.

EHT

R63

Hum
The usual cause of hum on sound is C121 (150µF)
which either goes open -circuit or changes value. It smooths

the supply to the intercarrier sound i.c. (pin 11 of the

L

r

1

R56

EHT overwinding

'Thick film
R 57
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R506
560k

tuning

C509

R507

300k

CRT Al
potent iorneters
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-003

R701

180k HT

"/VV -0

0
13
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33k

R607 R608
1M

1M

40V
R611

4k7

No Sound

D604
BA148

R509

No sound is usually due to a defective intercarrier sound

IC181). A dry joint on any of the pins around these i.c.s

1 unit

L__

L 604

i.c. - check the voltages around the i.c.s (IC180 and

Focus supply

P55

on line output
transformer

TBA120S or pins 6/9/11 of the TBA480). Another cause is
C195 (100µF) going open -circuit. This smooths the supply
to the SN76013 audio output i.c. (pin 10).

Crackle on Sound
The slider of the 4.71(4 volume control P51 can cause
crackle on sound - due to dirt on the track.

EHT
J

10k

C607

4 k7
114431

R557

TO -1

CRT

grids

0557

7.0.1

n7,7

can cause intermittent sound.

Fig. 3: The e.h.t and c.r.t. supply circuitry. C608 charges to 1 -.3kV

Distortion
Distorted sound can be due to the zener diode D603 on
the line output panel - it stabilises the 24V supply to the

to provide the first anode supply. 0604 monitors the e.h.t beam
current. If the beam current exceeds the bleed current flowing via
R609, 0604 and R701, D604 will cut off and the voltage at the
junction D604/C607 will move negatively, the reduced c.r.t grid
voltage pulling back the beam current. Under normal conditions
0604 acts as a clamp diode, clamping the c.r.t grids at 25V.

SN76013 audio i.c. Distorted sound with excessive sibilants
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should be clearable by resetting the quadrature coil L199. If
there is a high -frequency whistle on all channels, attenuate
the signal and adjust the intercarrier sound input coil L198
for minimum noise.
Grain

In the case of grainy pictures check the second and
third if. transistors. These are TRIO1 (BF196) and TRIO2
(BF197). They go open -circuit base -to -emitter, or
sometimes short-circuit.

Tuning Faults

transistor. It may also go open due to incorrect plug/socket
connections.

Faulty Tripler

The e.h.t. tripler can pack up, giving no raster though
there is plenty of e.h.t. at the line output transformer. Some
triplers split, causing arcing to chassis.

Brightness Troubles

Brightness troubles are generally due to changed value
resistors in the supplies to the first anode potentiometers. If
R507 (300k2) goes high, the brightness is excessive with

The tuner gives little trouble. The usual fault is the tuning

flyback lines showing prominently on the screen. Low

voltage stabiliser IC101 (TAA550) causing drift. On the
models with touch tuning the neons can cause trouble they may not light, or may stick on one channel so that you
cannot change channels. The easiest way of rectifying this

models) or R701 (180k52) on the power supply panel

brightness can be caused by R506 (560kQ) on convergence
panel PC470 (replaced by R616 on panel PC481 in some
changing value.

fault is simply to change all the neons.

Striations
No Line Drive

No line oscillation means no picture of course. A
common cause is a short-circuit driver transistor (TR401,
BF355). Another cause is D401 going open -circuit. This
diode is in series with the 12V supply from the line output
stage to the TBA920 line oscillator/sync separator i.c. At
switch -on the line output stage will be inoperative so there
will be no 12V supply: to start the TBA920, current is fed

Striations on the left-hand side of the screen are often
caused by C414 (47pF), which is connected across the
primary winding of the line driver transformer, being
defective. If changing this does not remove the trouble,
check whether PL35 is in the open -circuit position and if so

adjust the blue lateral amplitude coil L506 for minimum
inductance. Also check the linearity coil damping resistor
R606.

to it via R409 (61(Q). D401 is then reverse biased and
prevents the 12V source loading the start-up supply. When
the line output stage comes into operation, the 12V supply
appears and D401 is forward biased. If the line output stage
doesn't come into operation D401 doesn't receive its 12V
supply of course.

Field Timebase

Line Output Stage Faults

charging

The line output stage tuning capacitor C52 (0.0052µF)
has a tendency to go open -circuit. The line output transistor
TR51 then passes excessive current and the 400mW, 47V

The field timebase has proved reliable. In cases of poor
linearity, ensure that the mid -point adjustment is correctly

set (for 23V at the junction R466/R467). If the linearity

gets worse as the set warms up, check the thermistor
TH451. Other causes of poor linearity/foldover are the
capacitors C457

and

C458, the

boostrap

capacitor C462, and R471 (220Q) changing value. Also
make sure that the 40V supply is not low: if it's down
slightly, check C601 and try replacing rectifier D601.

protection zener diode D51 goes short-circuit, shutting
down the line timebase since there is then no supply to the
TBA920 i.c. In practice the line output transistor may also

go short-circuit, and the excessive current may result in
R60 springing open. TR51 can also short, killing D51,
without C52 being involved.

If the link on R601 is open the line output transistor is
faulty. You may find that the transistor reads all right when
checked for resistance with a meter, but when current flows
through it the defect appears. The only cure is to replace the
transistor.

Lack of width with poor e.h.t. stabilisation - picture
balloons when the brightness is turned up - can also be

Colour Faults
On earlier models there was trouble with the corrugated
heatsink on the red output transistor TR303 (BF336) - it
shorted to the preset red drive control P305 to give an
uncontrollable red raster.

No red, green or blue is most commonly due to the
appropriate output transistor going open -circuit. The green

output transistor is TR302 and the blue output transistor
TR301.

No colour

is

very often due to a faulty reference

oscillator i.c. (IC251, TBA540).

caused by a defective line output transistor.

Picture Fade

Tube not Lighting
The tube may not light up due to lack of heater voltage,
which is obtained from a winding on the line output
transformer. The c.r.t. heater pins are 1 and 14, which are
fed from plug and sockets PL22-1 and -2 on the line output
transformer panel PC475. PL22-1 goes to tag 19 on the line
output transformer, PL22-2 to tag 22. Between tags 22 and
21 there is an 0.3352 resistor (R605) -a piece of resistance
wire. This can go open -circuit due to a faulty line output
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976

Picture fading away to nothing after the set has been on
for a short period is usually due to a faulty preset contrast
control (P202, 22kQ).

No Luminance

The luminance delay line L202 can go open -circuit,
removing the luminance signal. The result is just visible
colour only on the test card.
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TV SYSTEM .
engineers have for many years been seeking
ways of reducing the enormous bandwidth required for
television transmission compared with other
TELEVISION

communications services. Whereas, for example, m.f. sound
broadcasting is contained within channels only 9kHz wide,

the 625 -line u.h.f. vision and sound channel is 8,000kHz
wide: television thus gobbles up almost 900 times as much
of the frequency spectrum, which is one reason why (the

other being money) the number of different television
programme channels is so restricted. And if, as seems likely,
the broadcasters of the future distribute their programmes at least over the inter -city networks - in digital form, then
they could need over 100MHz of microwave bandwidth for
a single vision channel. While this may be available in the
future, using long-distance waveguides or fibre -optics,

PAT HAWKER

costly additional electronics (at least when in quantity
production), giving a "utility" picture which when viewed
from the correct distance closely approaches the quality of
standard pictures.
For some applications, the system might also bring about
the introduction of narrow -band frequency -modulation for
vision transmission in place of conventional amplitude modulation. This is not to suggest that even the originators

seem to see "Sampledot" as superseding conventional
systems for public broadcasting, but rather regard it as a
technique suitable for educational and military applications.
A monochrome version has been widely demonstrated in

the United States, and a colour system has reached the
planning stage.
The system stems from the work of Dr. S. Deutsch in the

nevertheless bandwidth costs money and many engineers
are looking into ways of reducing the bandwidth needed for

late 1960s. It is based on the known characteristic of the

digital television.

the picture. Even in real life an observer does not see

human eye to disregard flicker at field rate in small areas of

Even for analogue systems it would be very useful,

movement in clear detail; he perceives a reconstruction in
his mind, based on the detailed images seen before rapid
movement starts and when it ceases.

particularly for many specialised applications, if the present
8MHz channel (representing video frequencies up to about
4MHz) could be reduced.
Various techniques have in fact been developed over the
years for narrow -band television. These include slow -scan

Segments

virtually broadcast quality, due to noticeable flicker or

Instead of transmitting the whole picture in each frame
(or half the picture in each field with interlaced systems),
Deutsch suggested dividing the picture into a number of
segments consisting of say 16 x 16 picture elements. In
each segment (see Fig. 2) a random pattern of sample dots,
one per line, is transmitted, the pattern changing with each
frame. This considerably reduces the amount of information
transmitted per frame. With a 16 x 16 segment it will take
16 times longer than with conventional transmission to
transmit an entire picture: in other words, the frame rate
has been effectively slowed down by 16 times. By using 8

excessive smearing on movement.

line

Sampledot (Fig. 1)

achieved. For the American 60 -field standard this would
slow the TV video frame rate to 1.875 or 3.75 frames per

systems for transmission over speech channels; video
telephone systems which provide a reasonable picture if the
subject is seen in close-up, without much movement; and
some narrow -band systems used "on -air" by a few German

amateur stations in channels not much more than 1MHz
wide - including systems where the sound is transmitted by
frequency -modulation of the vision carrier.

But despite the amount of unnecessary information
contained in the conventional video signal few of the many
systems so far developed are suitable for transmission of

However a new system, "Sampledot", developed by the

American General Electric Company, appears to have
overcome many of the problems. It provides a practical
narrow -band system with up to a 10:1 compression on the
standard American 525 -line, 60 -field system without unduly

Video
source

Sampledot
PR matrix
encoder

-

Narrowband

link

segments an 8 times reduction of frame rate

is

second.
With conventional scanning this would result in
pronounced flicker. It is the claim of the designers of

"Sampledot" that no such flicker is apparent because of the
small -area effects when the picture is viewed at the normal

"optimum" viewing distance - about four times picture
Sampledot

TDisa;11

PR matrix

mplemory

Standard
TV video

storage 1

monitor

decoder

I

(Optional)

Fig. 1: Concept of the basic Sampledot system.
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Line 16

4
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Progression of
sampling

Line
7
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J
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(a)
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11

12
13
14

15
16
-3P

Fig. 2: (a) The Sampledot pseudo -random

sampling matrix. (b) An expanded view of

segment A, showing a typical pseudorandom sampling code sequence.

(b)

(4) Several channels of "Sampledot" pictures can be easily
multiplexed together for transmission along a normal

height. When viewed on long -persistence phosphor tubes

to have slight smear (judged

the picture is reported

"negligible"), but even this is not seen on a standard fast phosphor tube. A slightly longer -persistence phosphor
allows the picture to be viewed more closely before the

wideband TV link.

The American company has developed and

a recent issue of the IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting

demonstrated several systems using different "Sampledot"
standards. The latest generation of equipment uses clocked
digital shift registers to achieve the pseudo -random gating
required. No work seems to have been reported on any use

include:

of this system with European 50 -field systems, where

(1) Real-time live motion television with no perceptible

presumably slightly less compression would be desirable.
Typical applications envisaged by the Americans
include: conference closed-circuit television; two-way

small -area flicker effects become noticeable however.
Claims made by R. F. Stone on behalf of "Sampledot" in

flicker, closely resembling conventional 525 -line, 60 -field
reproduction.

educational and consultation systems; surveillance and
control; and specialised broadcasting. Tests in the United
States have included transmission over domestic space

(2) Up to

10:1 bandwidth compression. Even higher
compression is possible with display processing and

electronic memory (a useful picture with lower resolution

satellite systems.

and limited motion can be sent in as little as 15kHz of

Many attempts at bandwidth compression have been
abandoned in the past, often because of their additional

information bandwidth).
(3) Compatibility with standard video processing
equipment and video monitors, though longer -persistence
phosphors may be desirable.

complexity. The "Sampledot" concept seems more practical

and more promising, but final judgement must still be
reserved.

R4
Video

input

Timing

Sync

circuits

stripper

.--0

Pseudorandom
generator
1

Sample
hold

Analogue Video
sample
gate

Video
amp

circuit

RHReset sync

generator

(a)
H+V

t+
Sync

HLow- pass

filter

adder

Narrow band
_5__sImepoledot

output

H V+R
R

Sampledot
video

input

Sync

Timing

circuits

stripper

Pseudorandom
generator

Reset sync

recovery

R

Dig tal
gates

(b)

To standard

3: A simplified block
diagram of the Sampledot TV
system. (a) Transmitting

electronic memory

encoder. (b) Receiving

Fig.
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.-
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Video amp
and

Sync

adder

_41

driver

4._monitor(or optional)
feeding a monitor)

decoder.
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THORN 1400 CHASSIS
- continued -

L. LAWRY-JOHNS

Field Timebase Faults
The field timebase consists of the familiar PCL85
(PCL805) in a not so familiar circuit. There is no cathode

bias, no cathode resistor to change value, no cathode
capacitor to dry up.

Instead, the bias is applied to the grid of the output
pentode and is derived from the heater circuit at the
junction of V9 and V10, the potential being negative (due
to W10) and at this point unsmoothed. It's smoothed by the
high -value resistors R105/R110/R108 and capacitors C94
and C95, and divided by these resistors and the linearity

troubles since the latter are often the forerunner of a
horizontal white line. For example resistors R113 and R114

often change value. Depending upon the severity of the
change, the result could be loss of field hold or complete
field

collapse. C92 can do the same, depending upon

whether it leaks slightly or fails completely. This capacitor
must be of high voltage rating. C87 is a similar instance and

can cause hold troubles as well as collapse but here the
voltage rating is not critical.
Other causes of field collapse are C104 and R135.
C93 has a tendency to leak. This reduces the bias on the
output stage with the result of fold up at the bottom.

network.

Now this is quite nice and the basic idea is to call
attention to the heater circuit if W10 should short (we could

say when W10 shorts, as this is a common occurrence).
When W10 shorts, the heater current increases dramatically and the valves and tube would have a very gay (albeit
short) life if left in this state. With the field output stage bias
derived from the heater line however attention is called to
this condition as the field scan then acts in a most peculiar
way, the bottom of the picture folding up and there being no
proper hold. Thus a normal picture cannot be restored until
the heater circuit diode is replaced, thereby saving the tube
and valves. After all nobody wants to watch a crazy picture

Video Output Stage
The video output stage consists of a 6F28. If the picture

lacks contrast it

is

often because this valve is losing

emission. Since this is not the most widely used of valves,
one may not be to hand for a quick swop and it pays therefore to check associated components. The suspects are R40
and R41 in the anode circuit and the 39kS2 bias stabilising
resistor R38 between the screen grid and cathode. As this

goes low it loads up the cathode bias to cause a weak
picture with loss of sync. It may also result in R39 changing

like that, do they? Well the sad fact is that they do! We

value.
If R36 is changed to 8.21a2 (as it should be) an EF184 can

have often been called to attend to a set with this fault only
to find it still operating even with no one watching it. You
see they must have their favourite serial(s) on to keep up
with what is happening to this or that character. They may

be fitted to see what the difference is. This will not give the
same performance as the 6F28 but is all right for a check or
as a stopgap until the proper valve can be fitted.

not be able to watch properly, but to listen is apparently

Other Contrast Faults

enough.

One look at the valve (and tube) heaters is sufficient to
confirm the diagnosis, and it is only minutes' work to cut
out the faulty diode and fit another and hope that the overload hasn't proved too much for the valves and the perhaps
already ailing tube.

The fault was much more common before W 10 was

changed to a BY126. It may also be present in less
exaggerated form due to the diode being leaky.
Insufficient height can be due to a failing PCL85 but is
more often due to the height control itself or its 3301d2 series

Lack of contrast is often due not to the video stage but to
loss of emission in either the 30FL14 (PCF808), which is
the vision i.f. amplifier and line oscillator, or the 6F29
(EF183) first i.f. amplifier. When one has to replace V4
because of a line hold fault it is often surprising what a
difference this makes to the contrast. A voltage check at pin
6 can save time. If this is about 2V the valve is probably not

at fault and it is better to concentrate on the EF183, its
screen grid feed resistor R14 and the a.g.c. components.

resistor (R103). If the height control has a dud spot it

The common troubles here are the contrast controls and the
high -value resistors R4 and R7 in series with the sliders.

should be replaced, not merely reset to a different part of the
track. The condition of 8133 (boost feed) should also be
checked.

Poor Sync

We are going to couple field collapse with field hold
600

We have mentioned the tendency for R38 to change
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Fig. 2: Main chassis component layout.

value and upset the sync performance. Other suspects are
C34, R45 and C40.

Tuner Units

fault, but it's sometimes necessary to remove the oscillator

section springs with a large iron in order to clean and
retension thoroughly. Other troubles are mainly of a
mechanical nature and can be immediately spotted and
rectified.

In the majority of cases the v.h.f. tuner is not used for
v.h.f. reception but where it is the tendency for R206 to

Aerial Input Panel

change value should be kept in mind. This puts paid to v.h.f.
reception as it is the oscillator load resistor. Its position up
in the side wall makes the job of replacement a little tedious

The aerial input panel itself is a prime source of weak
signals. Resoldering the tracks etc. can produce a marked

and precludes the possibility of using a larger and more
reliable resistor.

The PCF805 mixer/oscillator often requires replacement
and this affects u.h.f. reception as well since it is also used
as an i.f. amplifier on 625 -lines. The coil biscuit studs may

also require cleaning from time to time and perhaps the
switch bank carrier eased down with a screwdriver blade to
improve the contact surface. The PC97 hardly ever needs
replacement.
One of several types of u.h.f. tuner may be encountered
so we can't go on too much about this. Probably the most

common trouble is variation of the tuning setting due to
poor contact between the spindle earthing springs and the
tuner body. Cleaning out the grease with a solvent (not
switch cleaner -lubricant) such as meths will often clear the
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976

improvement.

Sound Circuits
The sound output stage uses a 30PL1 (nearest equivalent PCL83) which is fairly reliable but can give rise to
trouble. When it has to be replaced it is essential to check
not only its cathode bias resistor (R96) but also the h.t. feed
resistor R97 (which should be lkS2). Other causes of weak
output can be C81 and C83, both of which can dry up. R92
may go high but this doesn't happen very often.
We have already outlined the main sound trouble which
is background buzz. If L27 -L28 are set correctly, together
with R87, the other remedies must be tried.

Distortion can be due to C80 leaking or R91 going
high.
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ROGER BunnEy

LATE May and early June are generally regarded as the
peak period for really enhanced Sporadic E propagation
over extreme distances, but the 1976 season seems to be
proving an exception.

After

a "good" May period

conditions seemed to die down somewhat - at least in the

20-23/6/76 Good SpE openings daily.
24/6/76 Another good Trop opening across the Channel
into N. France, with several new stations
including a 160W relay on ch. E34 with TF-1.
Tropospherics have remained good - though not

intensity of the openings - but since about June 18th

fantastic - until the time of writing, just allowing East

Sporadic E has taken on a new lease of life. This reversal of
the slow decline has been most welcome, particularly since
doublehop signals from the Middle East have been received

Germany (Band III) and West Germany at u.h.f. Sporadic
E openings have continued daily and at long last Jordan has
apparently been received here - on June 28th from 18001900 floating over JRT ch. E3. At least the programme
content was of Arabs sitting. Script followed with subtitled
cartoons. Albania ch. IC was received for over two hours

over much of the UK and in Western Europe. The most

notable signal has been the ch. E3 outlet at Amman,
Jordan, which has been received at high levels by many
DX enthusiasts with even the simplest of aerial systems.
Clive Athowe of Norwich has seen this signal three times
this season! The tendency for signals to come mainly from

the same evening.

the south and south east is well marked, with RTVE
(Spain), RTP (Portugal), RAI (Italy) and JRT/RTV

Aerial Change

(Yugoslavia) providing the bulk of CCIR channel reception,
along with MTV (Hungary) and TSS (USSR). Scandinavia
has provided very few chances for north easterly openings,
and YLE (Finland) has been completely missing!

and was put to work assisting in the erection of an

Tropospheric Conditions
The latter part of June brought an unprecedented spell of

near heat -wave conditions for almost two weeks (still
continuing as I write on June 30th), with local temperatures
reaching 96°F on several successive days. Not surprisingly,
Tropospheric propagation has been providing some
interesting catches, mainly in the short to medium
distances. I feel that when the current hot spell ends we may
be in for a really good Tropospheric opening.

Results at Romsey
To transcribe my full log would take up the major part of
the column this month, so I will highlight only the important
reception here at Romsey!
5/6/76 Improved Trop signals at u.h.f. from TDF
(France).

6/6/76 A southerly Sporadic E (SpE) opening gave
Canary Islands ch. E3 at 1805 with identification
and a map of islands. One hour later a strong line
sawtooth test pattern on ch. E4 caused
headscratching - Azores?
10/6/76 RAI was noted at 0800 carrying colour bars with
a small insert at the bottom right hand with the
identification "RAI".
14/6/76 Another good u.h.f. Trop opening into France.

19/6/76 An intense and prolonged SpE opening from
0644 to after 2000 and embracing all Europe!
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Hugh Cocks visited me on

Antiference XG21W u.h.f. array - replacing the Telerection
backfire aerial. There was nothing wrong with the latter but
the opportunity arose to test the XG21W and this was too
good to miss! My findings will be given in due course - the
initial results have been encouraging.

Note for Beginners
As a final note for those who are thinking of starting TV-

DXing but despair of receiving anything due to an
unfavourable location or the lack of a large outside aerial,
small aerials will work -a wideband Band I dipole will give
excellent results on most Sporadic E signals. Witness the

opening of June 22nd: RTVE ch. E2 gave a measured
reading at the receiver (with a single -stage masthead
amplifier) of 5 25mV !

Points from the Post
Our Leeds friends Bill Holt, Kevin Jackson and Mike
Allmark have been providing us with interesting reading.
The RTP (Portugal) test card E has been received on ch.
E4, suggesting that the Azores can in fact be received - the
signal was seen both via MS (Meteor Shower) in April and
later by Bill in early June. There has also been another
mystery signal at Leeds - the 0249 card as used by TSS but
with the normally grey background completely white. This
signal was noted on ch. R2 floating over TVR (Rumania)
and suggests that this could be the elusive Bulgaria. Can
anyone help?
Clive Athowe (Norwich) tells us that TVR is using a new
version of their test card, with the date superimposed at the
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976

Since this was on ch. E4 I feel it could be CLT (Lebanon)

with evening programming - French is often used with
programmes, Arabic subtitles being superimposed. Kevin
has also confirmed the possibility of lightning scatter
reception, by receiving strong bursts of signal, coincident
with lighting flashes, from Goes ch. E32 (NOS -Holland)
and Egem ch. E43 (BRT-Belgium).

Mystery Signals - and Morocco!
The PM5544 pattern as used by MTV -1 (Hungary). This
replaces the old MT -1 pattern.

Hugh Cocks (Honiton), active as ever, reports mystery

signals - the RMA test card on ch. E4 and a modified
version of the PM5540 card with identification at the top
and a "picture" at the bottom frame, also ch. E4, both on
June 22nd prior to 2000. He suspects these may be Italian

pirate stations, but I feel that the RMA card may have
originated in Ghana and the PM5540 in Nigeria - the
PM5540 being part of new colour tests. Of more immediate
excitement, during an opening with RAI and RTVE present

and whilst checking the low end of Band III for possible
Sporadic E he received two strong signal bursts on ch. M4
- Morocco! This channel lies below the active Band III
spectrum, at 163.25MHz, and is the only channel that uses
this frequency. The transmitter is Zerhoun, with 180kW
e.r.p. This is the first time that a N. African station has been

received via MS in Band III in this country and our
congratulations to Hugh on this "first". (Details: 25th June,
ch. M4 at 1920 BST - two bursts of signal via MS).
The Fubk card as used by CLT Luxembourg, ch. E21.

News Items
Ghana: Colour television will not be introduced during
the next 12 months or until such time as a satisfactory
coverage of its monochrome service can be extended to the
Northern and the Volta regions of the country.

Nigeria: As from April 1st, 1976 the military government
took over all television stations, forming a new national

network. The new call sign is "NTV Lagos". The

transmitters at Jos and Sokoto are at present transmitting in

colour and Lagos is testing with an anticipated start of
colour at the end of 1976. The new network will comprise

six main zones, in turn made from the 19 states. A
production centre is to be formed in each state capital to
give programmes to its own particular zone headquarters.
The plan is eventually to transmit the six different zonal
programmes over the whole country, giving six separate

programmes in most parts of the country. The CCIR
system B will be used at both v.h.f. and u.h.f., with PAL

coding. Plans are progressing for a new 10 storey TV
The 5544 card as used on TV2, New Zealand Broadcasting

production complex and a central news distribution system
for the national network.

Service.

top left hand and a digital clock bottom right hand. Clive
has been fortunate, as already mentioned, with several
exotic signals.

Kevin Jackson has resurrected an old problem - a
French language programme in Band I via Sporadic E.
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USA: WRET-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina is to
participate in a satellite relay experiment for CATV systems
in the USA. The station will link its programme output to
an orbiting equatorial satellite which will in turn reradiate
back to the US. The satellite transponder uplink is at
5,925MHz and reradiates in the 3,700-4,200MHz band.
It is anticipated that the FCC will authorise
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Oman: The colour TV network in both the Muscat and
Dhofar regions is now established, with five transmitters (all
Band III). There are no further plans for expansion.

United Arab Emirates: The UAE consists of seven
territories including Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Sharjah - the
first two are the UAE's joint capital. Abu Dhabi is at
present operating in Band III and at u.h.f., with several
transmissions with circular polarisation. Experiments have
been carried out at both v.h.f. and u.h.f. with favourable

results, particularly in built up areas which suffer heavy
ghosting with plane polarised transmissions. We are
preparing a short article on this new system.

Guff Update

additional relays planned over the next few years on the
completion of an extensive microwave link network. Dubai
will shortly supplement its existing v.h.f. output with a new
u.h.f. transmitter. The main TV production centre for the

Emirates is at the studios in Dubai and Abu Dhabi. At
present the TV coverage from the UAE includes the
neighbouring countries and states of Bahrain, Qatar,

The Video and Audio -Visual Review recently published
an interesting article by John Fisher describing a visit to the
Persian Gulf area. As a result we have been able to update

Kuwait, the Oman and parts of the eastern Saudi Arabian
land mass - mainly around the coast.

our information on the TV situation there. The situation

Jordan Television

briefly is as follows:

Bahrain: The TV service, originally provided by RTV
International NY, has been taken over by the Government's
Ministry of Information. RTV apparently ran into financial
problems and went into voluntary liquidation (1975). The

ch. E4 transmissions from the Isa Town transmitter at
15kW e.r.p. continue. A new replacement transmitter is
planned for Hamala, with 100kW e.r.p. but on the same
channel. This is due to come into operation at the end of
1976.

Qatar: A new colour TV centre is now in operation at
Doha, with two transmitters at 200kW e.r.p. Future plans
include a new transmitter on the West Coast and a second
TV channel.

Following the recent reception of JTC in the UK it may
be as well briefly to mention the system there. The PM5540
or the Marconi no. 1 card is used - the latter was seen here

in May. Programmes commence at approximately 1600
local time and continue until midnight. There is a tendency

for cartoons to be shown during the first hour. Other
programmes consist of local Arabic productions, English
(i.e. English language) films with Arabic subtitles, and at
times English production plays on videotape - PAL colour
is used. There are two transmitters, both with 100kW e.r.p.
The ch. E3 outlet beams its output northwards to Syria in
Arabic, while an omnidirectional output on ch. E6 provides
both Arabic

and other

language programmes.

The

programmes are split for about two hours after which the
transmitters join to transmit a common Arabic programme.

The Antiference interceptor' MH308 aerial
Antiference have recently introduced an export aerial,

type MH308, primarily intended for Arab areas in the
Middle East. It has a wideband response through Bands I
and III (i.e. chs. E2-4 and E5-11). Since this array could
provide an easy and relatively inexpensive system for DX
enthusiasts not too keen to erect separate aerials for each
band - or indeed with no facilities for large systems - we
felt that it should be investigated. As can be seen from the
illustration, the array has three elements for Band I and
eight (four directors, a folded dipole, two resonators and a
reflector) for Band III, the outputs from the separate arrays

being coupled via twin phasing bars into a common
downlead. The elements are made of *in. diameter alloy, a
forward support arm being provided to prevent forward sag
since the array cannot be mounted at its balance point due
to the phasing bars.

One problem encountered was inability to obtain the

correct horizontal position for the Band I dipole on
assembly - due to slightly misdrilled holes. I am assured
that the aerial in question was a hand -made prototype and
that production models are correct in this respect. The
initial results obtained were disappointing - due in part to
yours truly fitting the dipole insulator to the incorrect end of
the phasing bars - this can be done if there is no instruction

sheet, as with my prototype! The instruction sheet now
available does show the box correctly connected at the
Band III terminal and once this was rectified the results
Graham Harrison's aerial mast at

St.

Leonards. All are

wideband arrays: backfire for u.h.f., 10 -element for Band 111
(Telerectionl, 4 -element home constructed unit for Band 1.
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were more promising.

After a period of operation the array was taken to David
Martin at Shaftesbury where further tests were conducted.
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976

in Band III 4-8dB (E5-11). Front -back ratio at E4 15dB,
ES 21dB, E7 22dB, El0 18dB.

The Future of the VHF Television Spectrum in
the UK
The April 1976 EBU Technical Review included an
article describing the BBC's submission to the Annan
Committee on the possible uses for Bands I and III once the
existing 405 -line transmissions cease after 1980. The
alternative uses for this frequency spectrum are listed as:

The Antiference MH308 wideband Band 11111 export aerial.

Our results show that the Band III performance is good

(1) Further national or local TV services.

over most of the band but tends to fall off at the bottom end

(2) Extended radio services - either national, local, or for

-at Rennes ch. F5 (this is in fact below the design limit).
Progressively higher in Band III, the performance improves.
Comparing the results with a wideband eight -element Band

III aerial, its output is marginally down but there's not
much in it. The Band I performance is more difficult to
evaluate, since both our locations have four -element
wideband Band I systems with reduced h.f. coverage. Over
most of the band however the aerial responded well to all
but the weakest signals (with on signal comparison checks).

In its basic form, i.e. without an amplifier, the system
should not be used for MS work in Band I; for Sporadic E
and Tropospheric signals however the aerial works well.

a

is

compromise between separate systems (separate aerials are

always more efficient) the unit works well and can be
recommended for the enthusiast who wants to be active in
the v.h.f. Bands but is unable or unwilling to erect larger
arrays. We would however recommend using with the aerial
a masthead amplifier covering Bands I and III. The Wolsey
Supa Nova v.h.f. single -stage amplifier with a 12dB gain
over the 40-250MHz band would be ideal.
Although intended for export, the MH308 can be ordered
through Antiference outlets and at the time of writing costs
£15.00 + VAT. Gain ranges: in Band I 1.5-3.5dB (E2 -E4),
MHz
1
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If the decision is made for further expansion of the TV
services, the 625 -line system using PAL would be used,
adopting the System I channel characteristics as with the
present UK u.h.f. system and the Irish v.h.f. service (that of
the RTE). This means incompatability, with the 7MHz
channel allocations used in Western Europe, i.e. the present
System B v.h.f. system, but it is not expected that the wider

bandwidth would produce any great problems. Three
channels are possible in Band I using 8MHz spacing. These
could provide a limited national coverage, but an extended

Conclusions Reached
Our conclusion is that for an aerial which

Bana

mobile entertainment and information.
of Teletext or other pulse code
modulation information.
(3) Transmissions

Band III - creating a new channel J - would provide
comprehensive national coverage and give optimum co channel and adjacent channel interference protection.
In the event of Band I being used for an extended radio
service, the use of f.m. is advocated, with vertical
polarisation in the interests of interference protection and
portable receiver reception.
Several other possible services are considered for Band I,
including pulse code modulation using either single -channel
narrowband or multi -channel with bandwidths up to 5MHz.

A similar bandwidth would allow Teletext transmissions
with greatly increased programme capacity.
At this stage it is impossible to predict what will happen
to the v.h.f. spectrum in the UK over the next decade, but it
is likely that Band III will be re -engineered for television,
with an increased channel bandwidth, and that Band I will

be devoted to public entertainment and/or information
services. It is unlikely that Band I will be used for other
services (e.g. mobile communications etc.) because many
European countries will continue to use this spectrum for
broadcasting, thus restricting the UK due to the interference
problem. Fig. 1 shows the present and proposed future
channel allocations for v.h.f. television in the UK.

r

%

IA

../
1J

with extension

Fig. 1: BBC proposals to the Annan committee for 625 -line
Band 11111 channel allocations. The diagram shows the existing

subdivisions of Bands I and Ill into 5MHz channels for 405 line television and the proposed subdivision into 8MHz

channels for 625 -line television. The positions of the sound

ELECTROLYTIC
TESTER
(August 1976)
Note that SEW meters are now handled by ITT Electronic
Services, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex. The RS
instruments case number is now 509-737.

and vision carriers are also shown.
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The

TELEFUNKE
711

CHASSIS
PART 3

P C.MURCHISON

PERHAPS the most awkward section of the Telefunken 711

output stage to the charging circuit, and a second loop from

chassis to service or understand is the field output stage,
which consists of a rather unusual bridge circuit. In this

point B via R494 to the collector of the phase-splitter

final instalment we are going to examine the workings of the
field timebase and the fault conditions experienced here. We
shall also take a brief look at the line output stage, which is
reasonably trouble free - the only common fault is failure of
the line output transistor.
The complete field timebase circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It

voltage component is included in the feedback loop.

can be broken down into three sections, the oscillator,

T456 and T457 are phase-splitters, the drives to T459/
T462 and T458/T461 are in the same phase. The
net result is the production of two antiphase sawtooth
voltages at points A and B (see waveforms 4 and 5 in

driver and output stages.

Field Oscillator
The field oscillator is a conventional multivibrator
consisting of the two transistors T451 and T452. Sync
pulses from the TBA950 sync separator/line oscillator i.c.
are fed in via the integrating circuit R451/C451 and the
coupling capacitor C452.

The time -constant components which determine the
frequency are C453/R453 and C454/R458, the former

determining the forward scan time and the latter the
flyback.
Field flyback blanking pulses are taken from the collector

of T451 and fed to the luminance section of the TBA560A
i.c. where blanking is effected. The collector of T451 can
also be shorted to chassis via a service switch on the rear of
the signal board: this stops the oscillator to enable grey scale adjustment to be carried out.

The field frequency is varied by adjusting R452: do
this by shorting together points X and Y of TP M450 and
then adjusting R452 until the field frequency is almost
correct.

Charging Circuit
The oscillator output is taken via the switching diode
D452 and the linearity control R474 to the field charging

capacitor C459 which charges from the junction of
R565/R566 (see Fig. 5), in the h.t. feed to the line output
stage, via R472/R465/R467 and the height control R468.

Phase-splitter and Feedback Loops

transistor T454. This latter loop ensures that a deflection

Driver and Output Stages
The driver transistors T456 and T457 in turn feed the
two arms of the bridge T459/T461 and T458/T462. Since

Fig. 2). These two voltages add together to give sufficient
voltage gradient across the scan coils (22V peak -to -peak).

Since T458 and T459 are emitter -followers they do not
provide any voltage gain. T461 and T462 on the other hand
provide some voltage gain and thus require less drive than

the emitter -followers. For this reason the collector and
emitter load resistors in the driver stages differ in the ratio
8 to 1.

Under d.c. conditions,, the bridge is balanced when the
d.c. voltage between points A and B is zero, the shift control
R487 being set at its mid -point. When the control is moved,

the base bias applied to the driver transistors is altered so
that when the bias applied to T456 increases that applied to
T457 decreases and vice versa. Thus throwing the bridge
off balance results in a current flowing through the field

scan coils in either a negative or a positive direction depending on the shift control setting - and the picture
moves upwards or downwards.
The output stage operates under class A conditions. This
allows a simple drive system to be used, free of mid -point
crossover distortion, but the efficiency is in general less and

there is greater power dissipation. The reversal of current
during the flyback requires a flyback voltage almost as
large as the forward sawtooth scan. This implies the need
to increase the working voltage of the output stage threefold, with the power dissipation increased still more.

Impulse Adder Transistor
To overcome this problem, only a portion of the flyback

voltage is amplified in the output stage, the remaining

The waveform produced by the charging network

portion being provided by the impulse amplifier stage T453.

appears at the base of the phase-splitter transistor T454
which provides antiphase outputs at its collector and
emitter to drive the driver transistors T456 and T457.
Linked to the charging circuit are the linearity networks.

During the forward scan this transistor is cut off, D451 is
conducting, linking T459 to the U4 28V supply, and C457
charges to the U4 potential. During the flyback T453 is
turned on by a positive pulse from the collector of T452. It

There is a negative feedback loop from point A in the

acts as an emitter -follower, the positive voltage developed at
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C13
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Fig. 1: Complete field timebase circuit. Following the sawtooth waveform charging circuit, the phase-splitter transistor T454

provides antiphase outputs to the driver transistors T456 and T457 which in turn drive, in push-pull, the bridge output
transistors T4581T4591T46117-462. To assist with the flyback, a pulse obtained from the collector of T452 is applied via D456
to the impulse adder emitter -follower transistor T453 and is fed via C457 to the output stage.

0 Sync input at test point M450 -X

3.8V

picture - an effect very similar to a linearity circuit fault, so
that many hours could be spent looking in the wrong place
for the cause of the trouble!

16V

Partial Loss of Raster

.
OImpulse at 1453 emitter.
Impulse adder circuit

0 Sawtooth at T454 base

Point A. Resultant waveform applied
(Th to deflection coils, consisting of
sawtooth plus impulse.
Left-hand arm of bridge

(7\ Point B. Antiphase waveform to point A.
\..f../ Right-hand arm of bridge
114451

2 8V

T

can have a similar effect. An even worse effect is when
T459 has an intermittent fault, resulting in the picture

32V

occasionally coming a few inches down from the top.

1

Output Transistor Failures
The output transistorsoccasionally go short-circuit.

1_

Usually one half of the bridge (T459 and T461 or T458 and
T462) is affected. Such failures are generally accompanied
by the overheating and consequent failure of either of the

32V

Fig. 2: Field timebase waveforms. The antiphase outputs
from the bridge output stage are shown at (4) and (5).

its emitter being added to the charge on C457 with the
result that D451 cuts off. The emitter voltage is applied to
the scan coils via T459 and T462. This supplies the addi-

tional current required in the field scan coils: a rather
curious arrangement!

Faulty Impulse Adder
The BC337 impulse adder transistor often fails, causing
cramping with flyback lines superimposed at the top of the
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976

As a result of the bridge configuration, fault conditions
can cause loss of either the top half or the bottom half of the
picture. D451 can go open -circuit: T459 then receives no
supply and the top half of the picture is lost. A fault in T459

6.852 collector load resistors R483 or R492 - in the left and right-hand bridge sections respectively. In consequence
the field will usually be found compressed to a few inches
and displaced either upwards or downwards, depending on
which transistors have blown.

Loss of U4 Supply
Complete loss of the U4 line - which is obtained from the

line output stage - can be traced back to failure of diodes
D562 and D563 in the EW modulator circuit. The BYX55
diodes originally used here have been replaced by a heavier
607
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This does not lend itself to ease of servicing. The print is
very fine and closely spaced, so that a fatal slip with the

meter test prod can result in a really horrifying chain
reaction of transistors going short-circuit! Replacement of
these components once blown is a very tedious business as
the print is prone to lifting at the slightest provocation. Thus
care must be taken to use a low -voltage soldering iron and
to remove solder from components with a solder sucker

prior to their removal. It's all too easy to come unstuck
when working under dark and primitive conditions in the
corner of a customer's living room! A not very pleasant
experience, usually followed by a lot of hard work back at
the workshop.

D5031
T501

O

BC327

M504

(test point)
.022
27k

270
A

R5I8
560

All diodes 1N4148
From

54V

line output
transformer

Degaussing Thermistor
One thing we omitted to mention in dealing with the

T503
BD177

R517
R511

R519

82

'47
114471

Fig. 3: The north/south raster correction circuit. The diode
modulator consists of D502 and D503. The field sawtooth
waveforms are modulated at line frequency, the resultant
output being applied to the field scan coils. T501 and T503
are the driver and output transistors. A common failure is
T503 going short-circuit base to emitter and burning out
the emitter resistor R519.

duty type with a much larger heatsink. This has reduced the
failure rate. The original diodes had a tiny piece of copper
soldered to the cathode lead -out: the heat dissipation from
this must have been minimal.

power supply section in Part 1 was the combination of the
1552 feed resistor R441, an upright "stick" resistor, with the
p.t.c. degaussing thermistor R446 which is perched precariously on top, the long leads of R446 passing through R441.
The idea is that the heat dissipated by R441 keeps the p.t.c.

thermistor nice and hot, so that after the initial surge of
current in the degaussing coils there is minimal current flow.

Unfortunately the inevitable happens: the thermistor gets
too hot and falls to pieces, the body of it falling into the
works and

shorting out

some convenient h.t.

line!

Telefunken now recommend that replacement thermistors
are mounted about half an inch above the top of the resistor
- the latest thermistors have longer legs for this purpose.
The assembly, with the thermistor correctly fitted, is shown
in Fig. 4.

NS Raster Correction

Oscillator Faults
Failure of the transistors (T451, T452) in the oscillator
circuit is not unknown. They tend to go open -circuit base to
collector. A quick check with a voltmeter will then reveal

one collector high whilst the other is at almost chassis
potential, indicating that the oscillator has stopped.
If the oscillator is running, D452 is often suspect. It goes

open -circuit so that there is no discharge action in the

The raster correction circuits used are reasonably trouble
free, although the NS output stage sometimes fails, causing

a drastic bowing towards the top of the raster. The basic
circuit of this stage is shown in Fig. 3. The main culprit is
the output transistor T503 which goes short-circuit base to
emitter. This results in the emitter resistor R519 burning
out. Replacing these two components will restore the stage

following stage.

to normal working order.
The operation of the NS raster correction circuit is fairly

Field Fault Summary
Oscillator and diode failures cause complete field
collapse while with output stage troubles there is usually

simple. Two antiphase sawtooth waveforms from bridge
points A and B in the field output stage (Fig. 1) are applied
to the diode modulator D502/D503 along with antiphase
pulses from the line output transformer. The modulated
output is amplified by T501 and T503 and is applied to the

some sort of compressed display on the tube face.

Working on the Deflection Board
Fault finding would not be too bad were it not for the
cramped nature of the main deflection board, as it is called.

field deflection coils via TR502.

Line Timebase
The line driver and output stages are shown in Fig. 5.
They are reasonably conventional, the only complication
being the addition of a diode modulator circuit to provide
EW raster correction. The base of the line output transistor
is fed via the driver transistor T561, this in turn being
driven by the line oscillator which is in the TBA950 i.c.

Fig.

4: A single p.t.c. thermistor

(R446) is used in the degaussing
circuit, mounted on top of the h.t.
feed resistor R441 to keep it hot. To

prevent it overheating, a half inch
gap should be left between its body
and the top of R441.
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Line Output Transistor
The line output transistor T562 was originally a BU108.

These are rather prone to emitter -collector breakdown.
When this happens the protection circuit will shut off the
h.t. and there is loss of picture with no further damage to
the circuits. A similar result occurs when the heatsink
washer beneath the transistor arcs through - the washers
TELEVISION SEPTEMBER 1976
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Fig. 5: Simplified circuit of the line driver and output stages, showing the diode modulator (D56210563) used to provide
east -west raster correction. The collector -base junction of the line output transistor acts as the efficiency diode during the first
part of the forward scan. Current then flows via the collector and base of T562, diode D561 and L562. Diode 0561 is included
so that the current does not flow via R567 since this could cause poor linearity. The presence of D561 could impair the switch
off waveform applied to the line output transistor at the end of the forward scan. To overcome this problem the special choke
L562, which slows down the switch on time of D561, is included.

used are made of an extremely thin type of mica. It is best
to be sure to fit a thicker substitute.
The BU108 was superseded by the higher rated BU208.
The remedy to line output transistor failure is always to fit a
BU208 as a replacement.

This is a straightforward arrangement but is worth mentioning since the resistors often fail, the result being a very out
of focus picture with the focus setting changing as the set
warms up. The cure is to change R578 (33M52) and R580
(47MQ). This should restore focus stability.

EW Raster Correction
The diode modulator D562/D563 is there to stop the
raster bowing in at the sides. It does this by parabolic
modulation of the line deflection current. The circuit is
simple but effective since it manages to carry out its

Conclusion

function without impairing the stability of the e.h.t. voltage.
The EW driver circuit produces a varying impedance at
point C. This impedance is in parallel with C578 and varies
from zero to infinity at field rate. The two extreme

chassis that could be covered it is felt that the present
articles have dealt with the most likely trouble spots and
have explained the operation of the more unusual and

Apart from these failures the line timebase has proved to
be reliable in operation. The faults mentioned above have
been the only ones we've experienced.

In conclusion, though there are other aspects of the 711

awkward circuits.

conditions are at the beginning and end of the scan when
C578 is open -circuit, and the middle of the scan when it is
short-circuit.

EW Modulator Faults
An important component in this circuit is the bridge coil
L564. This has proved to be unreliable, tending to overheat
and melt. This renders the circuit inoperative, and the scan
then suffers parabolic distortion at the sides. Before
suspecting the coil however the EW driver stages should be
checked since it is not unknown for the transistors here to
fail.

PRICE
INCREASE
We regret that it is once again necessary for
us to increase the price of Television. From
the next, October, issue the price will be 45p.

supply which as previously mentioned feeds the field time base circuits. Should the diodes fail, U4 is lost and the result

The costs we have had to bear have continued to increase steadily during the past
year, in particular the cost of the paper on

is field collapse.

which the magazine is printed. The increase

A by-product of the diode modulator is the 28V U4

Focus Troubles
The focus voltage

has been approved by the Prices Commission.
is

taken from the centre of the

potential divider chain consisting of R578, R579 and R580.
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Your
PROBLEMS
for advice

soled

in

dealing with servicing problems must be

accompanied by a 50p postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.), the
query coupon from page 613 and a stamped addressed envelope. We can
deal with only one query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply service
sheets nor answer queries over the telephone.

ULTRA 6713
The fault in this set causes magenta casts on vertical, close spaced bars. It is independent of the colour control setting
and is not due to convergence misadjustment. On a sharp

transition from white to black, the green gun seems to be
slow to respond - vice versa on black to white - hence a
magenta patch for about a quarter of an inch into the white
area. The effect seems to vary in magnitude. Do you think
the SN76227N demodulator/matrix i.c. could be
responsible?

The fault is symptomatic of reduced bandwidth in the
green drive channel. While 1C3 could be the cause, it is
more likely that one of the green output transistor's
frequency -response compensating components R234 (5652)
or C194 (330pF) in its emitter circuit is responsible. More
remote possibilities are the green output transistor itself
(VT119, BF258), or the peaking coil L130 being open circuit. (Thorn 8500 chassis.)

SABA T/S6716
In about one out of every two times the set is switched on a

whistle, at about 8kHz, comes from the back of the set a
minute or so afterwards. The whistle is not from the speaker
but appears to come from the scan circuitry. It disappears
after a minute or two. The picture and sound are in no way
degraded when the whistle, which is not loud, is present. On
very rare occasions the whistle starts immediately the set is
switched on, is louder and has additional components lower

than 8kHz. No picture appears - there is only a very feint
horizontal line across the centre of the screen - but the
sound is present. Switching the set off and on again

It's usually due to the TBA920 line oscillator i.c. (IS641)
starting at a frequency far removed from normal. Switching
the set off and on again sends a voltage transient into the
i.c., after which it reverts to normal operation. Under the
fault condition no e.h.t. is developed and the field collapse

occurs because the 38V supply to the field timebase is
obtained from a rectifier (D734, type BYX55/600) which is

fed from a winding on the

line output transformer.

Replacing the i.c. should cure this trouble.

The set has an automatic overload protection circuit
which opens the mains switch when the 12V or 280V
supplies are overloaded. The circuit can be over sensitive

however, causing spurious triggering of the protection
circuit thyristor THY601. The voltage at the gate of this
thyristor should be 0.35V. If the voltage is too high, reduce
the value of its gate/chassis resistor R607 from 5.6k52 to
4.7k52. This reduces the sensitivity of the cut-off circuit,

eliminating random switch off. (Also applies to Models
T/S6735, CSL2725, T/S6715.)

EKCO T530
Everytime a dark picture with little whiteness is shown - for
example white writing on a black background, an
advertisement change or a dark film sequence - the picture
starts to roll, with slight line pulling. This stops when the

picture returns to a brighter scene. The field and line
oscillator valves have been replaced and all voltages in these
stages seem to be fine.
The trouble is in the sync separator circuit where you are
likely to find that the base bias resistor R125 (4.7MS2) has
changed value. If necessary check the sync pulse coupling

immediately clears the fault. When the set was new it tended
to switch itself off from time to time, but this stopped after a
couple of months.
Excessive line whistle is a common problem with these
sets and is usually caused by mechanical resonance of the
line output transformer at half line frequency (7.8kHz) due

capacitor C219 (4,0) and the sync separator transistor

to a loose transformer core. The best way of dealing with
this is to unsolder and unbend the four clips holding the
transformer into the printed circuit board, unsolder the
high -voltage lead to the tripler, and unplug the transformer
from its socket on the mother board. This will reveal the
heads of the two bolts at the bottom of the transformer.
These hold the transformer core together and tightening

either colour or monochrome.

them should cure the first problem.

The second fault is not connected with the transformer.
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VT11 (BC147). (Pye 569 chassis.)

GEC 2028
The raster and sound are present but there is no picture,

The video phase splitter stage following the vision
detector diode is common to the luminance and chrominance signals and we suggest you check the voltages around
this transistor (TR7, BF194). An oscilloscope is invaluable
when dealing with this type of fault, so that the vision
detector output can be confirmed. If there is no signal at
TR7 base the vision i.f. and a.g.c. circuits will have to be
investigated.
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TELEFUNKEN 742SE

MURPHY V2310U

The original trouble with this set was various failures in the
power supply circuits. After putting these right there is lack
of red - the picture is green where the reds should be. I have
checked around the PAL ident stage and the voltages here
seem to be correct. Also the voltages on the c.r.t. guns and

The problem is weak sync. The picture rolls intermittently,
and it's almost impossible to lock the verticals. Often the
picture slips sideways. New line and field oscillator valves
have been tried, and a new PFL200 video/sync valve only
made matters worse.
It could be that the heater supply rectifier 3D6 is shortcircuit or leaky - the screen grid of the sync separator is fed

the small chokes in series with the cathode feeds and the
other small components in this area all seem to be in order.
There are also flyback lines on dark pictures. The RGB
output transistors have been changed without making any
difference. I have been all over this area looking for dry joints, but without success.

The green coloration suggests loss of red drive to the
c.r.t. and since you have checked the c.r.t. voltages and
found no discrepancy at the red cathode (165V should be
recorded here) the output transistor and its preceding two

from the heater chain in order to draw attention to this
situation. Alternatively the screen grid decoupling
electrolytic 2C48 could have dried up. If this does not cure
the trouble, check the two electrolytics in the video stage
(2C44 and 2C45) and the pin voltages around the PFL200

in case any of the resistors have changed value. (Bush
TV161U series).

d.c. coupled stages must be operating correctly and the fault

must therefore be farther back. One suspect is the R-Y
demodulator driver transistor T361 (BC237B) which
sometimes goes short-circuit from collector to emitter as a

direct result of a voltage transient appearing when the
power supply fails. If this transistor is o.k., check the R -Y
demodulator diodes GR364 and GR363. All Telefunken
sets exhibit flyback lines on the picture if the c.r.t. first
anode controls are set too high. Set the service switch to the
"service" position in order to collapse the field scan, then

adjust the controls - R499 (red), 8498 (green) and R497
(blue) - in that order so that the red, green and blue lines
are just visible on the screen. On returning the switch to the
"operate" position a picture free of flyback lines should be
present. (Telefunken 710B chassis.)

FERGUSON 3711
This set frequently blows its h.t. fuse F603. The cause
seems to be the line output transistor which has had to be
replaced on four occasions.

KB SV048
The first fault was no picture or sound. The PCF802 line
oscillator valve together with its cathode resistor RI49 and
the tuning capacitor in the cathode circuit CI27 (R149 had
gone low resistance and was burnt) were replaced, restoring

the picture and sound, and the oscillator coil was then
adjusted for a steady picture. The trouble now is line jitter.
The other tuning capacitor C126, the coupling capacitor to
the output stage (C129) and the sync separator transistor
have been replaced without success.
First look for a dry -joint on the printed board, then try

replacing the oscillator feedback capacitor C 125 and if
necessary the flywheel line sync discriminator diodes
D7/D8. If this does not clear the fault it is likely that one of

the polystyrene capacitors C115 -C119 inclusive in the
flywheel line sync discriminator circuit is defective. We
usually replace the lot in such cases. (ITT VC200 chassis.)

Check the voltage across the line output stage earth
return resistor R907 on the beam limiter panel, with the

PHILIPS G22K523
There is an intermittent brightness fault on this set.

c.r.t. blacked out. If the voltage is in excess of 1.5V, suspect
shorting turns in the line output or e.h.t. transformers or in
the shift circuit a.c. blocking choke L504. If the voltage is

Approximately ten minutes after switching on, the
brightness drops for several minutes after which it recovers
to normal. The fault may recur over a period of two hours.

not above 1.5V, check carefully for dry -joints in the line
drive and output stages, then suspect the line output stage
tuning capacitor C518, the efficiency diode W504, or c.r.t.

The raster remains of the correct size and the sound is

flashovers. A faulty e.h.t. tripler

fault immediately clears. It does not occur if the rear cover
is left off. When the fault is present the brightness can be
brought to its correct level by adjusting the brightness
control.

is

another horrible

possibility. (Thorn 3500 chassis.)

PHILIPS G25K511

There are two faults on this set. First the focus is
very poor, and no amount of adjustment to the focus
control makes any improvement. Secondly the whole
picture has shifted to the right, so that sometimes about a
quarter of an inch on the left-hand side of the screen is
blank. Adjusting the line shift control makes no difference.

Poor focus on this chassis is generally due to failure of
one or more of the string of high -value resistors R5043 R5050 of which the focus control forms part. You will have
to check them individually, replacing as necessary. First
check that there is not an open -circuit on the earthy side of
the control. The displaced picture is due to a line oscillator
fault. Setting up the oscillator coil L4501/2 and the flywheel
balance control R4071 as detailed in the manual may clear
it. If not check the flywheel line sync discriminator diodes
X4140/X4041 and if necessary their load resistors R4073
and R4075. (Philips G6 single -standard chassis.)
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present all the time. It seems to be a heat induced fault since

whenever I remove the rear cover to check voltages the

Brightness troubles of this sort on this chassis are
generally caused by the 12V zener diode D5582 in the
beam limiter circuit. This is on the line scan panel. It's best
to up -rate it by fitting a 1.3W type. (Philips G8 chassis.)

PYE V110
The first symptom was two pictures, one upside down,
separated by a thin white line which got smaller as the set
warmed up. The picture then went completely due to loss of
e.h.t. The line output and boost diode valves are glowing bat

the e.h.t. rectifier heater does not light up. There is line
whistle present, varying in pitch as the line hold control is
moved, so the line drive must be there.

There is a lack of boost voltage. Check the PL81 and
PY81 valves, the boost capacitor C93, the decouplers C89

and C91 and the boost smoothing capacitor C92 before
suspecting the line output transformer.
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FERGUSON 3712A
When the set is switched off it usually makes an
objectionable rasping sound. Turning the volume control to
minimum makes no difference. Occasionally the set does
not make this sound when switched off, but it resumes the
rasping after a couple of days.
Temporarily hook a 50µF capacitor between the supply
pin 5 of the intercarrier sound i.c. (IC2) and chassis. If the
fault persists, suspect C 701 which decouples the h.t. supply
to the audio output transistor, the transistor itself (VT701,

PYE CT205
The trouble with this set is a green haze in the background,
though the other colours are correct. The c.r.t. green first

anode potentiometer has been adjusted so that the green
horizontal line is at minimum visibility, and the PCL84
G-Y output valve has been changed three times - each
time the green haze cleared for a few weeks only. There are
also three or four striations down the left-hand side of the
screen.

A common cause of this trouble (the green haze) is

MJE340) and its collector clamp diode W701. If the
temporary capacitor stops the "burp", suspect IC2 (RCA

leakage across the colour -difference amplifier printed panel.
It can usually be overcome by linking the input components

CA3065, Texas SN76666N or Motorola MBRC1358) or
its 22µF supply decoupling capacitor C150. (Thorn 8000A

(C362 and R378) to the grid of the G-Y PCL84 above the

chassis.)

components in the B-Y and R-Y channels if necessary.
For the striations, check the BC147 blanking transistor

PYE CT200
High -brightness objects at the extreme left-hand side of the

VT28 in the cathode circuit of the PL802 luminance output
pentode, and the line linearity coil damping resistor R228
(1.5E2). (Pye 697 chassis.)

screen cause bands of lower intensity across the screen.
This is particularly noticeable and annoying with whiteshirted footballers in Match of the Day! Bright objects

EKCO T530

panel - and doing the same with the corresponding

away from the edge of the screen do not cause the fault. The
test card display is satisfactory.

This set, fitted with the 569 chassis, works perfectly for long

The burst gate adjustment may be incorrect. The set
gating potentiometer is R325 on the chrominance board

dithering - not line slip. The line hold control has no effect.

and the setting is usually correct when the wiper points to
the R328 end, giving minimum colour. If this control is
misadjusted, the black -level clamping inside the TBA560A
luminance/chrominance i.c. will be upset. (Pye 713 chassis.)

periods. At other times however there is line tearing and

I have fitted a new PCF802 line oscillator valve and
checked the feedback capacitor and the electrolytic in this
stage.

First check for dry joints around the small printed
subpanel. The line oscillator coil L14 is suspect - try
squeezing it to clear short-circuit turns. If the fault persists,

BUSH TV148U

change the polystyrene capacitors in the line oscillator

When the set is first switched on a thick black band appears

circuit. (Pye 569 chassis.)

in the middle of the screen, from top to bottom. If the
channel selector button is pressed the picture will appear
normal, except for shimmering from left to right at the top

of the picture. After about ten minutes the black band
reappears again. This sequence can be repeated several
times, then the picture breaks up into four pictures all mixed

up. All line timebase valves have been replaced without
success. There is also a fault in the sound section. When the

set is first switched on the sound is normal, but after ten
minutes a loud screeching noise starts. This can be stopped
by turning the volume down or fully up.
The black bar and line break up are likely to be due to

the flywheel line sync discriminator diodes. These are
3MR1/2 in the five -leg block on the right-hand side of the
timebase panel. We suggest you replace them with 1N4148

or similar silicon diodes. For the sound fault, check the
PCL82's triode grid leak resistor 2R50 (10M52) then
suspect that the printed board is conductive around the base

of the PCL82. This can be the case without being visibly
obvious and can be cured by drilling holes between the pins.
We assume that the PCL82 itself has been checked, also the
audio screened lead earth bonding at P/S3-2.

HMV 2700

ITT CK602
The trouble with this set is that the fusible resistor R380 in
the HT I supply to the line timebase goes open -circuit about
once every three weeks. The 630mA delay fuse F7 in this

feed blew on one occasion. An orange wire from the
convergence panel seems to have been left disconnected.
Has this any bearing on the trouble?
The intermittent fuse blowing and fusible resistor
popping could be due to flashovers in the PL509 or PY500
valves in the

line output stage. Alternatively the line

oscillator could be responsible if it is slow to start up - in
this case any of the polystyrene capacitors C291, C294 or

C295 could be at fault. The orange wire has been left
disconnected at the factory during the convergence setting

up because the c.r.t. in your receiver does not require
dynamic blue lateral convergence correction. (ITT CVC9
chassis.)

BUSH CTV1122
At all times a thin horizontal white line moves up or down

the picture at varying speeds - sometimes it's almost

The picture seems to have "water" running downwards
over the screen, so that objects appear as in a "hall of

stationary. It is most noticeable on a picture with a clear

mirrors".
The trouble is caused by hum modulation of the h.t. line,
probably due to failure of one or more of the 2S034 field h.t.

The trouble is in the power supply unit and is usually
associated with the double 2,500µF electrolytic 8C1/2.
First make sure that the PK screws (fixing to the main

regulator transistors on the power regulator board. A
BDY20 or 2N3055 is a useful substitute for these

frame) are tight, then try to improve the tag contact on the
capacitor itself (lead out to the soldering tags). If necessary,
replace the capacitor. (Rank A823AV chassis.)

transistors. (Thorn 2000 chassis.)
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background.
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60V chopper stabilised line

114271

2k2

2250

Scan coils
and

convergence circuits
W423

Flyback blanking pulses

Field drive

V1424
BD116

3.3

Feedback
.1111

1: Field output
stage circuit used in
the Thorn 3000 and
3500 chassis. W423
and its associated
RC network provide
flyback pulse limiting
to protect the output
transistor.
During
the forward scan
Fig.

58

W423

is

non -

conducting since its
cathode is positive with respect to its
anode. When the flyback occurs the
large positive -going pulse appearing at
the collector of VT424 switches

W423 on, charging the 16pF electroThis action damps the output
transformer, thus limiting the ampli-

lytic.

tude of the flyback pulse.

2.2k4 resistor was reading around Ia.?. This resistor was
changed but the fault persisted.

servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick

What had the technician overlooked during his testing
and could well have had a bearing on the symptom? See
next month's Television for the solution and for a further

questions but are based on actual practical faults.

item in the Test Case series.

Each month we provide an interesting case of television

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 164
(Page 557 last month)
A Thorn colour receiver (3000 chassis) being investigated in
the workshop gave the impression of a field timebase fault
since the symptom was that of insufficient height
accompanied by top cramping. This was one of the first all
solid-state chassis, the timebase consisting of a two transistor oscillator (multivibrator), driver stage and output
stage. The field timebase module features five presets, two

for vertical hold and height, two for linearity and a fifth
called "sit up". Correct adjustment procedure is first to turn
linearity -2 fully clockwise and then set linearity -1 for the
best geometry over the full height, next to readjust linearity 2 to remove bottom cramping, and then finally to optimise
the form by readjusting linearity -1 in conjunction with the

height preset. The "sit up" preset regulates the charging
conditions at the start of the field scan.
The adjustments were performed in accordance with the
rules but although the top distortion could be modified and

turned into a distinct foldover no combination of settings
which would completely cure the symptom could be found.
All voltages were within the specified tolerance and no
trouble could be found with the transistors. The circuit
includes several electrolytics and a diode (W423) in the
collector circuit of the output transistor (a BD116, VT424).
The field output is taken from an auto -transformer whose

primary is shunted by W423 in series with a charging
circuit consisting of a 2.2k52 resistor in parallel with a
16,11F electrolytic (see Fig. 1). Since the fault appeared to
reside in the output stage (the symptom implied inadequate
field power), one end of the diode was disconnected and an

ohmmeter test proved that the diode was in order. The
electrolytics were shunted, all to no avail. In desperation,
value tests were made on the resistors, and at this stage
(with one side of W423 disconnected) it was found that the

The video signal failure accompanied by lack of control

over the brightness should have led the technician to
investigate first the coupling from the video output stage to
the picture tube - certainly before changing the video i.c.
He should also have made a closer examination of the video
output transistor voltages. It will be recalled that since there
was about 3.2V at the emitter the technician assumed that
the transistor was conducting.
The emitter potential was that provided by a potential -

divider bias stabilising network fed from the stabilised
supply line however. A check on the collector voltage
revealed that it was at the full supply line potential, proving
that the collector load was passing no current and that the
transistor was non-conductive.
The technician would have saved himself a good deal of
time and effort if he had adopted a more scientific approach

to the fault. Replacing the BF257 cleared the fault of
course, and with the transistor removed from the board a

simple test with the ohmmeter proved that the emitter

gNENNENNm1

junction was open -circuit!
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be sent to the GMG, Room 2337, Classified Advertisement Manager, TELEVISION IPC Magazines Ltd., King's Reach
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Whilst prices of goods shown in classified
advertisements are correct at the time of closing
for press, readers are advised to check with the
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Malloy (T.V.), 66 Woodvale Avenue,
BT13 3EX, Northern Ireland.
B.

Genuine Decca spares sent by return. C.W.O.
or C.O.D.
Annual maintenance contracts available in our
service area (10 miles radius Bradford).

New models at generous discounts.

BOTTOMLEY'S T.V.
11 Leeds Road, Hipperholme, Halifax.
Telephone: 22979

FOX TV Co.

TELEVISION

01-540 9553

TRAINING

COLOUR T.V. (EX. RENTAL)
IN WORKING ORDER

callers. Please allow 14 days for delivery.

MONTHS' full-time practical and
theoretical training course in Radio & TV
Servicing (Mono & Colour) for beginners
with GCE (or equivalent) in Maths. and

Any enquiries with SAE please, to:

English.

19" screen - £85.00
25" screen - £95.00

16

+ £5.50 Post, Packing
& Insurance

Makes available:- GEC, Bush, Decca, Thorn 2000, Baird, Philips.
Mail Order Only. Cash or Cheque with Order. Regret no personal

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors,
etc., into cash. Contact Coles -Harding & Co.,
P.O. Box 5, Frome, Somerset. Immediate cash

BRC 2000, 3000, 3500, 8000, 8500
Phillips G8
Panel Repair/Exchange Singles or Bulk

MODULAR ELECTRONICS
160 Brabazon Road, Hounslow TWS 9LP
Tel. 01-897 0976

for C and G Electrical Installation Work and

23", 19" 3 -Channel £4. Colour £60.

valves. Wholesaler's, Dealer's, etc., stocks purchased.

COX RADIO (SUSSEX) LTD.

TRANSISTORS - SPECIAL OFFERS

PANEL, EXCHANGE AND REPAIR. BRC
3000, 3500, 8000, 8500, 9000 etc., T.V. I.C's at low
price. J. T. PANELS, 46 Woodlands Avenue, London
N3. 01-346 5379.

EF80
EF85
EF183

VALVE BARGAINS
ANY 1-12p, 5-50p, 10-90p, 50-£4.00
ECC82, ECH84, EH90, DY86/7, EF80, EF183,
EF184, PC86, PC88, PCF80, PCF802, PCL82,

EFI84
EH90
EY86/87
PC86
PC88

10p
13p
13p
15p
15p

PC900
PCC84
PCC85
PCC89
PCC189
PCC805
PCF80
PCF86
PCF805

PCL82
PCL84

Sp
Sp

20p
Sp
Sp
15p
Sp
15p

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept 801%. Intone. House. London SSW 4UJ
Or Phan* 01-822 9911 (All Hours)

20p

PCL85/805
PL36
PL504
PY32/33
PY81/800

20p
20p
25p
15p

PY801
U191

20p
15p
15p
15p
10p
20p

6F23
6/30L2

15p

30F5

15 p

30FLI
3OPLI4

15p

15p

FOR SALE
COLOUR BAR GENERATOR, Variable R.F.
Output, sound at 1 kH2, needs some attention.
£60.00 o.n.o. Two Labgear Tele-Verta's suitable for

Ox TV £8.00 each. Phone Wellingborough 77396
(Northants) evenings.

15p

AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE

S. W. ELECTRONICS
114 Burnley Road, Rawlenstall, Rossendale, Lancs.

PCL84, PCL85/805, PCL86, PY81, PY800,

COLOUR Television Circuit Diagrams for every
British make and model complete in large workshop manual £12. Also 3 McCourts repair manuals
for answer to faults £9. Post free. Normandy 2218.

LABGEAR TELEVERTA, VHF to UHF con-

PY88, PL36, PL504, 6F28, 30PL14.
COLOUR VALVES 25p EACH

BUSH -MURPHY 823, 823A, 823AV

verta, mint condition. £8.00. P. O'Dell, 41 George

PY500/A, PL508, PL509.
Postage & Packing 25p, no VAT

PANEL REPAIRS

22" "TELEVISION" Complete working, one or

VELCO ELECTRONICS
9 Mandeville Terrace, Hawkshavd, Via Bury, Lancs.
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manufacturers.

Free details from:

Five valves or over postage paid
Under five valves postage 6p each
12p
10p
Sp
Sp
Sp
10p

through new home study courses, approved by leading

Engineering, Maintenance, Radio, TV, Audio, Computer
Engineering and Programming. Also self -build radio kits.
Get the qualifications you need to succeed.

ALL VALVES FULLY TESTED

Isp

COLOUR TV SERVICING
Make the most of the current boom! Learn the
techniques of servicing Colour and Mono TV sets

Home study courses in Electronics and Electrical

VALVE LIST
DY86/87
EB9I
ECC82
ECL80

R adio/TV/ Electronics Technicians,
Technicians,
Telecomms Technicians and Radio Amateurs.

TECHNICAL TRAINING

The Parade, East Wittering, Sussex
West Wittering 2023

BD184 40p
BU204 E1.80
8U126 £1.80

EDWARDS & SONS
103 Goldhawk Road, London, W.12
Tel. 01-743 6996

PROSPECTUS FROM:
London Electronics College, Dept. TT9,
20 Penywern Road, London SW5 9SU.
Tel. 01-373 8721.

C AND G EXAMS

We wish to purchase all types of new and boxed

Thousands more at i price. Call:

Sept.

13th.

Make sure you succeed with an ICS home study course

VALVES

EX RENTAL TV
BD116£11.20
8D13,1 85p
BD126 £1

electronics background essential.

NEXT SESSION commences on

Radio -TV Industrial Transmitting
2200 Types. 1930 to 1975, many obsolete. List 20p.
S.A.E. for quotation. Postal export service.

BU 108

13 WEEKS' full-time Colour TV Servicing
Includes 100 hours practical
training. Mono revision if necessary. Good
course.

settlement.

DECCA COLOUR SPECIALISTS

AD145 25p
AD147 25p
AD148 40p
AF139 20p

Belfast,

EDUCATIONAL

"WESTRONICS"

10 and 30 series

.47

.22

£2.25 includes P&P. Mall Order Only.

16 CROSS GREEN LANE. HALTON, LEEDS 15 LS15 7SR.

DECCA COLOUR

I5

.047
.068

-015
-022

80 Merton High St, London SW19

Post free. C.W.O.
Durham Supplies
367 Kensington Street, Bradford, 8, Yorkshire

London, W13.

ERIE, etc. Mixed pack of YOUR CHOICE from the
following values - mainly 250V. Prompt despatch.
33 MF
-IMF
.033 MF
.01 MF

Colour from £50.00
Mono from £2.00
All sets are complete

MAINS DROPPERS

200 New Resistors, well assorted, 1-2 Watts,
Carbon -Hi -Stab Oxide, etc. £1.50 post free.
Whitsam Electrical, 33 Drayton Green Road,

No Boor sweepings. MI famous makes ITT, MULLARD,

Dual and Single Standard Ex -rental,
repossessed and part exchanged.

SETS & COMPONENTS

50p.
50p.
50p.
50p.
50p.

100 Fully guaranteed electrically tested polyester capacitors.

Colour & Monochrome

magazine.

37-31-97 26- I68S2
25-35-97-59-3051
14-26-97-16052
14-26-97-173D
15-19-20-70-63-28-6352

100 POLYESTER CAPACITORS £2.25

TELEVISIONS

MILLS -CLIFTON, THE GREEN,
MERIDEN, WEST MIDLANDS.

TEL:10676)22377.

Street, Dover, Kent.
two faults on colour. £110 o.n.o. Tel: 051-423 1967.

ADVANCE Dual trace oscilloscope Model OS240.
Unused and in original packing with manual.
£112.50. inc. VAT. Phone Huntingdon 73060.
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SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS. SERVICE MANUALS

PRACTICAL AND TECHNICAL BOOKS
COVERING COLOUR & MONO TELEVISIONS, RADIOS, RECORD PLAYERS, TAPE RECORDERS, ETC.
SERVICE SHEETS 75p PLUS S.A.E.

SERVICE SHEET CATALOGUE 50p

BOOKS

COLOUR TV MANUALS

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE U.K. ONLY

COVERING FOLLOWING MAKES

SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE 2nd EDN. by G. J. King
TV FAULT FINDING BOOK by Data Publications Ltd
COLOUR TELEVISION THEORY by G. H. Hutson
COLOUR TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS by K. J. Bohlman
COLOUR TELEVISION SERVICING by G. J. King
FIRST BOOK OF DIODE EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani
SECOND BOOK OF TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani
HANDBOOK OF I. C. EQUIVALENTS by B. B. Babani
COLOUR T.V. WITH REFERENCE TO THE PAL SYSTEM by G. N. Patchett
TELEVISION (COLOUR & MONOCHROME) PART 3 by G. N. Patchett
MAZDA BOOK OF PAL RECEIVER SERVICING by D. J. Seal
RADIO SERVICING - FM RECEIVERS & AUDIO EQUIPMENT by Patchett
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK by G. J. King
RADIO VALVE & SEMICONDUCTOR DATA. 10th EDN. by A. M. Ball
TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR

ALBA, BRC, BUSH, DECCA, GEC,
DEFIANT, MARCONI, EKCO, PYE,

£4.80
£1.15
£5.50
£2.70
£5.90
f 1.10

FERGUSON, DYNATRON,
NATIONAL, HITACHI, INVICTA,
RGD, GRUNDIG, SOBELL,

STELLA, SONY, MURPHY,

f1.15
£0.90

PHILIPS, HMV, ULTRA.

£2.80
£5.20

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

"COMPREHENSIVE TV REPAIR MANUALS"

£2.70
£5.00
£2.35
£3.75

by McCourt. In 7 Volumes
These unique Books save time and money on repairs and cover

most British Colour & Mono sets. Price £3.50 per volume
plus 35p POST, or complete 7 volumes for only £24.00

(SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR FREE BOOK LISTS)

POST FREE. SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

WE STOCK NEW AND SECONDHAND EDITIONS OF "RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING" BOOKS.
FROM VOLUME ONE UP TO 1975-76 EDITION. PRICES ON REQUEST.

BACK ISSUES OF FOLLOWING MAGAZINES AVAILABLE, COVER PRICE PLUS 17p POSTAGE, PER COPY:
P. WIRELESS, P. ELECTRONICS, E. ELECTR ONICS, TELEVISION, R. CONSTRUCTOR, ELECTRONICS TODAY, ELEKTOR.

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
190, KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE, N. YORKSH I RE. TEL. HARROGATE (STD 0423) 55885
OPEN TO CALLERS DAILY 9.00 a.m. TO 5.00 p.m. PLEASE INCLUDE AN S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES

SERVICE SHEETS - COLOUR TV SERVICE MANUALS

SERVICE SHEETS for Radio, TV, Tape Recorders,
Stereo, etc., with free fault-finding guide, 50p and
S.A.E. Catalogue 20p and S.A.E. Hamilton Radio,

Service Sheets for Mono TV, Radios, Record Players and Tape Recorders 75p.
Please send large Stamped Addressed Envelope.
We can supply manuals for most makes of Colour Television Receivers by return Post.

47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

B.R.C. PYE EKCO PHILIPS ITT/KB SONY G.E.C. HITACHI BAIRD ULTRA INVICTA
FERGUSON H.M.V. MARCONI AND MANY MORE. LET US QUOTE YOU.

WANTED

Please send a Stamped Addressed Envelope for a prompt reply.

COMPREHENSIVE TV REPAIR MANUALS BY J. McCOURT
WANTED. RE -POSSESSED, ex -rental mono and
colour Televisions. ANY QUANTITY. - Intervision.

Mono Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4. Colour Volumes 2, 3 and 4
A must for the repair man, loaded with faults and cures, all at £3.80 each post paid.
Build yourself The Colour TV Signal Injector-, manual £1.30. Manual with printed circuit £2.05 post paid.
The McCourt circuit diagram manuals Mono and Colour. Send S.A.E. for full details.
Export enquiries welcome. International Reply Coupon please.

0462 731857.
WE PAY £2 EACH (plus postage) for clean copies of

"Radio & TV Servicing" books from 1960-1961

G. T. TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

edition onwards: Bells Television Services, 190 Kings
Road, Harrogate, N.Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885.

10 DRYDEN CHAMBERS, 119 OXFORD ST., LONDON W1 R 1 PA
MAIL ORDER ONLY

LARGE SUPPLIER OF
SERVICE SHEETS
All at 75p each

(EXCEPT COLOUR & Car Radios)

(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS, RECORD
PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS, STEREOGRAMS,
RADIOGRAMS, CAR RADIOS)
Please state if Circuit will do if Service Sheet not in stock.

"PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E.
WITH ALL ENQUIRIES & ORDERS"
Otherwise cannot be attended to
(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, original
returned if service sheets not available.)

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, etc.. 10,000
models. Catalogue 24p plus SAE with orders enquiries, Telray,
PR 1 7HP.

154

Brook

Street,

Preston

50 assorted Service Sheets f1.55, p. & p.

Popular T.V. and Radio types
75p.

Hamilton, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

claims for non -delivery should be made within 7 -days
of posting your order.

C. CARANNA
71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, NW11 6BX
We have the largest supplies of Service Sheets

(strictly by return of post). Please state make
and model number alternative.

Free T.V. fault tracing chart or T.V. list on
request with order.
Mail order or phone 01-458 4882
Large Stocks of Colour Manuals.
No Overseas Mail Please
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KENSINGTON SUPPLIES (A)
367 Kensington Street, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
WE buy old colour and 20124" mono C.R.T.'s. Best

PLEASE NOTE

We operate a "by return of post"' service. Any

TOP PRICES PAID for NEW
VALVES and TRANSISTORS

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS
REWINDING ELECTRIC MOTORS
This unique instruction manual shows step by step
how to rewind motors, working part or full time,
without

previous

experience.

Everything

you need

to know easily explained, including where to obtain
materials, how to get all the work you need, etc.
A goldmine of information and knowledge.
Only £3.63 plus 25p P&P.

cash prices, quantities preferred. We collect. Phone:
Bedlington 822790.

NEW VALVES and C.R.rs required, PCL805,
PL504, PL509, PY500A etc. Cash waiting. Beaman,
6/8 Potters Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01449 1934-5.

LADDERS

Magnum Publications, Dept TV5,
Brinkaway Trading Estate, Brinksway,
Stockport SK3 OBZ.
Overseas Distributors wanted.

ALUMINIUM Cat Ladders 12ft-24ft. Tel: Telford
586644. Also alloy Ext. up to 62+ft. Leaflets. THE
LADDER CENTRE, Telford, Salop.

615

AERIALS
UHF

£2.50

18 ELEMENT

YOU'RE SAFE WHEN YOU
BUY FROM RE -VIEW!

STANDARD
TUBES

NOW ONLY

TV AERIAL

REBUILT TUBES!

COLOUR TUBES

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:

INC VAT

3 station for colour or
biwhite. Loft or outside.

MONO

METAL BAND

+ 75p P&P

FM mead almwats.

kiti-shest ra wer.

20 element version

wnh universal clamp for
Mammal or vortical
mounting. Clamp takes up
to 2 pole.

f4.00 + 75p.

Air spaced cable 113p yd.

ONTARGET AEMAUL
94 HOE ST.
LONDON El7 4PG

TUBES

TWIN PANEL

23"
£11.00
24"
£12.00
Carriage £2.16 inc. V.A.T.

Rebuilt with new Electron

Guns to British Standard
415/1/1967.

RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES. Pencell,

COLOUR
£28.50
17", 18", 19"

£30.00
20"
22"
£31.00
25"
£33.50
£37.00
26"
Exchange Basis

AA - £0.94p. Sub. 'C' - £1.16. 'C' - £1.92. 'D' -

SUFFOLK TUBES

£2.59. PP3 - £4.48. Chargers, £4.48, £4.48, £4.98,
£4.98, £3.98 respectively. Others. All prices include
VAT. Add 10% Post and Package. S.A.E. for price
list plus 25p for information booklet. SANDWELL
PLANT LTD., 1 Denholm Road, Sutton Coldfield,

LIMITED

(carriage -ins. £2.70 inc. V.A.T.)

01-640 3133/4/5

Guarantee 1 year
Cash or cheque with order,
or cash on delivery
Add 12+% V.A.T. to all orders
INQUIRIES S.A.E. PLEASE

Britain's Largest Independent
TV Tube Rebuilder

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD,
WEST CROYDON, SURREY
Tel. 01-689 7735

West Midlands. 021-354 9764.

LOWEST COST IC SOCKETS. Use
socket pins

for

8

261 CHURCH ROAD

Solder -

to 40 pin DIL's,

MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 3BH

50p for strip of 100 pins, £1.50 for 3 x 100,
£4 for 1,000, 10p P. & P. for orders under £2.

Instructions supplied - send
SAE for sample. SINTEL, 53d Aston Street,
Oxford. Tel: 0865 43203.

Add 8% VAT.

COLCHESTER'S COMPONENT SHOP. Open
Sunday -Friday 12-6pm. J. K. Electronics, 11 Mersea
Road. Phone: 64433.

THE UM4 "COLOURBOOSTER"

Learn to understand
electronics
for your hobbies

UHF/625 LINE
Can produce remarkable improvements in colour and picture quality in
fringe or difficult areas with significant reduction in noise (snow).

High gain - very low noise. Fitted fly lead - installed in seconds.
Highest quality components.
IVORY PLASTIC CASE 3.1 x 31 x If FELT BASE

CHANNELS: Group A, Red code
Group B, Yellow code
Please
Group C -D, Green code
Specify
EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE

Boosts all Band III and any specified Band I channel simultaneously.
Nominal gain 16-18 dB both bands.
PRICES BOTH TYPES REDUCED:
Battery model £4,61 Mains version £7.03 Including VAT & postage.

Step by step, we take you through all the funda-

mentals of electronics and show you how easily the
subject can be mastered.
BUILD AN OSCILLOSCOPE.
(1)
READ, DRAW AND UNDERSTAND
(2)
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS
(3)
ON BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND
SEE HOW THEY WORK.

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED
6 ORCHARD GDNS., TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON

VALVE BARGAINS
Any 5 64p, 10 £1.00, 50 £4.10.
Your choice from the following
list:

%Become a Radio -Amateur
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in contact
with the wide world. We give skilled preparation for
the G.P.O. licence.
IIIII

EN IBM

21-33
39-51
52-68,

Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT

1. LernaKit course

Ell

MN

Brochure, without obligation to:

AERIAL BOOSTERS
We make three types of Aerial

Boosters all for set top fitting, with
Co -ax Plugs and Sockets.

B11-For Stereo and Standard
VHF Radio.

ECH84, ECC82, EF80. EF183,
EF184, PC86, PC88, PCF80.
PCF802, PCL82, PCL84, PCL85,
PCL805, PFL200, PL36, PL504,

B12-For the older VHF Tele-

30PL14, 6F28

All Boosters are complete with

PY81, PY800, PY88, EH90,

vision, please state BBC1 and
ITV Channels.

B45-For mon. or colour this
covers the complete UHF
band.

battery and take only minutes to

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO Er
ELECTRONICS SCHOOL
P.O. BOX 156, JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS.
NAME

616

£9.00

RIMBAND & TWIN PANEL
16", 17", 19"
£10.00
20"

TUBES

Mad order Oar
Talsplaws: 01-521 5452.

MISCELLANEOUS

ME MI

23"

transmitter.

aerials. Loft pole 60p.

ADDRESS

£7.00
£8.00

Please state nearest

Solderless plug 16p.
Complete with map.
Si.,. for details & F.M.

con IC

17"
19"

Colour Valves 30p each PL508,

fit.

PL509, PY500/A.

Price £3.60 each

POLYESTER CAPACITORS 250 v/w. (Mullard)
25p per pack of 5:-01pF, 015pF, 022pF, -033pF, 1pF, 15pF, 22pF, 33pF, 47pF, 15pF.
Prices include V.A.T. P. & P. under El : 15p, £1 to £3: 25p, above £3: 35p.

BLOCK CAPS

..... 1 ing II= MY
TA96 PLEASE

Overseas at cost. Money back refund on all orders.

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD.,
62 BRIDGE ST, RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANCS. Tel. Rams. 3036
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MONO TRANSFORMER

LINE OUTPUT

V4%

wrIf TRANSFORMERS
All items new and guaranteed
BUSH

AT @ 12

TV183 or D
TV183S
TV183SS
TV185S
TV186 or D
TV1865
TV186SS
TV191D
TV191S
TV193D
TV193S
TV198
TV307
TV312
TV313

TV128
TV134
TV135 or R
TV138 or R

T/139
TV141

TV145
TV148
TV161

T/113

TV165
TV166
TV171
TV175
TV176
TV178
TV181 or S

TV115 or C
TV115R

N118

TV123
TV124
TV125 or U

PLATE:4121, 4123,4140 OR 4142.

BAIRD
628
630
632
640
642
644
646
648
652
653
661

DR2

DM3
DR3
DR20

662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
672
673

DM45
DR49

DR23
DR24
DR29
DR30
DR31
DR32
DR33
DR34

DM55
DM56
DR95
DR100
DR101
DR121
DR122

GEC
BT454
BT455

BT455DST

2000DST ...

681

2047 ...

all models to

2044

MS2420

KB -ITT
By Chassis:
VC1
VC52
VC52/1
VC100
VC3
VC4
VC100/2
VC11
VC200
VC51
VC300

Or quote model
No.

all models to

INDEStT

2104 or /1
2105 or /1

20EGB
24EGB

MON FRI 9 am to 12.30 pm
. 1.30 pm to4.30 pm

Approx. 1 mile from Kew Bridge.

SAT 10 ant to 12 noon

PHILIPS
17TG100u
17TG102u
17TG106u
17TG200u
17TG300u
177G320u

V153
V159
V173
V179
V1910
V1913
V1914
V2014 or S
V2015D
V2015S
V2015SS
V2016S
V20175
V2019
V2023
V2027
V2310
V2311C
V2414D
V2415D
V24155
V241 5SS
V2416D
V24165
V24175
V2419
V2423

MS2401
MS2404

2084

MURPHY

V843...
all models to
V979

MS1700
MS2000
MS2001
MS2400

DR61
DR71

Tidman Mail Order Ltd.,
236 Sandycombe Road,
Richmond, Surrey.
Phone: 01-948 3702

DR123
DR202
DR303
DR404
DR505
DR606
666TV-SRG
777TV-SRG

DR41

674
675
676
677
682
683
685
687
688

671

DM35
DM36
DM39

DR21

N315

PLEASE QUOTE PART NO.
NORMALLY FOUND ON TX. BASE

600
602
604
606
608
610
612
622
624
625
626

DR1

84p
£7.59

A.

TOTAL

DECCA

TV102C
TV103 or D
TV105 or D
TV105R
TV106
TV107
TV108
TV109
TV112C

£6.75ea

(No Extra for Carriage)

19TG170a ..
all models to
19TG179a
G19T210a
G19T211a
G19T212a
G19T214a
G19T215a

19TG108u ..
all models to
19TG164a

PVE
11u
31F
32F
36
37
39F

40F
43F
48
49
50
53

SOBELL
ST196 or DS
ST197
ST290
ST297

1000DS ...
all models to
1102

23TG170a ...
all models to
23TG176a

21TG100u
21TG102u

all models to
G24T329

64
68

60

75
76
77
80

62
63

23TG111a...

all models to
23TG164a

G20T230a ..
all models to
G20T328

58
59
61

21TG106u
21TG107u
21TG109u

81

83
84
85
86
92

G24T230a ...

93
94

99
150

161

96
97
98

155
156
160

171
171

95/4 151

170
170/1
1

THORN GROUP
Ferguson, H.M.V. Marconi, Ultra
By Chassis: -

800, 850, 900, 950/1, 950/2.
950/3, 960, 970, 980, 981,
1400, 1500, 1500 (24"),
1580. 1590, 1591.
Or quote model No.

Hamond Components (Midland) Ltd.,
MON- FRI 9 am to 1 pm
80-90 Meriden Street,
2pen to 5.30 pm
Birmingham B5 5LR.
Phone: 021-643 2148

Contact your nearest depot for service by -return.

Callers welcome.

!

Please phone before calling.

COLOUR TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS E.H.T. RECTIFIER TRAYS (Prices on application)

BRIARWOOD TELEVISION LTD.

PRICES QUOTED FOR QUANTITY
BUYING - 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000,10,000

161 BROWNROYD HILL ROAD, WIBSEY, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE BD6 1RU.
TEL. (0274) 671960.
Type Price (£)

Type Price (El

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.23
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.12
0.19
AC141K 0.32
AC142K 0.32
AC151
0.16
AC165 0.16
AC166 0.16
AC168 0.16
AC176 0.16
AC186 0.15

AF106
AF114
AF115
AF116
AF117
AF118
AF121
AF124
AF125
AF126
AF127
AF139
AF147
AF150
AF170
AF172
AF178
AF180
AF181
AF239
AL100
AL102
AL112
AL113
BC107
BC108
BC109
BC113
BC114
BC115
BC116
BC117
BC119

AC107
AC113
AC115
AC117
AC125
AC126
AC127
AC128
AC131
AC141

AC187

0.21

AC187K 0.35
AC188

0.21

AC188K 0.35
AD130 0.40
AD140 0.50
AD142 0.50
AD143 0.50
AD145 0.50
AD149 0.50
AD161
0.43
AD162 0.43
AD161

A0162

1 .."

0.40
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
OAO

0.40
0.22
0.20
0.25
0.26
0.32
0.25
0.23
0.16
0.16
0.50
0.55
0.40
0.36
0.80
0.90
0.60
0.60
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.12
0.20

Type Price (£)

Type Price (£)

Type Price (£)

0.12
0.12
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.20
0.20
BC141
0.20
BC142 0.22
BC143 0.22
BC147 0.10
BC148 0.10
BC149 0.10
BC153 0.14
BC154 0.14
BC157 0.14
BC158 0.13
BC159
0.13
BC160 0.20
BC161
0.22
BC167
0.12
BC168 0.12
BC169C 0.13
BC171
0.12
BC172
0.12
BC173
0.14
BC177
0.16
BC178 0.16
BC179 0.16

BC187
BC209
BC212

0.24
0.12
0.12
BC213L 0.12
BC214L 0.12
BC249
0.30
BC251
0.16
0.18
BC262
BC263B 0.18
BC267
0.17
0.28
6C301
8C302 0.28
BC303 0.27
BC307A 0.11
BC308A 0.11
BC309 0.13
BC547
0.10
BC548 0.10
BC549 0.10
0.10
BC557
BD112 0.50
BD115 0.50
BD124 0.70
BD131
0.35
BD132 0.35
BD133 0.35
BD135 0.30
BD136 0.35
BD137 0.35
BD138 0.40
BD139 0.40
BD140 0.40

BD222
BDX22
BDX32
BDY18
BDY60
BF115

BC125
BC126
BC136
BC137
BC138
BC139
BC140

BC182L 0.10
BC183L 0.10
BC184L 0.10
BC186 0.24

BF121

BF154
BF158
BF159
BF160
BF163
BF164
BF167
BF173
BF177
BF178
BF179
BF180
BF181

BF182
BF183
BF184
BF185
BF186
BF194
BF195
BF196
BF197
BF199
BF200
BF216

0.45
0.70
1.80
0.70
0.70
0.20'
0.24
0.12
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.30
0.18
0.20
0.20
0.24
0.30
0.28
0.30
0.28
0.34
0.30
0.22
0.22
0.30
0.11
0.11

0.12
0.12
0.16
0.28
0.12

UPWARDS

Type Price (El

Type Price (£)

0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.20
0.35
0.40
0.47
0.23
0.30
0.23
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.20
0.23
BFY51
BFY52
0.23
0.25
BFY53
BFY55
0.25
BHA00021.90
BR100 0.30
BSX20 0.22
BSX76 0.22
BSY84 0.34
BT106
1.05
BTX34
1.80
BU105/041.90
BU126 1.50
BU208 2.20

0C22
0C23
0C24
0C25
0C26
0C28
0C35
0C36
0C38
0C42
0C44

BF217
BF218
BF219
BF220
BF222
BF251
BF256
BF258
BF259
BF260
BF262
BF263
BF271
BF273
BFX84
BFX85
BFX88
BFY37

0045
0C46
OC70

0071

0072
0074
0075
0076
OC77

0078
0081
°CBI D

0082
0082D
0083
0084
0085
0C123
0C169

00170
0C171

1.10
1.30
1.30
0.45
0.40
0.60
0.45
0.58
0.43
0.45
0.18
0.18
0.35
0.22
0.22
0.30
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.50
0.13
0.20
0.14
0.20
0.13
0.22
0.28
0.13
0.20
0.20
0.22
0.22

ALL TRANSISTORS, I.C's OFFERED ARE NEW AND BRANDED.
MANUFACTURED BY MULLAR D. I.T.T.:TEXAS, MOTOROLA, ETC.

Please add 12%
VAT to all items and
overseas at cost.

P & P U.K. 20p PER ORDER. OVERSEAS ALLOW FOR
PACKAGE AND POSTAGE. CASH WITH ALL ORDERS.

All prices subject to
alteration without
notice.

Type Price (£)

Type Price (£1

IC's
SN76013N 1.45

VALVES
0.40
ECC82
0.45EL84
0.70
PC86
PC88
0.70
PCF802 0.70
PCL84
0.54
PCL805 0.59

SN76013ND

1.15

SN76023N 1.45
SN76023ND
TBA341
TBA520Q
TBA530Q
TBA540Q

1.15
0.90
1.60
1.40
1.60

TBA560C0 1.60
TBA5700
TBA800
TBA810
TBA820
TBA92OQ

1.60
1.00
1.30
0.70
1.75
1.60

ti

PCL86

0.58-

PFL200
PL504
PL509
PL802

0.68.
0.80
1.42.
2.00

PY500A 1.10
PY800
0.50

TBA9900
TCA270S0 1.60

E.H.T. TRAYS

MONOCHROME
950 MK2 1400
1500 17" 19" 3 stick
1500 24" 5 stick

2.15
2.25
2.36

E.H.T. TRAYS COLOUR
4.20
Pye 691, 693
5.40
Decca (large screen)
5.50'
GECC2110
5.30,
GEC Hybrid C.T.V.
5.50.
Thorn 3000/3500
2.30,
Thorn 8000
4.50
Thom 8500
2.50r
GEC TVM 25
Decca Series 30 TH25/1HT 2.50'

/57c

NEW. CASH WITH ORDER ONLY. P & P 35np. ALL
PRICES INCLUDE VAT. AT 12Y2%

MULTISECTION CAPACITORS

COMPONENTS DEPT 2
18 HEDDON COURT PARADE,

PHD

RADIO AND TV SPARES ALL COMPONENTS BRAND

COCKFOSTERS, HERTS
01- 440 1141 TELEX 261295

MAINS DROPPERS
Type

Description

400-400/350
200-200-150-50/300
1000-2000/35
600/300
600/250
200-300/350
1000-1000/40
2500-2500/30
300-300/300
200-200-75-25/350
100-300-100-16/275
150-100-100-100-150/320
150-150-100/350
175-100-100
1000/63
140/100
2500-2500/63
700/200
400/350

2.60p

TRANSISTORS AF179

55p
53p
49p
39p
39p
1.05
1.05
1.85
2.20

AC107
AC126
AC127
AC12701
AC128
AC12801
AC141

AC141K
AC142
AC142K
AC153
AC176
AC17601
AC187
AC187K
AC188
AC188K
AC193K
AC194K
AD140
AD142
AD143
AD145
AD149
AD161
AD162
AF114
AF115
AF116
AF117
AF118
AF121
AF124
AF125
AF126
AF127
AF139
AF178
iv

33p
23p
23p
50p
23p
50p
24p
25p
24p
25p
23p
24p
50p
23p
24p
24p
25p
29p
31p
45p
50p
50p
50p
48p
45p

45p
23p
23p
23p
19p

48p
30p
23p
23p
23p
23p
34p
53p

AF180
AF181

AF186
AF239
AL102
AU107
AU110
AU113
BC107
BC108
BC109
BC113
BC114
BC115
BC116
BC117
BC118
BC119
BC125
BC126
BC136
BC137
BC138
BC139
BC142
BC143
BC147
BC148
BC149
BC153
BC154
BC157
BC158
BC159
BC171

BC172
BC178
BC179

1.50
80p
1.65
1.55

1.65
1.00
1.30
2.25
2.40
1.60
2.60
1.50
1.90
55p
32p
1.70
1.30
1.55

10p
10p
10p
12p
19p
19p
19p
19p

28p
28p
21p
19p
19p
19p
19p
19p

29p
34p
12p
11p
13p
19p
19p
14p
12p

14p
14p
13p
21p
19p

BRC Mono 1400
BRC Mono 1500
BRC Colour 3000/3500
BRC Colour 8000
BRC Colour 8500
Phillips G8
Phillips 210 (with link)

80p
75p
75p
75p
75p
50p
55p

Phillips 210
RRI Mono 141
RRI Mono 161
GEC 27840
GEC 2000
Phillips G9

65p
75p
80p
75p
75p
35p

THYRISTORS
TV106

1.20
45p
45p
35p

BR101

BRY39
BR100
BC182L
BC182LB
BC183L
BC183LB
BC184L
BC186
BC187
BC203
BC204
BC205
BC206
BC207
BC208
BC209

BC212L
BC213L
BC214L
BC225
BC237
BC238
BC251A
BC301

BC303
BC307
BC308
BC327
BC328
BC337
BC547
BD115
BD116
BD124
BD131
BD132

80133
80134
BD135
BD136
BD137

DIODES
BA100 14p BA164 17p
AA113. 14p 0A81 11p BA102 24p BAX13 5p
AA116 14p 0A85 11p BA130 35p BAX16 6p
AA117 14p OA90 6p BA145 16p BAY38 10p
6p BA148 16p IN4148 4p
AA119 8p 0A91
0A47
6p 0A95 6p BA154 12p BY206 30p
6p OA202 9p BA155 15p
0A79

RECTIFIERS
BY 100

21p

1N4001

4p

TUNER

BY126
BY127
BY133
BY182
BY238
BYX10

15p
10p

1N4002

5p

IN4003
IN4004

E LC1043/05
4.50 each

IN4006

6p
7p
8p
9p

1N4007

10p

Bridge Rectifiers
BY164
BY179
W005
W02
W04

BD138
BD139

49p
54p

BF257
BF258

48p
65p

10p

BD144 2.10
BD155
74p

BF271

15p
15p
15p
34p
34p
34p
59p

24p
26p
15p
15p
15p
15p
15p
11p
15p
11p
11p
11p
15p
15p
11p
16p

32p
59p
11p

9p
12p
12p
15p
12p

64p
60p
79p
44p
49p
49p
49p
39p
45p
47p

BD157
BD183
BD235
BD237

74p
55p
74p
74p
74p

B0238
BDX32 2.50
BF115
19p
BF118
25p
BF121

BF152
BF154
BF 157

BF158
BF 163

BF167
BF173
BF177
BF178
BF179
BF180
BF181
BF 182
BF 183
BF 184

8F185
BF 194
BF 195

BF196
BF 197
BF 198
BF 199

BF200
BF240

24p
30p
30p
30p
24p
24p
24p
24p
29p
32p
32p
34p
32p
43p

43p
25p
25p
14p
14p
14p
14p
19p

24p
34p
19p

BF241
21p
BF 256 LC 44p

BF273
BF274
BF336
BF337
BF338
BF458
BF X29

BFX84
BFX85
BFX88
BF X89

BFY50
BFY51

BFY52
BU105/01
BU105/02
BU105/04
BU108
BU126
BU204
BU205
BU206
BU208
MJE340
MJE520
MJE2955
MJE3055
MPSUO5

MPSU55
R2008B
R2009
R201013

TIP31A
TIP32A

14p

1N4005

LOPT
A29100
(Korting etc.)
6.50 each

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

50p
65p
35p
35p
35p

10p
10p
10p
10p

22p
2.00
40p

29p
24p
25p
23p
30p
22p
22p
22p
1.90
1.90
2.50
3.00
2.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
3.00
65p
80p
1.10
73p
65p
1.25
2.00
2.00
2.00
60p
60p

TAA350
TAA550
TAA630S
TBA120S
TBA12050
TBA5200
TBA530Q
TBA5400
TBA5513C1

TBA560CQ

TBA7500
TBA800
TBA9200
TBA9900
SL901B
SL917B

1.90
50p

4.00
95p
95p
3.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
4.00
2.20
1.60
4.00
4.00
3.84
5.12

2.75
SN76003N
SN76003ND 1.70
1.80
SN76013N
SN76013N07 1.80
1.60
SN76013ND
SN76023N
1.85
SN76023ND
1.60
SN76033N
2.75
SN76665N
2.50
CA3065
2.50
MC1358P
2.50
MC1327P
95p
MC1327P9
95p
.MC1330P
70p
MC1351P
70p
MC1352P
80p

VALVES
DY86/87 42p PCF80
DY802
ECC82
EF80

EF183
EF 184
E H90

PCC89
PCC189

42p
42p
38p
44p
44p
45p
52p
52p

71p
43p PL36
34p
49p PL84
1.01
PCF 801
52p PL504
88p
PCF802 59p PL508
1.60
PCL82
52p PL509
48p
62p PY509
PC L84
59p PY500A 1.41
PCL85
57p PY800
47p
PCL86
PCF86

PF L200

73p

TUBES
19" A49/191X 61.00
20" 510DJB22 64.00
22" A56/120X 67.00

20" Mono 20.00
24" Mono 23.00
12 Months Gaurantee

EHT TRIFLERS
BRC950
BRC1400
BRC1500(17")
BRC1500(24")
BRC3500
BRC8000
BRC8500
BRC9000
Decca CS190
Phillips L8

2.40
2.40
2.40
2.75
6.00
2.60
5.00
7.00
6.50
6.60

Pye CT205
PYE731
Decca2030
GEC2028
GEC2110

5.00
7.50
6.00
6.50
7.00

ITTCVC5
RRI111/1.74

6.00'

R R I A823

Korting 90°
Tanberg.

9.00
7.00
6.00
6.00

